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Preface 

THE nur FOUR articles in the issue are devoted to différent aspects of the problem of most ef- 
fective utilization of scarce capital resources in under-developed countries. 

The first article, "Capital Intensity and Costs in  Earth-moving Operations", prepared by the 
Industrial Deve.opment Branch of the United Nations Department of Economic and Li    A fa Z 

• nubi'.' PT rdyentltlef ?PÌtal ImCnSlty m U^ En«•« ^-ruction", whi h' 
was published ,n the first ,ssue of this Bulletin. The article is based  on  material  provided  by 

Ì^ZTVcv^Tl t0 JT• COndUCtCd by thc SCCatari:,t "f tk' fc-•»• Commission for Europe (ECE) and that of the Economic Commission for Asia and the Far las, (FCAFFi 
contains an analysis of the relationship bet.vccn levels of capital intensity and cos.s ¡,   ,1K. var „J 
projects reported by Governments; methods of statistical measurement of the relevant magnitu le  2 
comparable terms are developed for that purpose. ^'"tmits ,n 

Following the first article is a note on the meeting of a working party on earth-moving opera- 
tions in Asia and the Far East recently held in New Delhi under the sponsorship of the Secre- 
tariat at Headquarters and that of ECAFE, reference to which is made in the article. The workin« 
party dealt with various aspects of the technology of earth-moving using manual labour, mecha 
mzed equipment and combinations of both in the light of the conditions prevailing in that region. 

The third article, "Choice of Industrial Technology: The Case of Wood-working", by Mr G K 
Boon of the Netherlands Economic Institute, approaches another aspect of the same problem bv 
analysing a simple industrial operation, the manufacture of wooden window frames and furniture On 
the basis of this ana ysis, the author develops a method of appraisal of alternative production processes 
at different levels of mechanization, including the use of multi-purpose versus specialized machines 
In spite of its specialized nature, the study was considered to present an interest of a wider scope 
as the proposed method is applicable also in appraising alternative techniques at different levels of 
mechanization in other industries. 

The fourth article, "Use of Welding in Machine-Building", by Professor Evgeny P Unksov 
Director of the Central Scientific Research Institute of Technology and Machine-Building 
of Moscow, deals with a purely technological subject but is essentially concerned with the same 
basic issue-finding means of reducing capital requirements in industrial operations in newly in- 
dustrializing countries. Professor Unksov's contribution is particularly significant in this respect 
since the capital-saving methods which are discussed in the article apply to a rather advanced stage 
of industrial development, namely, heavy machine-building. The development of a technologically 
mature machine-building industry, which is beginning to emerge in the more advanced among newly 
industrializing countries, makes heavy claims upon their capital resources because of the complex and 
expensive equipment which such industry requires. Such countries lack a sufficiently developed in- 
dustrial infrastructure to produce the necessary heavy equipment by their own means and thus 
have to rely to a large extent upon costly imports. To substitute a technology based on welding for 
the costly and elaborate steel-shaping operations such as casting and forging, which are being used 
at thc present time in heavy machine-build ng. represents a major capital-saving device. To quote 
from Professor Unksov's article, "the wide use of welding in machine-building has special significance 
under conditions prevailing in industrially under-developed countries, since it would enable them, 



in a comparatively short time and with relatively small capital investments, to establish new or con- 
vert existing machine-building installations according to modern technical standards". 

In addition, this issue contains an introductory study on financing of small-scale industries in 
under-developed countries prepared by the Industrial Development Branch, which examines a num- 
ber of measures aiming at providing the small industrial enterprises in the less developed countries 
with adequate credit on favourable terms. 

Another article, prepared by Mr. William R. Pabst, Jr., Chief Statistician of the United States 
Department of the Navy, deals with statistical methods of quality control in industry. It presents 
a particular interest for under-developed countries as it relates to methods of quality control which 
are fully applicable in small and medium-scale industrial enterprises. 

A new international body—the Special Fund—has been recently established by the United 
Nations to provide financial assistance to under-developed countries for projects of a pre-investment 
nature. The last article in this issue discusses the role of the Special Fund in fostering industrial 
development. 

«MMI/V a mffrr ,/„,„ „,  ,h,   Oitm^sheim ¡return <>j ,he «;„»</ Altaian  Cm,,! w France 



Capital Intensity and Costs 
in Earth-moving Operations 
Prepared by the Industrial Development Branch 

of the United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs 

ORIGIN AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 

»y HE PRESENT ARTICLE has been prepared as one of a 
* series of studies of capital intensity in heavy engin- 

«ring construction conducted by the United Nations 
Secretariat, under its work programme in the field of 

industrialization and productivity. Pan of this programme 
consists of studies on problems which lie between the 
over-all assessment and allocation of resources and pro- 
gramming of targets, and the designing of industrial 
plant and production facilities. Such projects, which take 
the form of case studies in selected industries, aim par- 
ticularly at developing a methodology for further re- 
search. 

The choice of capital intensity as a topic in the projects 
carried out by the Secretariat is motivated by the import- 
ance, in the development of under-developed areas, of 
the problem prevailing in those areas of chronic imbal- 
ance between the two factors of production-labour and 
capital. The theoretical aspects of the problem of appro- 
priate 'factor-mix" in the development process have long 
engaged the interest of economists. Most of the recent 
research on this problem has, however, been based on 
what may be designated as the macro-economic or aggre- 
gative approach. As mentioned in previous studies by the 
Secretariat on the problem of capital intensity, it has be- 
come increasingly evident that further analytical work 
based on an economic and engineering analysis of in- 
dividual industries, projects and processes is required. 

One of the three studies on capital intensity published 
in the first issue of this Bulletin related to heavy engineer- 
ing construction,1 an industry selected because of its par- 
ticular economic and technical characteristics. Engineer- 
ing construction is an important activity in all under- 
developed countries, where it accounts for a substantial 
part of total physical investment; in many countries, 
economic development is associated in the first instance 
with a rise in construction activity. In most under-de- 

1 United Nations, "Capital Intensity in Heavy Engineering Con- 
struction", Bulletin on Industrialisation and Productivity No 1 
(sales number: 58.11.B.2). 

vdoped countries, this industry is undergoing ;l pr()CCSS 

of evolution which poses a numlier of economic and 
technological problems related to the question of capital 
intensity. Finally, it presents a high degree of flexibility 
in regard to technological alternatives of substitution of 
capital and labour, so that the choice of an appropriate 
level of mechanization is of practical importance. 

In the study mentioned above, the analysis of the deter 
minants of costs for mechanized earthwork operations 
was largely based on United States data. The findings 
derived therefrom were re-appraised in the light of condi- 
tions prevailing in under-developed areas, and a tentative 
conclusion was reached that in the latter areas the costs 
of mechanized earthwork are likely to he significantly 
higher than in industrial countries. The higher costs ap- 
peared to be due to such factors as the poor rale of per- 
formance of the equipment, both on the job and over its 
lifetime; inadequate maintenance, resulting in frequcnr 
breakdowns and costly repair; scarcity of skilled labour 
for operation and repairs, and inadequate general facili- 
ties, including the supply of spare p;>rts. Lower labour 
costs arising from the generally low wage rates prevail- 
ing in those countries appeared only partially to offset 
higher costs on equipment account. 

In the absence of actual cost data, these conclusions 
were based on a number of field observations of qualita- 
tive nature. Thus, experts assigned under the United Na- 
tions Technical Assistance Programme had reported in 
several instances various difficulties which they had ex- 
perienced in connexion with construction projects, in 
particular as regards maintenance of heavy equipment, 
due to the lack of experience of oiwrating and repair per- 
sonnel and the shortage of imported spare parts. In some 
cases, lack of familiarity with equipment resulted in op- 
erating performance much below the norms achieved in 
more industrialized countries. In one instance, the capa- 
city of equipment was found to exceed the needs of 
present or foreseeable future projects, which led to 
chronic under-utilization and poor performance. Similar 
observations wert brought out in the report of the Con- 



struction Plant and Machinery Committee, appointed by 
the Government of India in 1953 to examine certain 
aspects of this problem.2 

A preliminary draft of the study under discussion was 
presented to a group of experts meeting in Geneva in 
November 1956 under the auspices of the United Nations 
Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) which was 
studying the effect of mechanization on the cost of con- 
struction of hydroelectric stations, on the basis of data 
submitted by Governments. Having analysed these data, 
the ECE expert group agreed that further data permitting 
a comparative analysis were needed in order to studv this 
problem, and a questionnaire was drafted by the ECE 
secretariat in co-operation with the Secretariat at Head- 
quarters for circulation to Governments in the region. 
The questionnaire was designed to elicit detailed eco- 
nomic and engineering data for recently completed earth- 
moving operations which would permit an analysis of 
cost in relation to the degree of mechanization. 

Earth-moving includes a number of different opera- 
tions whose combination depends upon the nature of the 
particular project. For example, construction of a canal 
involves excavation followed by transporting the removed 
earth and dumping it in some waste spot, or the use of 
the earth on the site to build up embankments for the 
canal. For this reason, the questionnaire contained a re- 
quest to supply, wherever possible, a breakdown of costs 
of the work involved, by individual operations. In the 
analysis presented in the second part of this article, ad- 
vantage has been taken of the fact that in some replies the 
various operations were separately reported. 

In Asia and the Far East, considerable attention to the 
economic and engineering problems in earth-moving and 
in construction in general has been given by the Govern- 
ment of India which, in the early nineteen fifties, had 
convened two special committees to study these opera- 
tions. A number of economic studies have also been pre- 
pared by consultants on individual investment projects 
of this type, planned or undertaken.11 Reference may also 
be made to a study produced by a team of one engineer 
and two economists, containing, in addition to a review 
of the theoretical aspects of the problems, an analysis oí 
two techniques of earth-moving, one involving mechan- 
ized excavation and transport, the other involving manual 
excavation and motorized transport.4 The discussion of 
the practical possibilities of combining labour and capital 
concludes with a statement stressing the need for experi- 
mentation in the design of techniques and equipment 
with a view to meeting the particular requirements of 
under-developed countries. These conclusions substanti- 
ally agree with those of the United Nations study on 
earth-moving cited earlier. 

- (iovcrnment of India, Ministry of Irrigation and Power. Re- 
port of the Constitution I'lant and Machinery Committt? (Neu- 
Delhi, 1954 V 

3 One of these, entitled "Some Economic Aspects of the Wiakr.i 
Nangal Project", by Professor K. N. Raj, is to be published early 
in 1960 (Asia Publishing House, Bombay). 

•* "Capital Formation and Choice of Techniques in Under-de- 
veloped F.conomies", by CÌ. R. Deekshit, R. K. Patii and K. R. 
Datye, in Indian Economic ]ourna¡, July 1956. 

At the Second Regional Conference on Water Re- 
sources Development, held in Tokyo in 1954 under the 
sponsorship of the United Nations Economic Commis- 
sion for Asia and the Far East (ECAFE), suggestions 
were made by participants for research on the technical 
aspects of earth-moving operations in this area. As a 
result, the ECAFE secretariat undertook a study of the 
particular problem of improving manual techniques of 
earth-moving in competition with machines. 

The subject was further discussed at the Third Re- 
gional Conference on Water Resources Development held 
in Manila in 1957, to which papers were presented by 
ECAFE and the United Nations Secretariat. The discus- 
sion of these papers led tu recommendations that further 
research and an increased exchange of information were 
required in this held. In accordance with these recom- 
mendations, the secretariats of ECAFE and of the United 
Nations Headquarters organized jointly a Working Party 
on Earth-moving Operations to meet in the ECAFE re- 
gion. A detailed questionnaire was drawn up and cir- 
culated to Governments of the region in this connexion. 
The part of the questionnaire relating to costs and degree 
of mechanization in earth-moving was designed along 
the lines of the questionnaire circulated • earlier in the 
ECE region; it was expected that the replies would make 
it possible, in particular, to test the hypotheses on the 
cost of mechanized earthwork operations in industrially 
less developed countries which had been made earlier. 
The working party was convened in New Delhi, India, 
from 7 to 14 September 1959.5 A preliminary draft of the 
present study was submitted to it. 

The analysis which follows is based mainly on the 
replies of certain countries to the questionnaires cir- 
culated in the two regions.6 

As regards countries members of ECE, detailed and 
comparable data were received from Austria, Finland, 
France, Poland, Sweden and the Union of Soviet So- 
cialist Republics. The replies from the Federal Republic 
of Germany, Turkey and the United States did not con- 
tain certain data—for instance, labour inputs or deprecia- 
tion charges—required for the analysis undertaken in this 
study. The information on earth-moving operations re- 
ceived from Czechoslovakia was not comparable with 
that contained in the other replies.7 The United States 
data referred to below originated from the United States 
bureau of Public Roads which had carried out special 
cost surveys in this field. 

As regards replies from countries of the ECAFE re- 
gion, the material on costs of mechanized earth-moving 
operations was, in most cases, not sufficiently detailed and 
lacked comparability. 

Considerable information on technical specifications 
and capacity of equipment was supplied by the Govern- 
ments of Japan and the Philippines. The replies of Cey- 
lon, the Republic of China, Hong Kong and Singapore 

5 The final report of the working party is summarized else- 
where in this issue of the Bulletin. 

"Intimation on the relevant projects is given in appendix I. 
7 Replies from the Governments of Belgium, Hungary, Italy 

and Romania were received too late for inclusion in the jtuay. 



provided either partial cost data or data on total costs 
with insufficient breakdown;  data for such important 
items as wages or depreciation charges were lacking. In 
the case of Hong Kong, data on labour man-hours in- 
dicated rather extensive use of labour in combination 
with small pieces of equipment, and the unit costs ap- 
peared to be competitive with those obtained bv use of 
other techniques in other countries; the incompleteness 
of the data, however, precluded further analysis. The re- 
plies from the Republic of China and Thailand provided 
data on direct costs, but not on indirect costs, particularly 
depreciation. In these instances, earthwork was pari of 
very large and complex projects, and a full analysis of 
unit costs could  not be  undertaken. The reply' from 
Burma contained detailed information on an operation 
involving a type of equipment different from that used 
<n the projects of other countries. Thus, in the material 
originating from the ECAFE region, onlv that relating 
to India could be taken into consideration in the analysis 
For that country, certain important data are taken from 
published and unpublished documentation relating to the 
year 1953 prepared by the Rates and Costs Commutée 
of the Government of India, which was made available 
to the Secretariat. 

The lack of adequate information in the ECAFE re- 
gion may be explained by several factors, among which 
is the fact that mechanized earth-moving has only re- 

cently been  undertaken on .1   large scale* In countries 
where such projets have been carried out, mudi ot the 
work was  done by private  contractors whose cost  ac- 
counts are not generally made public. In other countries 
the work  was performed by  government departments. 
hut because ot inadequate accounting practices it is ,lil 
ncult to ascertain actual expenditures lor projects of tins 
type. On the one hand, over-all budgets lor specific pro 
jects often t.,.1 to provide detailed cost data lor the various 
operations involved. On the other hand, these operations 
are   frequently  carried  out   bv   separate administrative 
units, each of which operates under its own budget; the 
latter would cover the expenditures involved in ¡lie par 
ticipation of the unit, with its own Mali, equipment and 
materials, in  several  projects,  without spelling out  the 
costs relating to .my individual job. I„ these cases, it is 
impossible to ascertain not only ucmi/.ed data relating to 
such cost elements as wages, depreciation, maintenance 
and repairs, but even total costs for indivulu.il projects. 

As a by-product of the various investigations, the need 
for maintaining proper cost accounting records was made 
apparent, and 1 recommendation to that elTect was made 
in the report of the working parly. 

The Government of New Zealand stated ,n its replv that it 
currently undertaking »ne of the I 

i in the region; this, however, is in e. 
nil detailed data arc not yet available. 

was currently un.krtakinK one of 'the latest e.irth ..,v,vuiu pro 
lifts in the region; this, however, is in early stages of const,,,,.,,,, 

ANALYSIS OF COSTS 

Measurement of capital intensity 

rr HE ANALYSIS is divided into two parts. The first relates 
* to excavation only, an operation which is common 

to all earthwork: data are presented for Austria, Finland, 
France, Sweden, the Soviet Union and the United States. 
I he second relates to a combination of excavation, trans- 
port and compaction operations for which data are avail- 
able for France, India, Poland and the Soviet Union. 

As a first step, it is necessary to define a measure of 
capital intensity corresponding to the micro-economic 
level of analysis adopted in this study. 

A measurement of the rate of mechanization which has 
been sometimes suggested in the literature" is the ratio 
ot the power of equipment to output. In the present case, 
this measure would relate the horsepower (or kilowatt) 
capacity of the excavating equipment to the volume of 
earth moved This, however, would present a number of 
drawbacks. First, this relationship would single out one 
ot the factors in mechanization—horsepower capacity— 
which, from the point of view of capital input, is not 
necessarily the most important one. Secondly, it might 
often be misleading; in the case of hauling operations, 
for example, more installed horsepower would be re- 
quired for haulage by trucks than by locomotive-drawn 
dump wagons on tracks for the same volume of output 

9 Some of the definitions or measures proposed for capital in- 
tensity are mentioned in "Capital Intensity in Industry in Under- 
developed Countries", Bulletin on Industrialization and Produc- 
tivity, No. 1, footnote 22, page 19. 

in ton-kilometres, and it is clear that there is no necessary 
relationship between installed power and level of capital 
intensity of the two techniques. 

In the following analysis, it is promised to u,c the ratio 
of capital input to labour input as a measure of capital 
intensity, both factors being taken here, conceptually, in 
terms of "flow" rather than "stock". Capital input is 
measured by the vilue of effective physical depreciation 
of equipment during the period of actual operation, as 
opposed to accounting depreciation charges which are 
calculated in a conventional and more or less arbitrary 
way.1" Labour input is measured in hours of direct labour 
used on the job, including o|xrating, maintenance, repair 
and ancillary personnel, but excluding supervisory and 
overhead staff. 

This measure presents on the numerator side a prob 
lem of valuation for international comparability, since 
capital input figures in the replies of the different coun- 
tries are expressed in local currencies. This difficulty, 
which is general in problems of this tyjK-, is, in this in- 
stance, alleviated by the fact that there exists an inter- 
national market for capital goods used in earth moving, 
so that prices of equipment reflect the large measure oí 
competition among the few producing countries. More 
over, as far as the first part of this study is concerned, 

10 For a discussion of this problem, sir "Capital Intensity 111 
Heavy Fngineering Construction", op. tit. Sec also the discussion 
Mow of the relationship between maintenance and dépréciation 
costs. 



I ««• <-/ //„• w/7.,-*r CJ„al „f ¡ht Crmdfors hydro-power station 
in Sweden 

Under water excaiation work  at the tail-race canal of the 
¡alii   hydroelectric   station   in   northern   Finland 

the problem was further simplified by the fret that prac- 
tically all of the equipment used in the western European 
projects was of United States origin. 

The problem of appropriate exchange rates for convert 
ing national currencies into a common monetary unit is 
more complex in the case of costs which, in addition to 
capital charges, comprise those for wages and materials, 
including locali;' produced supplies. It was necessary to 
make a certain number of assumptions concerning ex- 
change rates, which are believed to provide a sufficient 
first approximation for the purposes of this study.11 For 
the western European countries, a comparable set of data 
was obtained by converting the figures expressed in na- 
tional currencies into a common monetary unit—the 
United States dollar—at current exchange rates. Some 
complications as regards an appropriate conversion ex- 
change rate arose in the cases of Poland and the Soviet 
Union; these are discussed in detail in appendix II. 

Another factor to be taken into account in computing 
the measure of capital intensity is the difference in the 
rate of performance of equipment in various projects. In 
operations where this rate is below normal, the time spent 
by the equipment on the job is correspondingly higher 
and so, consequently, are the values of capital input as 
defined above.1- To adjust for this, a coefficient of correc- 
tion is applied to the rate of equipment performance; this 
coefficient, which relates the observed rate to a reliable 
norm based on past experience, also takes into account 
various physical factors, such as the terrain, and thereby 
also provides an adjustment for the lack of homogeneity 
of the "product" obtained in different types of earth- 
work.,:i 

Account should finally be taken of the differences in 
the time periods in which the projects were carried out. 
Governments were requested to supply data for "recent" 
projects, and although the information generally relates 
to the period 195.3-1958, some dispersion of time periods is 
indicated in the replies.14 No adjustments for price 
changes with a view to bringing all costs to a common 
base were made. There are indications, however, that, 
excepting the case of Poland, only small adjustments 
would have been required. 

11 A more detailed discussion of some of the conceptual and 
statistical problems involved in international comparisons of value 
data is contained in certain studies published by the Organisation 
for European Economic Co-operation; see An International Com- 
parison of National Products and the Purchasing Power of Cur- 
rencies (Paris, 1954) and Comparative Nation, ' Products and 
Puce Uvcls (Paris, 1958), both prepared by M. Gilbert and staff. 

12 Inefficient operation may, at the same time, involve more 
labour, so that both numerator and denominator are affected in 
the same direction; however, there is no reason to assume that 
they are affected in the same proportion. It is reasonable to as- 
sume, particularly in the case of under-developed countries, that 
inefficiencies in utilization are considerably greater in the caie 
of labour than in the case of capital, because of the very low 
level of wages. In the absence of adjustments, this would tend to 
give consistently lower values to the measure of capital intensity. 

,:* For example, in work involving rocky soil or underwater 
dredging. 

H Thc ,,k,a /«/ïï!1* re,ate to a Pro'ect kl?"" in 1948 and 
empiete,! ,n 1952. The French authorities themselves have re- 
valued the data at March 1958 prices. 

10 



Excavation 

Table 1 shows capital intensity and unit costs in excava- 
tion work for countries where relè ant information was 
available. 

In the case of Sweden, a very hi«h figure of accounting 
depreciation is given in the reply; an analysis of the per- 
formance data shows it to IK two to three times higher 
than the physical deprecai.on as defined above. On the 
other hand, the .ate ot  performance is relatively low 
owing to the nature of the work, which involved an espe- 
cially difficult operation of underwater excavation   The 
numerator of the ratio and the cost figures were adjusted 
accordingly. The French reply, which concerns a project 
involving both excavation and transport, indicates that 
the performance of the excavating equipment was af- 
fected by the inadequacy of transport equipment; this 
too, was corrected by adjusting the ratio numerator and 
the cost figures. As regards the Finnish project, a break- 
down of costs suggests that the accounting charges for 
deprec.auon were below the real rates. No specific data 
regarding the performance of equipment are given in 
the reply of the Soviet Union; performance has conse- 
quently been assumed to be comparable to that achieved 
in other projects.16 

The capital intensity in the Austrian project-which is 
of small size-.s shown in table 1 to be of the sarv order 
of magnitude as that of the other projects; however, a 
h.gher unit cost is obtained despite the fact that Austrian 
wage rates are significantly lower than those in the other 
countries. This probably reflects the diseconomies of scale 
arising from the small size of the project.16 

The table also contains figures for the United States 
which were calculated on the basis of data for excavating 
operations in road construction analysed in a previous 
study by the Secretariat on capital intensity in engineer- 
ing construction. The data concerning capital intensity 
and wages do not relate to one specific project, but to a 
sample of projects mainly in the medium-size range The 
capital-labour input ratio thus obtained is only slightly 
higher than that in the other countries. The unit costs 
tor excavation in road construction are average contrac- 
tors bid prices and have a broad nation-wide coverage 1T 

They are higher than the costs in European projects 
Large-scale projects in the United States, comparable to 
those described in the replies from European countries, 
would command somewhat lower costs, but these would 
still significantly exceed the average cost level obtaining 
in the European projects under discussion. As the esti- 
mates of equipment performance given in the replies of 

15 Where data on levels of performance arc available, these ap- 
pear to be roughly comparable m projects with similar unit cost! 
Since costs m the Sov.« project are of a comparable order of 
magnitude, the assumption made appears to be reasonable 

tri^J^T j? mite for the dlscrePancy between the Aus- 
nan and, say, the French wage rates which are representative of 

Z-JA'S* 
Wage

k
1(?cl> *'* Aus»¡an "nit cost would slightly 

«ceed 40 cents, which would not be excessive as compared to the 
average unit costs for large-scale projects. For a discussion of the 

fnï r• fe ,UP°" COStS' See "Capital Intcnsit>'in H«vy Engineer- ing Construction , op. cit., page 42. 
17 Ibid., pages 40 and 41. 

TOP.   Construction   of  an   airport   m   West   Virginia,   I nited   States: 
loading trucks unh  poner shovel 

BOTTOM.   View   of   the   intake   canal   at   Ottmaisheim,   /•>,/«,,•.   the 
navigation  locks and  the  fx.urr  plant   headrace are  visihlr  m   the 

hackground 
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some Furopean countries inficile .1 level of clficiciic\ 
comparable lo th.it of the operations in the United States, 
the difference is attributable to the higher level of wages 
111 the latter country, which, lor this type of work, are two 
to three limes higher than those in Hurope. 

In appraising the data shown m table 1, it should Ix 
b.rne in mind that the variations 111 factor inputs MU\ 

costs which result mainly from dilTercnces m job condì 
lions, such as the nature of the soil and topography, arc 
extremely wide in earth-moving. As noted above, an 
attempt has been made to correct for these elements, but. 
lH-cau.se of the inadequacy of the available information! 
the corrections made are in the nature of approximations 
rather than precise adjustments. Under the circumstances, 
the range of variation of the values obtained for the 
capital-labour input ratio shown in the table does not ap- 
pear excessive. From the methodological (x.int of view, 
the delinition of capital intensity developed in this study 
.ip|H-ars to IH- sufficiently meaningful and "operational" to 
justify further quantitative investigation. As to unit costs, 
illese show only minor variations in those countries whose 
wage rales are comparable. 

Combinai operation   of  excavation, transport  and 
com pai turn 

Cost dala on a combined o|H-ration of excavation. Irans 
|«.it and compaction are available in the material pro 
vuleif In F,-.,,,«.. India. Poland and the Soviel Union, 
i hese data are shown 111 table J. 

In the case reported by the Soviet Union, the earth 
moving operations were of a complex nature; the till for 
the earth dam had to lie obtained under water-a task 
which was especialb difficult dunng the winter when the 
uvei froze. I.xc.ivat.on was accomplished in two stages- 
m 1 lu- tust, which  was carried out  during the ice-free 

i: 

months, huge draglines excavated the fill and deposited it 
along the river banks. In the second, the fill was loaded 
by shovel and dragline onto trucks for hauling to the 
dam site, where conventional methods were used for com- 
paction. The second stage was conducted the ve.tr round 
by utilizing the "stock" of fill excavated during the earlier 
Mage. The data provided in the reply made it |>ossiblc to 
anabsc each stage separately; by excluding the first stage. 
.1 set of operations comparable to that described in the 
Polish M\<\ French replies could be isolated. 

I he data tor India are, as mentioned earlier, based on 
material from the records of the Rates and Costs Com 
mittee. 1 he cost dala are "recommended" norms based on 
puces prevailing in l<>5s\ In calculating these rates, the 
committee   reviewed   current   engineering   practices   in 
India and in other areas, notably the United States, and 
made certain assumptions concerning comparative equip- 
ment  performance in order to arrive at a set of norms 
against  which performance on projects under construc- 
tion could be evaluated. In establishing these figures, the 
Kates and Costs Committee assumed that operating per- 
formance would be about iö per cent of the ideal output 
estimated by equipment producers, primarily those of the 
l mied States.1" The costs of (.verhead were'not included 
m  the  calculations of the  committee;  thev  have   been 
estimated. 111 table 2, at 25 per cent of total'unit cost. 

ïhe Polish project is of special interest, as the data 
concerning ,t suggest that it was carried out bv techniques 
much more labour-intensive than those applied in the 
other projects. One phase in the erection of a reservoir 
system described in the Polish reply was the construction 
<»t  .1 catch-basin, involving excavation of 2S5,0OO cubic- 
metres of earth and transportation of this amount over 
m average distance of one kilometre. These data are di- 
rectly comparable with those contained in the French 
reply. Moth replies provided estimates of the total cost 
<»! excavating one cubic metre of earth and moving it ;, 
distance of  one kilometre;   the French reply also  pro- 
vided a breakdown of this total and. as was mentioned 
above, it  was |K>ssiblc to derive an estimate of the cost 
"I a similar operation in the Soviet Union from the ma- 
terial contained in that country's reply. As for the tech- 
nique of operation, large draglines or shovels were used 
lor excavation, and self-propelled dump trucks were used 
l'»r transportation m both the French and Soviet projects; 
thereafter, bulldozers were used for compaction of thè 
earth. In the construction of the catch-basin in the Polish 
project, small draglines and shovels were used for excava 
non. and transportation was carried out bv means of a 
specially built narrow-gauge  railway system with coai- 

1 tu' KmK'1' ll;,ta 'lrt' '«»sed on equipment performance 
.»m.K.nt.iiK 10 alH.t.t ,S per cent of d,c • .deal" performance, which 
apiH-arv u. correspond to average conditions of operation in the 
developed connine-. In the earlier study of this problem, it was 
estimât«! .1,.,. the level „Í performance in under-developed coun- 
nrs would he half oí thai found in the developed countries and 
he norms proposed In .he Indian committee seem to be relatively 

hiRl.1. This appears to |K- continued In information in the report 
"I tin- committee, which indicate, that, in most projects under 
examination performance fell short of lire proposed norm (Gov- 
i-rnmem .,, „du, Ministry of Irrigation and Power, Report of 
I", A,,/,.. „„,/ toas < oi„„„!,<;• (New  Delhi, l«Wf,), chapter 16) 



power«! locomotives and small dump wagons.1» More- 
manual labour was involved in the Polish project than n 
he other works considered, at two stages oí the opera- 
ion: laying and maintaining the tracks: and unloading 

the dump wagons and spreadmg the earth on the site 
prior to compaction by bulldozers. 

It is difficult to assess the real significance of the differ- 
ences in costs shown in table 2. In the earlier studv of 
«he Hureau of lxonomic Affairs on costs of mechanized 
u.rth-movmg operations, an analysis was made of ,hc 
various factor determining these costs in the more indus 
rialized countries and an attempt was made to transase 

the hnd.ngs to the conditions prevailing in under-dc- 
veloci areas. Thus, i. was mentioned that, because of 

'".Soim- RasolnH-p.mcrai  dump  trucks  nere  usai  ,n  other 
p^s,)t,h•,l(Utti l:lt.1(l„n„t,,,,,„„lhrcct,:„ J 
of the costs « ni, those of the other tr.uisport method 

k . t   ..mduruy w.,1, cou,pme,n and litt!, expenence 
vy» techniques ot mechanized operati,,,«, prodtic, 
->• »our could be generally expected to he' low" 
'" the mdus.nal countries. I„ additi,,,,. ,h, clnacuv 

•ndmdua   ."dustnal processes m the 1,,,^ l()        Js' 
enhanced by the existence of external econmnus  su 

JU l,UII,llS •"!l1 •l(lal"-"^ «ipi'lv of spare p,r,s 
"diene? TU' h'M'H" Ijr.Klucv.Iv .„u. 1HU,rn ! 
-nul IK ter cos coiuhtM.ns. h.. these reasons, um, o,s,s 
"\ mechanized operations m u,uler.levelop(,| o, ,, , , 
m.gb.beexpec.ed,(,lK-subMan,lallvl,1,lut, , ; 
more advatued countries: tins ,s true ,n Sp„, , it 

L.l^ur costs resulting iron, generally low.•! UJl., ,,|IS 

even ,f the lower productivity , f |u|K>llr ,s Iilkl,; • K 
count. """ ,K 

The relevance of these considerations will be examined 

Table 1 
CMMTU. .XTHNSITV ANP ,W I:WS IN. ES|:AVATi||N WOHK 

CIll'SIIV 

Austria 
Finland 
France1' 

A 
B 

Sweden1' 
Union of Soviet 

Socialist Republics 
United States of 

America 

CAPITAL LABOUR 
INPUT" INPUT 

11 S   dollars        I nuiti hours 
per thousand per thousand 
nihil- metres) ,uhi,   metres) 

(1) 

50 

M 
54 
5N 

50 

94 

(2) 
III 
57 

51 
66 
50 

48 

SO 

CAPITAL- 

LABOUR 

INPUT 
RATIO 

}_U-(2) 

<•*) 

O.N 
0.«) 

1.2 
0.8 
1.2 

1.0 

'OST PUR 

CUBIC MITRE 

OF 

EXCAVATION 

'US dulia, si 

(4) 
0./Ì4 
(1.27 

0.22 
0.22 
0.28 

0.24 

0.47 

WAINS 

[IS dolíais 
fer hum i 

(5) 
0.40 
1.01 

0.71 
0.71 
1.0< 

1.04 

2.00 

YEAR 

1955 
1957 

1'*SS 
1958 

1954 I'157 

1050 

l'15-i 
Source:  Sec text.  —•—————__^_ 
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Table 2 

CAPITAL   INTENSITV «   UNIT  COSTS   >OR   A   COMBINE»   OPERATION   OL   EXCAVAT.ON,   mNM,,„ 

  COMPACTION 
AM) 

COUNTRY 

France 
India 
Poland» b 

Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics* 

CAPITAL 

INPUT 
(US dolían 

per thousand 
cubic metre- 
kilometres) 

LABOUR 

INPUT 
< man-hours 

per thousand 
cuhic metre- 
kilometres) 

CAPITAL- 

LABOUR 

INPUT 

RATIO 
(D:.(2) 

COST PER 

CUBIC   METRE- 

KILOMETRE 
(US dollars) 

(1) 
167 
190 
48 

180 

(2) 
148 
600 
957 

158 

WAGES 

( US dollars 
per horn) YEAR 

1.1 
0.3 
0.05 

(4) 
0.67 
0.60 
0.62 

1.2 0.67 
Source:  See  text. """"""""""'~"""*"""—"—— 

" KAÍ'ÍÍ  ?"eXchan«*   "te   «'«I   ¡n   calculation,   see appendix  II 
Cipual and  labour .nPu„ based on dUtribution of co„s ¿TnZl project. 

(5) 
0.71 
0.1 ì 
0.21 

1.04 

(6) 
1958 
195? 

1952 1954 

1956 

H 



in the lignt of the data in table 1 which, for purposes 
of illustration, compares cost figures for projects in France 
and Poland. For the sake of simplification, only two cost 
elements are considered: depreciation and direct labour 
charges. Part A of the table shows the actual costs for the 
two countries; in part B, the labour cost figures arc re 
calculated under the assumption of reversed wage rates 
(capital costs and labour productivity are assumed to IK 

unchanged). The table shows that, with the French level 
of wages, the less mechanized technique used in Poland 
would lead to a very high unit cost of 117 United States 
cents as compared to an actual cost of 25 cents. On the 
other hand, a combination of the more mechanized tech 
niques used in the French project with Polish wage rates 
would lead to lower costs, namely, 20 cents instead ot M 
cents; the difference between the latter two figures is 
proportionately much smaller than that obtaining in the 
first instance. As labour productivity and equipment per- 
formance may be expect«! to be higher in Poland than 
in most undci -developed countries, a less favourable com- 
parative cost situation is likely to obtain in these countries 
in regard to mechanized operations. 

As to India, it should be kept in mind that unit costs 
given for that country are based not on actual perform 
ante but on performance norms. For the combined opera- 
tion described above, the Indian unit cost is equivalent 
to about 45 cents as compared, for example, to (>7 ccn's 
for a similar operation in France. If adjustment is made 
for the fact that the Indian data do not include overhead 
and interest payments—which amounted to about 25 |KT 

cent of total cost in France—the adjusted unit cost would 
not differ much from that obtaining in France. The dose 
ness of the cost figures for India and France may be 
largely explained by the fact that higher depreciation, re 
pair and other costs obtaining in the former country are 

Bin««',   (dn sii union   camp   for   workers   of   the   Bratsk   Intin, ponti 
project an  the   Angara   Uiter in  Sihrria 

m< iir.  Xarrow gauge loconitttire and dumping cars used in  htttltliti^ 
a restituir system on the Vistula Hirer, i(M) km. above Krak'tu'. Poland 

i \R  IIM.HT.  Corstruclitm  of the  Kunar tlam,  Damot/ar  ]\illtv,  ituim 

offset by lower wage costs. II, as in the case ol Poland, 
average French wage rates are applied to the Indian cost 
calculations, assuming the same capital and labour inputs 
per unit of output, the Indian unit cost would rise to well 
alxivc one dollar. 

Finally, it should IK
1
 noted that, even on the assumption 

of comparable operating efficiency of lx>tti equipment and 
labour, unit costs in highly mechanized operations in less 
developed countries would, in many cases, be low in ap 
pearance only. The cost data in table ? are made up of 
wage and capital charges, the latter being depreciation 
charges on equipment; to simplify the calculations, in 
terest charges have not been included. Omission of in- 
terest charges does not materially weaken the comparative 
value of the cost data among industrial countries, where 
essentially similar conditions prevail regarding endow- 
ment in capital resources as reflected in the rate of interest. 
However, when cost comparisons are made with under 
developed countries, account should he taken of the 
higher cost of capital in these- countries title to its starci y ; 
if an adjustment is made for this lacur, the comparative 
cost selection would appear less favourable.20 

An examination of the data in table 2 relating to tapit il 
intensity shows that, measured by the capital-labour inpjt 
ratio, the degree of capital intensity of the Polish project 
is considerably lower than that of either the French or the 
Soviet works.1-'1 It can he seen in table 2 that the ratio is 

-""Such an adjustment should Ix- iliade even for under de 
\eloped countries where ihe market rate ot capital is relatively 
low Ixcause ol such special circumstances as government credit 
policies or possibilities ol borrowing under special conditions 
from international institutions, so that there is a discrepancy be- 
tween the "market" and the "real" rate of interest. (Sec in this 
connexion the discussion of the problem ot the so-called "account- 
ing" or "shadow " prices of factors in an article by Professor |an 
Tinlwrgen. "Choice of Technology in Industrial Planning", Rul- 
li tin on Industrialization and Productivity, No.  1 

-'The comparison of the Polish and Soviet data with those 
of the western luropean countries poses a problem of conversion 
of data expressed in national currencies which was touched upon 
earlier. The methods of conversion used in these two cases art- 
discussed in appendix II. 
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0.05 for the Polish project against 1.1 and 1.2 for the 
French and Soviet ones.22 In the Polish case, the high 
input of manual labour was associated with a mechanized 
transport operation: labour was not used for transport 
proper as in conventional techniques of earth moving of 
high labour intensity, but for building a rail track—a 
much more productive means than manual transport. 
(The use of. small, narrow-gauge wagons also involved 
considerable use of labour for unloading and spreading 
the earth prior to compaction.) This roundabout labour- 
intensive technique of using unskilled labour to produce 
capital equipment of high productivity may IK of interest 
to under-developed countries. Furthermore, rail transport 
equipment is rugged, relatively inexpensive and in many 
ways easier to maintain and operate than motor transport; 
and it may also be easily produced in the countries them- 
selves, particularly in those which are in the more ad- 
vanced stages of industrial development.23 In all these 
respects, the method used in the Polish project meets 
many of the difficulties which were pointed out in the 
discussion of mechanized operations in under developed 
areas in the earlier study on this subject. 

The Indian data present a certain number of special 

22 Corroboration of the fact that the measure of capital intensity 
may vary widely with alternative techniques may be found in a 
recent Indian study on earth-moving. This study compared two 
techniques presenting only moderate differences in unit costs: 
the first involved completely mechanized excavation and trans- 
port; the second, manual excavation and motorized transport. The 
capital stock per unit of excavation required by the mechanized 
technique was about twice that required by the labour-intensive 
one; at the same time, the latter required an input of labour per 
unit of excavation fifteen times higher than the former. Thus, 
if one compaies capital-labour ratios, as measured in these items, 
the ratio for the first technique is thirty times that of the second 
—an order of magnitude similar to that obtained above. See 
"Capital Formation and Choice of Techniques in Under-de- 
veloped Economics", op. cit. 

23 A number of Governments, particularly Japan and Ceylon, 
have indicated in their replies that narrow-gauge rail track systems 
of transport of earth are currently in use in some of their pro 
jects. The characteristics of these systems are not given in detail, 
but it seems that the experience has been a favourable one. 

Table Í 

I.ABOt R   AMI   IAPI1AI.   IMT   COSTS."   I OR   A   COMBINI I) 

OPKKATION   AT   KM I ERENT  LEVELS   OF   MECHANIZATION 

AND  WAGE  RATH* 

(Unitili  States ants per cubic  metre kiloniclie) 

MORI: LESS 

ME.CIIAM/FI)     Mil MANI/EH 

TICHMOl Is TFCHNlOl I s 

A. Attuai rusts 
l-'i a iiii- Pelami 

Labour IS ."•() 
Capital (depreciation) 1" S 

TOTAL M 25 
l'sinj: Polish      1 sin« lïcnch 

h.  Costs it ith « ,<cr rates lererseil 
\\\ìRi   rates wane   rates 

Labour 5 112 
Capital   (depreciation) r S 

Timi .'ti 117 

Sonne:   See  text. 
* I-or   a   discussion   of   the   nittliod 

see   appendix   11. 
>>t    computation of   the   data, 

Tabic 4 
INDIA     DISTRIBI TION HI- COSTS FOR COMBINED OPERATION- - 

EXCAVATION, TRANSPORT AND COMPACTION 

(Per cubic metre kilometre at 1<>55 prices and exchange rates) 

noiiMt 
ITEM RITF.FS EQUIVALENT 

Depreciation OK') 0.1«» 
Lubricants, fuel, etc. 047 0.10 
Repair and spare parts 0.-Î8 0.08 
LaLxnir: 

Operating 0.10 0.02 
Repair 0.-51 0.06 

TOTAL 2.1S 0.45 

Sourer:  Information  supplied   by   the   Rates   and   Costs  Committee 
of  the  Ministry  of  Irrigation  and  Power,  Goieminent of  India. 
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features. Labour input in man-hours shown in table 2 
has been estimated by dividing wage costs by an assumed 
hourly wage rate (see table 4). For reasons discussed 
below, the lalxiur costs have been separateci into two com- 
ponents-operation and repair. An average wage rate of 
0.5 rupee per hour has been taken tor operating per- 
sonnel; lor repair workers, a rate of 0.75 rupee has been 
used.-' On diese bases, the labour inpm—for bolh opera- 
tion and repair—has been estimated at 600 man-hours per 
thousand cubie metre-kilometres. The numerator—an 
unadjusted depreciation charge shown in table 1—is 1W 
dollars, a ligure only slightly higher than that of 167 
dollars in the French case. The unadjusted capital-labour 
input ratio is thus 0..i, or roughly SO per cent of the modal 
coclricicnt lound tor the countries of the F.(T, region, ol 
which the French case is representative. 

The ligure ol O.i lor the capital-labour input ratio in 
India calls lor some comments, in view of the fact that, 
on the basis ot the depreciation dala contained in the 
Indian report, the earth moving operation involves ap- 
proximately the same level ot mechanization as that in the 
b'rench case; indeed, as mentioned above, the value of 
the capital input per unit of output is of the same order 
ol magnitude as in France. The low value of the ratio 
results I rom a much greater labour input and, as can be 
seen in table -4, the latter arises primarily on account ot 
repair and maintenance."'' Lalxiur input on repair ac- 
count is about three limes as high as that of operating 
lalxiur, a situation almost exactly the reverse of that 
obtaining in France and in most developed countries. 
The sizable repair expenditure results, to a large extent. 
Iront tlu practice ol producing on the site various spare 
parts which, in industrial countries, are readily available, 
and ol engaging in extensive repair of parts which, in the 

-' Anonimi; lo the d.U.i ol (lit Indian committee, skilled up 
crating .nul repair labour « is paid .it the rate ol d rupees per 
eight hour d.iv, while unskilled workers employed for various 
jolis un  the site were paid  i i um  I  lo 2."5 rupees. 

-'The input in operatili); labour alone anioni ts to 2IHI man 
hours per thousand mine metre kilometres in the Indian project 
as compared to .1 tolal--operation anil repair—of li*< man hours 
in the French one. The high value of the component for operat- 
ili); labour in India reflects a lower rate of performance of equip- 
ment and also the taci that, presumably because of very low 
vva^e levels, there is a tendency in India to use nitidi more un- 
skilled labour than in the more developed countries. 

latter countries, would normally be discarded and  re 
placed. Certain aspects of this tendency deserve closer 
attention at this point. 

Since most of the equipment and spare parts are im- 
ported, domestic production of the hitter obviously repre- 
sents a means of saving foreign exchange, an important 
consideration in India and most other under-developed 
countries. Fven in countries which do not have foreign 
exchange difficulties, it may still be more advantageous 
to fabricate some parts on the site rather than undergo 
the expense of maintaining inventories of the numerous 
spare parts which are essential for operating construction 
equipment. In the advanced countries where use ot such 
equipment is widespread, the overhead costs borne bv 
spare parts dealers in carrying adequate inventories are 
justified by a large and continuing volume of operations; 
in under-developed countries, such overhead would be 
charged to individual projects and would lead to higher 
unit costs. 

As repair is essentially a labour-intensive activity, re- 
conditioning of parts as well as of large pieces of equip- 
ment may be more economical than buying new parts or 
new machinery."" In other words, increasing labour- 
intensive repair work is tantamount to saving capital by 
reducing the rate of consumption of physical capital and 
lengthening the life of existing equipment."7 In the case 
of India, the authorities have specified a life span for 
calculating depreciation somewhat longer than that used 
in developed countries;"* to compensate for this, higher 
repair expenditures are anticipated. 

-"While repair work in India is, as noted earlier, highly paid 
coinpaied to unskilled operation, Indian repair wage rates are 
still considerably lower than their counterpart in developed coun- 
tries. 

-" The depreciation charge per unit in India should thus be 
relatively low : as noted above, it is, in fact, higher than that in 
France. The dilference may be due to the inclusion in the Indian 
costs ol heavy expenses for transport of equipment and also to 
a lo« er rate of performance. 

-'' United Nations, "Problems of Size of Plant in Industry in 
Inder developed Countries", Bulletin on Industrialization and 
I'rodtutiritx. No. 2 (sales number: 5'i.II.H.I), pages 21 to 23. 
The significance of conserving capital through increased main- 
tenance and repair was stresset1 in the earlier studies of the Secre- 
tarial The question is now being studied in more detail by the 
Industrial Development branch and the results of this investiga- 
tion will be published in a subsequent issue of the Bulletin. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

rrMiE O»|K(TI\K o* this study was to correlate the degree 
I of mechanization and costs in earth-moving opera- 

tions on the basis of data from the field. This follows up 
a previous study in the same area, which was based 
primarily on United States experience."" The purpose of 
these studies is to develop a micro-economic approach to 
problems where aggregative analysis is inapplicable, such 
as choice of techniques in individual industrial operations. 

'-'" "Capital Intensity in Heavy F.ngincering Construction", op. 
cit. 

A new measurement of the degree of mechanization 
or relative factor input was introduced for the purpose of 
the analysis, namely, the capital-labour input ratio. Both 
inputs are based on the concept of flow; in particular, 
capital input is measured by physical depreciation of 
equipment per unit of output. In measuring both capital- 
labour input ratio and unit costs, account was taken o£ 
iattor perfoi mance, which, for physical capital, is repre- 
sented by the rate of utilization of equipment—both be- 
tween jobs and on the site—and, for labour, by its pro- 
ductivity. In the case of costs, account had to be taken 

Id 



of the lnck of homogeneity of the labour factor, that is, 
of the differences in skill required by operations involv- 
ing different levels of mechanization. Moreover, certain 
statistical problems of valuation ot data for international 
comparability had to be solved. 

The statistical analysis indicated that, in the case of 
projects re|K>rted by industrial countries, the magnitude 
of both the capital-labour input ratio and the total unit 
cost which, under comparable factor costs and levels of 
mechanization is a measure of performance, varied 
within a reasonably narrow range; the significance of ibis 
has been discussed in the article. 

The study suggests that the method may be of interest 
for appraising industrial projects in under-developed 
countries. Among the various factors to be considered 
in such appraisals are unit costs and—assuming that the 
industrial process involved is sufficiently flexible tech- 
nologically to allow for factor substitution—a capital- 
lalxmr input ratio which would make allowance for the 
general scarcity of capital in under-developed areas. The 
study provides an appraisal method based on quantitative 

measurements of the two magnitudes. The finding th.it 
these magnitudes are stallie lor the iiulivitlii.il projects 
reported by the industrial countries—until now. sudi 
stability has been considered characteristic of aggregative 
measurements in the field of industry, such as capital 
output ratios—provides useful standards of comparison or 
"bench-marks" for such appraisals; the results obtained 
may be indicative of similar conditions in oilier industrial 
operations. 

The significance of the capital-labour input ratio as an 
effective measurement of the factor-mix in investment 
projects was particularly evidenced in the Polish case, 
where a mechanized transport operation achieved bv 
means ol labour-intensive investment-the posing of 
narrow-gauge tracks—was statistically reflected in a vcrv 
low value ot the ratio. The proposed measurements thus 
take into account the fact that capital is not a homo 
geneous tactor. The attention of technical institutions and 
similar bodies is drawn to the usefulness of additional 
research into the possibilities of factor substitution in 
similar types of investment. 

¿&K~-zrt»->>m. 

JPHS*11* 

Construction o/ an airport in  Writ  Virginie: earth-moving operation! 
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Appci idix I 

SUMMARY INFORMATION ON THE PROJECTS 

rpms AI'1'ïMIIX CONTAINS brief dcscriptions of the main 
* features o' the projects, the costs of which have heen 

analysed above. This material is presented so that the 
reader may obtain a heiter understanding of the opera- 
tions involved and ol the inlluence of jol) conditions on 
the analysis of costs. 

Austria 

Hie project ruder review is the construction of a short 
run-off canal, 8(K) metres in length, ten kilometres west 
ol Klagenlurt. The total of earth excavated amounted to 
lN.IKIO cubic metres; this spoil was deposited along the 
banks ot the canal. The work was done in the month of 
Noveml>er 1(>55, using a single shift. 

Equipment on the site included three power shovels, 
each with bucket capacity of ()/> cubic metre. Bulldozers 
were used to help prepare the site and to accomplish 
simple levelling lor In/tier operation ot the excavators. The 
Austrian ( iovcrnment's reply indicates no special topo 
graphical problems or dttliculties in the nature of the soil; 
this is described as stony santi with a slight admixture of 
clay. 

Among the (actors contributing to the high overhead 
costs noted in the text was the need for special equipment 
to move the construction machinery from the equipment 
| .<rk to the work site. Also, it was necessary to provide 
housing for the labour force; in view of the small num- 
bers involved, it proved more economical to rent special 
caravan trucks tor accommodation than to construct 
lem|H)rary huts. Special trucks for use as repair shops for 
the equipment were also rented. 

Finland 

The project involved a deejK'ning of the tail race canal 
at the foot ot the Palli hydroelectric station in northern 
Finland. The puqxisc was to raise the head:m and thus 
increase the power potential. The canal is 2.8 kilometres 
in length anil the depth of the excavation was approxi- 
mately 2 metres. The total of earth excavated amounted 
to <>5S,i(X) cubic metres. The work was completed in the 
period February through August 1457, in a three-shift 
operation. The excavated masses were dumped on the 
sides of the canal. 

Equipment on the site included a walking dragline 
with bucket capacity of 6 cubic metres. A bulldozer was 
used to level temporary roads and to prepare the site so 
as to facilitate operation of the dragline; the bulldozer 
was also used to level the excavated masses on the banks 
ot the canal. 

Excavation was accomplished under water, a type of 
operation for which the dragline is particularly well 
adapted. The reply indicates no unusual topographic 
problems, except that a small portion of the earth had to 

•'"'The tail-race is the channel conducting the water away from 
the il.un; the lie.ul is the dirTcrtncc in elevation or drop of the 
«.iter which provides the force to turn the power turbines. 

be moved twice because of the lack of dumping space at 
certain sections of the canal. The soil is described as easy 
to dig—sand mixed with clay. 

Expenditures for housing some of the labour force 
and for transport of other staff from nearby communities 
are included in overhead charges, but, in view of the 
small size ot the staff needed for the work, these are 
minimal, h was necessary to construct a small repair 
shop, the costs ol which are included in overhead. 

France 

The reply relates to the construction of a portion of the 
(irand Alsatian Canal, the name given to the develop- 
ment of the Rhine Ixtween Hasel and Strasbourg, for the 
dual purpose of hydroelectric power production and 
navigation. This particular section, at Ottmarsheim, con- 
sisted in an intake canal 11,830 metres in length; divided 
at its end into two branches, one containing lockt for 
navigation, the other bring the head-race for the power 
plant. The two branches converge below the plant. Over 
1(> million cubic metres of earth were moved for the 
entire project, which was carried out over the period 194S 
to 1(>52. 

The cost data relate to the construction o£ the intake 
canal, which required the shifting of about 13 million 
cubic metres of earth. In view of the nature of the soil 
and the requirements for embankments, earthwork was 
divided into three parts. The first (1.8 million cubic 
metres) involved simple stripping of the soil and dump- 
ing near the site; scrapers and small excavators were used 
for this work. The second (43 million cubic metres) 
involved excavation and transport of the earth for use 
as embankment; this was accomplished with large power 
shovels and dump trucks. The last part (6.8 million cubic 
metres) involved excavation of soil and dumping in the 
immediate area; this was done with draglines. 

The analysis of costs covers the second and third parts 
of the work. The combined operation of excavation, 
transport and compaction, comprising the second part, 
was undertaken with electric power shovels of 3 cubic- 
metre bucket capacity, dump trucks of 10 cubic-metre 
capacity and bulldozers for compaction. The third part 
was undertaken using large draglines with bucket capa- 
city of 7.6 cubic metres; bulldozers were used to assist 
in the preparation of the work-site to facilitate dragline 
operations. 

There is no indication of any major difficulties arising 
from topographical features of the work-site or from the 
nature of the soil. Camps were erected for the large 
labour force involved in the entire project; this included 
considerable concrete work, installation of a power plant 
and provision of navigation locks. The camps were also 
used to house the workers engaged in subsequent pro- 
jects in the area, which helped to reduce the costs charged 
to individual works. Elaborate repair shop facilities were 
provided, the costs of which arc included in overhead. 
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India 

As indicated in the article, the analysis is based on cost 
estimates prepared in 1953 by the Rates and Costs Com- 
mittee of the Government of India. These are primarily 
performance norms used to evaluate the actual cost data 
recorded by projects undertaken in India at the time of 
the review by the committee. The data relate to excava- 
tion by a two and one-half cubic-yard excavator, transport 
by dump trucks and compaction by bulldozers. 

Poland 

The Polish project consisted of building a reservoir sys- 
tem on the Vistula River, 100 kilometres above Krakow. 
Total earthwork involved moving approximately 1.5 
million cubic metres. The main works were an earth 
dam and a catch-basin; the earthwork for the latter, the 
costs of which are analysed above, amounted to 2S5,(KX) 
cubic metres. Excavation work on the project began in 
1952 and was completed in 1954. 

The equipment used on the entire project included 
eight excavators with bucket capacities ranging from 0.5 
to one cubic metre, seven bulldozers and roller attach- 
ments for compaction, dump trucks and narrow-gauge 
railway locomotives and wagons. While both trucks and 
railway stock were used to transport earth in construct- 
ing the dam, only the railway was used for earthwork 
operations connected with digging the catch-basin. 

Accommodation was provided on the site for about 
one-third of the labour force. The costs incurred in this 
connexion, and those of transporting workers from 
nearby communities, are included in overhead. 

Other features of the project are given in the analysis 
above and in appendix II. 

Sweden 

The reply gives details on the costs of earth-moving op- 
erations in the construction of a tail-race canal at 
the Grundfors hydro-power station. Total excavation 
amounted to 2.5 million cubic metres. The whole length 
of the canal—155 kilometres—was dug particularly deep 
in order to add to the head at the dam and thus increase 
the power potential. Earthwork began in the middle of 
1954 and was completed in the summer of 1957; opera- 
tions were conducted on a three-shift basis. 

The major portion of the work was done with a large 
walking dragline having a bucket capacity of 6 cubic 
metres; the analysis refers to the costs involved in the 
operation of this piece of equipment. In addition, as is 
normal in such cases, a bulldozer was used for simple 
clearing and levelling operations in order to facilitate the 
operation of the dragline. It was also necessary to use a 
smaller dragline for a small portion of the work, but the 
cost of operating this piece of equipment has not been 
taken into account. The excavated masses were deposited 
along the sides of the canal to provide embankments. 

Digging is described as particularly difficult on account 

of the nature of the soil; the dragline also operated under 
difficult conditions, which contributed to leducing the 
performance rate. These factors have been taken into ac- 
count in the adjustments to the analysed figures. Some 
sections of the earth had to IK- blasted prior to excavation 
and pumps were used to drain other areas in this con- 
nexion. These costs have been excluded in order to obtain 
a set of operations comparable with those described in 
the other replies. 

Overhead costs include a proportionate share of the ex 
penditure on the construction camp tor the labour torce 
employed on the entire project. They also include the ex 
penses incurred in erecting and operating ,i repair shop 
for the dragline and for fabricating certain parts. 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

The reply gives details on some of the earthwork costs 
in the construction of an earth dam and other installa 
tions for the Irkutsk power station. The dam is 2.6(H) 
metres long and contains 1? million cubic metres of 
fill; total earthwork for the entire project, including 
excavation for the power plant and the colfer dam, was 
6.7 million cubic metres. Earthwork began in 1950 MU\ 

was completed at the end of 1956: the cost data given in 
the reply relate to operations during the year 1956. The 
installation is very large, the capacity of the hydro station 
being 660,000 kilowatts. 

The fill for the earth dam was taken from nearby Ixir- 
row areas and was also obtained from the excavation for 
the channels and the power plant in the immediate 
vicinity of the dam site. The cost analysis given in the 
reply refers to operations at the borrow areas only. 

Among the pieces of equipment used for the project 
were eighteen draglines and excavators with bucket capa- 
city ranging from 1.4 to 10 cubic metres. Transport of 
earth was accomplished using ninety-five dump trucks, 
forty-five of these with a capacity of 143 cubic metres 
and fifty with a capacity of 4.7 cubic metres. Tractors and 
bulldozers of various sizes were used for simple levelling 
operations on the site and for compaction of the fill. 

The main features of the earthwork have been noted in 
the text. Because the ground was frozen during winter 
months, excavation at the borrow areas was undertaken 
in two stages; during the ice-free months, the larger 
draglines were used to excavate earth and to dump the 
mass in a "reserve stock". The operations connected with 
moving this stock to the dam for till were conducted 
throughout the year. The cost analysis in the text refers to 
the second stage only. 

United States 

The data are based on sample surveys conducted by the 
United States Bureau of Public Roads, the results of 
which were made available to the Secretarial. The costs 
refer to simple earth excavation by small shovels or 
graders in road construction. 
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Appendix II 

COMPUTATION PROCEDURES 

'XI ins APPENDIX PRESENTS in some detail the calculation 
1 procedures followed ;n estimating the unit costs and 

capital-labour input ratios for the Frtnch and Polish 
projects. Similar procedures were followed in respect of 
the data concerning the other projects discussed in the 
article. The appendix also contains a section on the con- 
version rates for cost and investment data expressed in 
Soviet and Polish currencies. 

COMPUTATION  OF UNIT COSTS  AND CAPITAL-LABOUR 

INPUT RATIOS 
FRANCE 

Unit costs 

Detailed data are given in the reply of the French Gov- 
ernment on unit costs for the following operations: ex- 
cavation by electric shovel per cubic metre of earth; 
transport by truck per cubic metre-kilometre; dumping 
of earth per cubic metre, including cost of maintenance 
of roads and work on spoil tip, constitution of embank- 
ments, and rough grading of the slopes. Table 1 pre- 
sented two sets of data on excavation. The second set 
was taken up again in table 2, as part of the combined 
operation; the following discussion relates to this sec- 
ond set. The work was accomplished in 1948, but costs 
were recalculated in the reply at March 1Q58 prices; the 
conversion rate used was 420 francs to the dollar, the rate 
of exchange prevailing at that date. The data are sum- 
marized in table I. 

All the data on the components of excavation unit cost 
were reduced by 20 per cent to adjust for the fact that 
job performance of the excavators was adversely affected 
by shortages of transport equipment. 

As regards the depreciation item, both in excavation 
and the combined operation, two elements had to be 
taken into account in the adjustment. The cost of the 
equipment used in the French project includes additional 
charges in the form of customs duties and domestic taxes 
on machinery amounting to 30 to 35 per cent of their 
c.i.f. value; these charges are irrelevant for the purpose of 
this study. On the other hand, the rates of depreciation 
as given in the cost accounts appear to overstate the 

economic life of the equipment; thus, for excavation, the 
rate of depreciation used in the accounts corresponds to a 
life expectancy of about thirteen years, whereas normal 
expectancy is ten years. As the two elements involve 
adjustments in opposite directions which roughly cancel 
each other, the depreciation figures were used as given in 
the accounts, without adjustment. 

Capital-labour input ratio 

The capital-labour input ratio is obtained by dividing 
depreciation by man-hour of direct labour. Depreciation 
has been discussed above. The man-hours of direct labour 
are shown separately in the reply and cover those of 
operating, repair and maintenance, and other site person- 
nel. Excavation of a thousand cubic metres requires sixty- 
six man-hours; the combined operation requires 148 man- 
hours per thousand cubic metre-kilometres. 

The ratio for excavation is 22,700 :66=344 francs, that 
is, 0.82 dollar, and for the combined operation—70,000: 
148—473 francs, or 1.1 dollar per man-hour. 

POLAND 

Unit costs 

The data for total unit cost were used as given in the 
reply without adjustment (table IV). 

Depreciation of equipment in the operation under dis- 
cussion—construction of a catch-basin—was calculated 
taking into account the following information. All equip- 
ment used on the project was rented from a central 
depot; the reply gives the fee charged for rental of the 
equipment used in the construction of the catch-basin 
without further breakdown. However, a breakdown of 
the total rental fee paid for equipment used on the entire 
project is available, including depreciation and wages for 
repair personnel. The percentage breakdown concerning 
the entire project has been applied to estimate the dc 
preciation costs relating to construction of the catch-basin. 
The figures are shown in table II. 

This yields a figure for depreciation of equipment used 
in constructing the catch-basin of 1,150 zlotys per thou- 
sand cubic metre-kilometres. 

Table I 

FKANCE:  COMPONENTS OF UNIT COST 

(Thousands of francs) 

ITEM 

Wages 
Depreciation 
Other" 

Excavation onlv 
(per tkouiand 
cubic metres) 

UNADJUSTED 

Combined »iteration 
(per thousand cubic 

metr?-k.ilomctres) 

ADJUSTED 

TOTAL 

29.7 60.1 
28.4 75.7 
58.4 157.9 

116.5 302.7 

Excavation only 
(per thousand 
cubic metres) 

Combined operation 
(per thousand cubic 

metre-kilometres) 

Source: Economic  Commuiion  for  Europe. 
» Including overhead, cott of materia!» and repair an<J interest charge». 

23.8 
22.7 
46.7 
93.2 

63.2 
70.0 

146.2 
279.4 
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Table II 
POLAND:    PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RENTAL FEE FOR 

EQUIPMENT USED IN ENTIRE PROJECT 

Wages 
Depreciation 
Spare  parts 
Other 

TOTA 

PERCENTAGE 

111) 
21.«J 
22.5 
42.6 

1<X).0 

Capital-labour input ratio 

Depreciation has been discussed above. As regards man- 
hours, the reply gives data relating to all direct labour- 
including that of workers engaged in operating and 
maintaining the track and rolling-stock of the narrow- 
gauge railway system—except that for repairing and 
maintaining excavators and locomotives. To estimate 
hours worked by repair workers, their wage bill—U per 
cent of the total rental fee—was divided, for lack of more 
detailed information by the hourly wage for workers on 
the project as a whoie.'11 The total man-hours per thou- 
sand cubic metres thus obtained is 960. The capital-labour 
intuit ratio is equal to 1,150 zlotys divided by 960 man- 
hours, or 1.2 zlotys per man-hour. 

CONVERSION OF DATA EXPRESSED IN SOVIET AND POLISH 

CURRENCIES 

The difficulty in comparing cost data in the Soviet and 
Polish projects with those of the other projects analysed 
in this study has been briefly referred to earlier in the text. 
It was noted that the procedure of converting cos: data 
expressed in national currencies into a standard currency 
unit—in this instance the United States dollar—using the 
official exchange rates, was not applicable in these two 
cases. 

The method of conversion used for the Soviet and 
Polish data is presented in the following paragraphs. 

:l1 Since labour costs for repair are a small proportion of total 
labour costs, use of the average wage rate for this calculation does 
not affect the conclusions. 

Ihe unit costs for the Soviet and Polish projects were 
broken down into categories and a "real" parity lietwecn 
the currencies concerned and the dollar was estimated for 
each cost category. The calculations for the Soviet data 
are shown in table 111 and for the Polish data in table IV. 

If the official rate of four roubles to the dollar is applied 
to the Soviet data, the prices of small and medium-sized 
pieces of equipment used in the project appear to be, in 
dollar equivalent, approximately equal to or only slightly 
higher than the prices of United States equipment oi 
similar specifications. It was thus considered appropriate- 
to apply the official rate to depreciation charges. 

The official exchange rate was not, however, considerai 
to be applicable to wage costs. A first approximation 
to parity is provided by the so-called "tourist" rate of 
ten roubles to the dollar, which has presumably k-en 
calculated on the basis of international price pariiv in 
respect of consumer goods. However, if it is home in 
mind that some wage goods, in particular the basic sub- 
sistence items, and many services, for instance, housing, 
are preferentially priced, the "tourist" rate appears to IK- 

too high for the purpose and a rate of eight roubles- 
judged to be more realistic—has been adopted:'- 

With respect to fuel and lubricants, an analysis of 
the price data supplied by the Soviet authorities indicates 
that the rate of eight roubles to the dollar would also In- 
appropriate. At this rate, the equivalent dollar prices are 
roughly comparable to United States prices for similar 
goods.;,:l 

The item "repair and maintenance" includes charges 
for shop overhead and  spare parts. The rate of four 

;1J It is true that, even at the tourist rate, the equivalent dollar 
prices of many consumer goods would appear to k- considerably 
higher than those found in the United States or western European 
countries. For a full appreciation of this problem, the difference 
in consumption patterns among these countries should be taken 
into account—a task which lies beyond the scope of this article. 
Comparisons of this type underlie the previously mentioned 
studies on western Kurope and the United Stales by the Organisa 
tion for Kuropean Economic Co-operation. 

•'•'This rate takes into account the importance of freight costs; 
these are relatively high in view of the remote location of the' 
project. 

Table III 

CONVERSION OF SOVIET COST DATA 

ITEM 
EXCAVATION 

(per cubic metre) 

COMBINED 
OPERATION 

(per otitic metre- 
kilometre) 

EXCHANGE 

RATE* 
EXCAVATION 

(per cubic metre) 

(United St 

COMBINED 

OPERATION 
(per cubic metre- 

Millimetre ) 

(Roubles) ates cents) 

Wage»     
Depreciation 
Fuel and 

0.40 
0.20 

1.32 
0.75 

8 
4 

5 
5 

16 
V) 

lubricants 
Repair and 

0.22 0.47 8 3 (> 

maintenance 
Overhead (25 

0.35 0.79 6 6 13 

per cent) 
TOTAL 

0.28 
1.45 

0.84 
4.17 

5 
24 

13 
67 

Source: Economic Commission  for  Europi'. " Roubles per United States dollar. 
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Table IV 
CONVERSION OF POLISH COST DATA 

COMBINED OPERATION 

ITEM 

Wages 

Zlotys per                             United Stales 
etihic metre-      Exchange    eents per cubic 

kilometre           nitcn         metre-kilometre 

7.1«                    36                      20 
Depreciation 
Fuel and lubricants 

1.15                  24                       5 
1.66                  15                     11 

Repair and maintenance 3.41                 30                   11 
Overhead (31 per cent) 

TOTAL 

4.16                                      15 
17.56                                      62 

Source:  Hconomic  Commission  for  Europe. 
" Zlotys   per   United   States   dollar. 

roubles to the dollar applied to equipment should be 
appropriate for the latter; for the former, the rale pro 
loosed above for the wage element of costs might apply, 
since labour accounts for a considerable proportion of 
such overhead. On balance, an average rate of six roubles 
to the dollar has been taken. 

Finally, the item for overhead is taken, as given in the 
reply, at 25 per cent of the total of other costs. 

The use ot differential conversion rates is indicated in 
view of the fact that Soviet pricing i;, essentially a tool of 
planning of production and distribution of income. Thus, 
as indicated above, there is a relative under-valuation of 
capital goods vis-à-vis consumer goods (l>oth taken in 
general terms). From the point of view of choice among 
techniques of production involving different levels of 
capital intensity, such undervaluation may result in a 
certain bias in favour of mechanized techniques;" 

As regards the Polish data, the procedure which sug 
:i4 This question has been recently discussed in the Soviet liter;i 

lure. Sir "Ohsuz.hdcnie voprosa o zakone stoimosti i tscnoobrazo 
vanii v SSSR v Institute F.kotioniiki Ak.idcmii nauk SSSR" (l)is 
cussion of the Question of Law ot Value and Price Formation in 
the USSR in the Institute of Economics of the USSR Academy of 
Sciences); "Zakon stoimosti i problema Isenoobrazovanii v SSSR" 
(Law of Value and Problem of Price Formation in the USSR) 
by V. Krnnmd; "O dcistvii /akona stoimosti i tsenoobrazov anii \ 
narodnom khozyaistve SSSR" (Operation of Law of Value and 
of Price Formation in the National Fconoiny of the USSR) by A. 
Hatchurin, and "Problemy ckonomitcheskoy etfectivnosli k.ipit- 
alovlozhcny v sotsialistitcheskoe khozyaistvo" (Problems of Eco- 
nomic Effectiveness of Capital Investments in a Socialist Eco- 
noinv) bv T. Khatchaturov, all in Voprosy ¡-'/(otiowi^i. No "• 
February IW (Moscow). 

gests itself in the first place is the use of the dilTcrcnti.il 
rates for cost components applied to the Soviet data, on 
the basis of the official rate of exchange of the rouble to 
the zloty, which is 1:1. However, the problem is more 
complex, as is shown in the following discussion. 

With respect to the capital cost item, practically all the 
excavating equipment used in the Polish project was im- 
ported from the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia, while 
transport equipment—rolling-stock—was of domestic 
origin. The zloty cost of the imported equipment is com 
putid, in the Polish reply, at a rate of six zlotvs to 
the rouble. While no indication is given of the method 
underlying this evaluation, il may be assumed that the 
Polish authorities have made an evaluation of the rouble- 
zloty parity for these capital goods. Taking this adjusted 
zloty-rouble rate and the 4:1 rouble-dollar rate applied 
aliove for small and medium size Soviet produced equip- 
ment—which is similar to that used in the Polish project 
—a cross rate of 24 zlotys to the dollar is obtained for the 
conversion of capital charges. This rate was applied both 
lo the imported and the domestically produced equip- 
ment. 

For the wage cost item, a first indication of the parity 
rate is provided by the official "tourist" rate of 24 zlotys 
to the dollar. However, there are indications that this 
tends to overstate the purchasing power of the zlotv for 
wage goods:'1"' A rate of io zlotys to the dollar appears 
to be more appropriate for the purpose of conversion:1" 

For fuel, especially coal, which, in Potami, is subject 
to preferential pricing, a rate of 15 zlotys to the dollar 
was considered appropriate. As regards repairs, which 
include spare parts and repair shop overhead (largely 
indirect labour), the average of the rales for capital 
equipment and direct lalx.ur—30 zlotys to the dollar- 
was adopted. 

Finally, the overhead charge was computed, as given 
in the reply, at il per cent of the total of all other costs. 

I lie rate ot 5(1 zlotys to the dollar for consumer expenditures 
on goods and services is suggested in i recent study by M. Rakow- 
ski "7. prohlemów badin eíektyivnóscí produkeji eksportowej" 
(Some Problems in the Investigation of Effectiveness of Export 
Production) in Cospoilaikti I'launtvii. February 1°57 (Warsaw). 

"' The average hourly «age of 7.5 zlotys derived from data in 
the Polish reply is equivalent to approximately 21 United States 
cents, using the conversion rate of 36 zlotys to the dollar. The 
much higher wage rate in the Soviet project is explained by the 
preponderant use of skilled labour: unskilled lalxiur appears to 
have been extensively used In the Polish project. 
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^öNi 

Working Party 

on Earth-moving 

Operations 
4 W()RKI\(, PARTY ON Karth-moving Operations was 

-"* convened in New Delhi from 7 to 14 September 
1W, under the joint sponsorship of the Kconomic Com 
mission for Asia and the Far Hast (HCAFF.) and the 
Bureau of Economic Affairs of the United Nations Secre- 
tariat.1 The purpose of the meeting was to consider a 
number of problems relating to choice lietwtcn manual 
and mechanized techniques or a combination of both, 
and to improvement of their efficiency. 

Prior to the meeting, a questionnaire on costs of earth- 
work was circulated to Governments in the region, and 
working papers based on the replies received were sub- 
mitted to the participants as background documentation. 

The consensus reached in the discussions at the meet- 
ing was that, in a general way, mechanized operations 
ought to be combined with manual work in earth-moving 
projects in countries of the region. While the specific 
technical and economic conditions of individual projects 
should be taken into account, labour-intensive techniques 
appeared to be, in general, more effectively used when 
combined with mechanized transport. 

The working party recognized that, even with the 
fullest degree of mechanisation, there still was large scope 

1 The working party was attended hy representatives from the 
following member and associate meml>cr countries of the ('oui- 
mission: Australia, Burma, Republic of China, France, India, 
Japan, Pakistan, Philippines, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, 
United Kingdom, United States of America, Viet-Nam. Singapore 
and British Borneo. A representative of the International Labour 
Organisation took part in the meeting. Observers from the Inter 
national Confederation of Free Trade Unions and the Interna 
tional Commission on Irrigation and Drainage also attended. 
The Government of India was host. The conference was followed 
by a five-day study tour of two river development projects cur- 
rently under way in India so as to afford participants an op- 
portunity to inspect works involving a large volume of earth- 
moving. 

'«*• 

ior using manual lalmui  in linishing MU\ detailed wmk 
and that it would lie useful to exchange information IK 

tucen  countries on   this  aspect.  It   «as  suggested   thai 
mechanization should k first applied io upl.u mg maini,il 
labour in the most exacting operations. 

Attention was also drawn to the advantages ol i inp|(.\ 

ing animal power (for example, bullock i.irts or .ninnai 
driven wagons on tracks), simple implements <>i nie 
chanical devices to assist m various phases ol manual culli 

Work. This was considered to he pariiciilarb eionomii.il 
in small and medium sized jobs. In main instami s. the 

necessary implements for this purpose could IK obtained 
or manufactured in the country. In tins connexion the 
working party found that there was considerable varulv 
in the types of implements used m the different countries 

of the region, and recommended thai pilot piojects lie 
Undertaken to select the types of implements appropriate 
to the diverse conditions and where the need was 

demonstrated—that simple and rugged tv|xs be de 
veloped. For example, the efficiency of animal drawn 
transport used in conjunction with manual lalxuu could 
be improved by using antifriction bearings and improved 
tires. 

The pilot studies should also include time studies of 
manual operations so as to provide guidance in planning 
and organizing the earthwork. 

It was considered that the efficiency of manual labour 
could be improved by adequate corn|)cnsatioii, wage in 
cent i ve systems and provision of social welfare, including 
housing and recreational facilities. The hardships of 

irregular employment inherent in the construction nidus 
try might lie eased by planning in advance the transfer 
of workers from one project to another. 

Considerable attention was given hy the working party 

to the possibilities of combining manual and mechanized 
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techniques, hiking advantage in particular of tilt surplus 
o! hilnmr in i lu- countries of the region. For instance, 
mechanized .niel m.inu.il l.ilx.tir methods could IK used 
siile- by side m compaction Udrk, .nul certain earth lili 
operations, particularly those involving low embank 

mints, could IK- performed more advantageously hv 
manual labour. Manual l.ihour could .ilso he employed in 
simple excav.iiion johs in combination with such trans 

|xirt as hand-pushed, animal -driven or locomotive-driven 
wagons on narrow-gauge tracks. 

In mechanized operations, proper preventivi m.unte 
nance procedures and adequate supplies of spare parts on 
the site were needed to improve efficiency ot operation. 
In industrial countries, project managers have ready 
access to outside repair facilities and to adéquate inven 
tones of spare parts maintained In distributors. Such 

laulities .ire lacking in under developed countries, and 
it was considered that provision for repair, including in 
ventoiies ol spare parts, was especially important to en- 
sure cllicient use of equipment. 

The working p.irtv recognized the need for training 
o|K-r.ning and repair personnel and presi med suggestions 

to this effect. It felt that particularly in this area -wage-, 
ol skilled workers were not commensurate with the 
responsibilities and tasks involved; it recommended th it 

tin economic and social status of skilled mechanical per 
M nine I IK- improved to impart a sense of responsibility 
which would contribute to lieiicr performance. 

I IK-question of selection of earth-moving equipment 
m lIK- mechanized protects was discussed at some length. 
An excessive diversification of types of" equipment on the 

job was to IK- avoided. In order to achieve efficiency and 
economy in operation, as few different  makes as possible 

should he employed on any construction job. This was all 

i he inore imputant in the LCAH. region because of the 
dilhculty ol obtaining spare parts and the lack of ade- 

quate repair facilities mentioned above. This applies not 
only to earth moving machinery proper, but also to com 
poiients and ancillary equipment, such as engines and 
power control units. During the discussion it was brought 
out that the achievement oí this objective was compatible 
with preserving a competitive market for equipment. 

Ik-tore considering the purchase of new equipment, it 
was essential that machinery currently available in the 
country be fully used. Arrangements such as central pools 
lor operating and reining out equipment would ensure 

ma\iimim use ol the existing stock; such organizations 
already existed in many countries. It was noted m this 

connexion that in those less developed countries where 
possibilities ol re use of equipment were limited, multi- 
purpose machines had distinct advantages. 

I he working party considered that it was important 

to improve budgeting AIU\ accounting procedures in order 
to obtain accurate cost records. It noted in this connexion 
lh.it there is considerable variation in estimating depre- 
ciation allowances, and that the economic lifo of equip- 
ment, upon which the depreciation charge is based, is a 
variable depending in part upon the cost of repairs. Data 
relating to the impact of repair costs on life of equipment 

were cued for some projects, but these figures admittedly 
bad to IK- appraised with caution; conclusions concern- 

ing the lite ot equipment in under-developed countries 
could not he made until additional data had been col- 
lected. The working party recommended in this con- 
nexion that research on cost analysis, taking into account 
the various factors mentioned above, be continued. 

II-'ill   ,!nll{i | .   ,;«„'   ,/;/ »if  n.i^oif   ,;u   11,1,1 n:  1,1, ih ni'H un. ,r"'"i"i>  .>.' llu   (In,/;, --.nun,  .,„ ;he Imlus Knrr. !W) nnles iwrih of Karachi, l'akislan 



Choice of I 

Industrial 

Technology: 

The Case of 

Wood-working 
BY G. K. BOON 

rpiiE PURPOSE OF this article is not so much to explore 
•l the economics of alternative technologies in a specinc 

industry—wood-working—which may or may not be of 
particular importance to underdeveloped countries, as 
to present a method of analysis which may be applied to 
other industries where a choice between technologies is 
possible. The method can be used to assess the costs of 
alternative techniques of production and thereby to select 
the most economical one in a given context of factor 
supplies, factor prices and levels and capacities of output. 

Two specific problems will be envisaged: the first, 
which relates to alternative methods of producing win- 
dow frames, deals with the choice of an appropriate de- 
gree of mechanization in processes of production with 
di fièrent prices of labour and capital and different levels 
of output; the second, which concerns production of 
furniture, compares the costs involved by the use, respec- 
tively, of single-purpose or multi-purpose machines with 
varying output levels. This requires a brief description 
of the alternative techniques of production; then, cost 
functions are derived and applied to the alternative tech- 
niques.1 

1 Fur full details, sec "A Case Study of W<joilen Window 
Frame Production", Alternative Techniques of Production, Pro- 
gress Report No. 4, March 1959, and "Multi-Purpose versus 
Single Purpose Woodworking Machinery", Alternative Tech- 
niques oj Production, Progress Report No. i, Noveml>er 1958, by 
Ph. B. van Harreveld and G. K. Boon, published jointly by the 
Netherlands Economic Institute, Division of Balanced Interna- 
tional Growth (Rotterdam), and the Research Institute for Man- 
agement Science  (Delft). 

CHOICE.    AMONC    ALTERNATIVE    METHODS   Ol     VARYING 

CAPITAL    INTENSITY   IN    THE   PRODI CTION   Ol    WINDOW 

)• RAMES 

Collection of datti 

The investigation was conducted in a window frame 
factory in the Netherlands, which used highly mechan- 
ized processes of production. Mach process was analysed 
with respect to equipment used, maintenance, energy 
consumption, setting lime and time of operation. Infor 
mat ion was then obtained on the various economic data 
bearing on costs—among others, prices oí machinery. 
interest and wage rates and costs of energy. 

A less mechanized method is not used in the Nether 
lands. The relevant information --technical and economii 
—was obtained from producers and importers of wood 
working machinery. 

The product and the processes of production 

The window frame under examination is coni|>osed of 
two long beams—stiles-each 1,"5ÍK» millimetres in length, 

MR. BOON is a stuff member of the Division of 
Balanced international drouth of the Netherlands 
Economic Institute, un organization whuh has carried 
out several research projects complementing studies 
undertaken by the United Sations Sei i cianai. Mr. Hoon 
is particularly concerned with industrialization problems. 
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Table I 

PHOOICTK.N   OF   WINDOW   ,RAM,,S:    ALTERNATIVI.   MACHIN. 

COMBINATIONS, PRODUCTION  TIM), AND ANNI AL 

I'RODLC.TION CAPACITY 

Mocest A 

Sonne: See footnote /. 

" AllowinK JO per rent (or mi and relief ,>er.o<ls 
r Une unii consists „| two stiles and two sills 
| Apparatus ter ¡lutomatic tceilin«. 
' Apparatus l,,r surfacmn two si.les simulianc.usl 

i",d "' '"*' shVrl '^'ms-s'lls-tMch ?H) millimetres ,n 

length. The Mil« arc surfaced and planai to a certain 
thickness; after hall« cut to size, thev arc grooved along 
the entire length, and holes are  mortised  .„  each end 

Ihe s.lls are also surfaced, planed to thickness and cut 
•nui tenons an cut al each end. 

'I here arc two basic groups of orations, each of which 

um Ix- carnal out by alternative processes of production: 
<«> Planing and moulding the piece of timber and (/,) 
culling n to length and culling tenons. Kach of ,|,c pro 
cesses can  Ix   earned out  bv difieren,  combinano,,! „f 

machines winch arc summarized in table  1.  I ssent, dlv 
«MK; ym choose between using a special purpose mach,ne.' 
winch  performs a group of operations j„ one sequence 
or combm,ng  several single pur,*.*- machmes. e.ub  of 

which perlorms only one operano,, at a tune, „r ,o,nb,n 

mg a MX-CII purpose machine with ., cenai,, number ol 
angle purpose machines. 

Table 1 also shows the production „me and annual 
capactv ol_ production of each machine and „f e uh com- 
bination ol machines. 

Computation of costs 

The lo,mula used in computing ,he costs ol  producing 
¡i single Window |rame is simple. Total costs ((.') «,u d 
| he sum ol.ixed costs (/•') and variable costs , I, mL- 
I'liulln tie number ol units (,,) produced. .,,- C    F 

I •/'• Hud costs are that part of total costs wind,, within 
a pven range oi output, do noi v.irv with the volume of 

"u'P»t   -»-liK-h means that as „„.put „ureases. ,|,e |,Xed 
cost per urn. deceases. Such costs are consolerai lo in- 

clude the lollow.ng uerns: depreciation. ínteres, on c.m- 

Hal and cos« ol spaa. ,nc|us,v     / l.^hl. heat and «he like 
Va,,able- costs are thn.se the sun, of winch vanes ducctlv 

:'S ,,Ki V"llll,K' "'I'"« changes, but winch are approx- 
imately constant   toread,  unit produced. They   m'ludc 
wjs„.elusive of social sccuntv charges, management 
c"Ms direclv associated with .„«put. costs of setting the 
machinery and power costs. Output is measured a« anni, ,| 

capacv: ,1ns ,s computed In dividing the total annud 

MOCISt   • 
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working time by the amount of timi necess.ii v to produce 
one unit tlehiicd as one Ir.ime, tliat is. two sills and two 
stiles. 

The required calculations are made as follows; (it) de- 

preciation is measured on i stralcili line basis -tli.it is, the 
cost of the machine (K) divided bv its estimated life 
(A), which is fifteen years for machines and ten years 
for auxiliary apparatus; (/>) the annual interest charge is 

estimateti by multiplying the average of the annual dc 
preciation values of the machine -K . -' bv the assumed 

interest rate. For this anahsis a rate of 4 per cent is as 
sumed tor a capital-rich country while ,i "shadow rale"" 
of 15 percent is assumed lor a capital poor country. Asa 

first approximation no allowance is made for interest on 
working capital. Costs ol span- are assumed to amount to 
Ì0 guilders'1 pei square metre. 

Among variable costs, wages .ire the most inqiortaiil. 

In the industry concerned, the wage rate in the laUiur- 
scarce economy of the Netherlands is 2 guilders per hour; 
in labour surplus economies, shadow wages of 0.05 guilder 
per hour are assumed. Management tost s arc estimated 

at twice the level of wages, l.ncrgy costs per kilowatt- 
hottr are estimated at 0.04 guilder |xr hour ol operation, 
allowing for variations due lo the differing horsc|X)wer 

of the machines. The costs ol setting the s[Kcial pur|x>se 
machines are estimated it 0.25 guilder per hour, and those 
of setting the other machines are assumili to lie in pro- 

portion.4 

'-'That is, a rale chicli, as .i nili', is higher ili.m t lu- one pre 
vailing on the ni;irkei. Imi uhi* li reflects nunc accurately the 
actual capital endowment ol llie country. Sir l'nilcd Nations, 
"Choice 
Rulliiin   mi  
niimlxT-  5X.H.H.2), page  2S. 

'There are  VN guilders lo (In  do 

al capital endowment ol llie country. Sir l'nilcd Nations, 
nice of Technology in Iniliisiri.il Planning ' l>v |an Tinlxrgen, 
'rtin mi ImUiitruih-'iilmn ,mil l'ioilm tu it\. No. I (sales 
IIKT:   5K.IT.lt.'1.   D.IITC   _") 
I nere au T.^ ginuicis io un nouai . IHM I^IIIHIIì ^I .;> II.ìU. 

4 U is implicitly assumed that the selling prue of the product 
is the same within the ohscncil ranges ol output, so thai these 
do not inriueiice profits. In applying (his Mictliod of tost com- 
putation in other processes, industries or countries, ihcse assump- 
tions and calculations would have to I» moililicd ID the light of 
the costs and practices pre* ailing therein. 
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Table 2 

COSTS  ,NV.„.VED BY  rsE „,  VAR.OU.S  METHODS AT ALTE.NAT.VE INTEREST R.TES 

______ WADES  AND  CAPACITIES ' 

COMBINATION   OF   MACHINES 

frosts    fur    iiiicriM    r.ilc   ,,|    4 
|*r cent  ;UH| ^,[¡¡t  rMí. ()1  i 
guilders per hour 
A    I 
A    II 
A    III 
A    IV 
A    V 

H    I 
H    III 

Costs   for   interest   r.ite   oí   |S 
per tent mid wane r.ite of (|.()S 
guilder per hour 
A    I 
A    II 
A    III 
A    IV 
A    V 

K 
M 

I 
III (I) 

(2) 

<<) 
(•») 
(5) 

('»> 
(7) 

Sourc 

FIXED  COSTS   (F)     I-  VARIABLE COSTS   (V) 
< guilders) 

Í.783 
2,875 
2,m 
2,017 
l,MI 

5.-S40 
710 

5,708 
•«,514 

2,899 
2.441 
2,075 

7,SJ5 
H75 

Sec  footnote  1. 
•«^niiniU-r  ..f units  pm.lucc.1. 

"u   lower   limit  ol   ih,   ,„„,„,, 
ranire correspondu,« ,0 the next combination- 

+ + 0.005 
0.0074 
0.008 8 
0.0089 
0.0097 

0.004 
0.006 

\ 
LEAST-COST   ANNUAL   OUTPUT   RANOEb 

(limit) 

0.033 
0.1 
0.167 

X « 
X « 
X « 

0.199 X « 
X « 0.199 

0.034 X « 
0.1. Í X « 

X « 
X II 

X II 

X II 

X II 

X II 

X It 

13,522   to   563,000 
12,566   to     1.^522 

0   to      12,566 

48,230   to   545,400 
0   to     48,230 

200,000 to 563,000 
115,300 to 200,000 
78,000 to 115,300 
66,000 to 78,000 

0 to 66,000 

452,800 
0 

64,100 
128,200 
192,300 
256,400 
320,500 
384,600 
448,700 

to 

to 
to 

to 
to 
to 

to 

to 
to 

545,400 
64,160 
128,200 
192,300 
256,400 
320,500 
384,600 
448,700 
452,800 

corr< 
these 

•i'omlinjj 
points ol  1 K^Attiïfc * ** "«•*' ''»"< <>f * output 

l;iMi 2 presets the relevant cost data. I, „hows, ;ls „. 
pectcd th;ii the values of (he two elements F and V v.rv 
with the methods ol production, ,„d with the assumed 
differences in wages and interest rates. Where the method 
«t production involves , relatively low decree or mecha- 
nization and therefore requires more machines to pro- 
duce ., j-.ven „input than another method, the fixed costs 
rise in proportion to the „umher of machines in use- in 
this instance, the variable costs per urn. are higher than 
in the case ol .1 more mechanized process. 

Chotee among alternative methods 

The costs kin,, determined, and unit prices beimi as- 
sumed not to vary with output, it becomes possible to 
choose among the methods. Here the key concept is the 
breakeven po,nt"-thai is, the output point at which 

the total costs involved by using anv method arc equal 
*> that the producer has no preference for anv of them' 
If output were to change, he would prefer one over the 
others 1 he break-even point may he estimated aridi- 
mettcally.  or   represented graphically  as  the  point  of 
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alternative 
intersection of the curves corresponding to 
methods. h 

shJws thfiT^i'1 rsCntat:°n of »he data in table 2 
»now s that in a high-wage, low-interest economy  it is 

m   low tv,l   I        ~"IKt' °lltpul cxpands kyond a very low level. In a country with low wages and hidi 

Z,craT,Vrher PattCr" rf »»dune «-e toi£ conomit. (,) for carrying out A 

less mechanized methods to the limit of the mach t 

ES••?--«? 
country use of th^ m„»       P Jal-poor, labour-abundant 

«try, use ot the most capital-intensive equipment be 
u>mes econotmc for each of the two procès«" A*md R 



such high outputs may not necessarily exist in under-de- 
veloped countries. 

CHOICE BETWEEN SINCLE-PURPOSE AND MULTI-PURPOSE 
MACHINES IN THE PRODUCTION OF FURNITURE 

The problem envisaged here is whether a combination of 
multi-purpose or of single-purpose wood-working ma- 
chinery produces wooden furniture at lower cost, under 
the assumption of constant interest rates and wages but 
with varying outputs. The method of analysis is the 
same as that given above. 

The product and the process of production 

In the factory considered, fifty men are employed to pro- 
duce annually 8,000 tables and 4,000 chairs.« The machine 

1Z'?Z Lata indicate that the annual Production, based 
on a 2,000-hour work-year, is too small to justify the use 
or. separate machines for producing each item. Only three 
machines are in use for more than 2,000 hours. Separate 
production lines cannot be provided for each product and 
accordingly, its components are processed in succession 
on the same machines. All other machines are thus not 
used to capacity, and it would be possible to save capital 
it the processes which they perform were carried out by a 
single machine which could be reset for different opera- 
tions—that is, by a multi-purpose machine. 

« This is defined as 4,000 sets of these products-one set equals 
two tables and one chair. 

In this factory, two possibili,^ „í suhstitution exist: 
process I-bctwcen („> ., combined ,,l.,„illic ,nu lhlck 

Kr VÍ{h) scpar"u"su!r:,w •'"<' «h¡<k• P anas, process II-bctwecn (a) a universal r.ulul cutter 
(see illustrate ,n table 1) ,„d (/,) , sq,,ir,t,      " 
saw, moulding machine and luring machine. 

Estimate of comparative costi 

e^r^rr'r' »»y -'PPlvHiK tl.c f,.m,ul.. u*d 
tfmc   ,1, ;     X   '"'     ,S- aSSU,m'11 lh'11 tlK' •-"•,l W"^"S rnc-that ,s, the sum „I set-up „me. manual operation 

^ cut mg ume, plus tlu^lowance |(,r rested rd," 

purpose and mult.-purpose machines. It is ,ls„ issumed 
that operator skills ra.u.red for M, mMs2'^ 
mately «,ual so that wage costs are the same, wage rites 
iH-.ng identical. Thus, variable costs are assumed to b^ 
roughly couaK and the dilTcrenccs m cost tela.e only u, 
fixed costs. W,th respect to deprecan,,,. „ ls ,ss„med 
ht the somewhat more complicated, and therefore ,H,S- 
• bly more vulnerable, mult-pur,.,* machme has , 

shorter hfe-ten years, as comparal w„h li.teen vear 
for the smglc-purpose machine.7 The cos. of s,,Ke is 
estimated at .0 guilders per sonare metre, and h in 
terest rate at 4 per cent per year. The comparable fixed 

us nVtr Tnp SCVCral Sin^ P-lx.se machine-, „3 
using one multi-purpose machine, in each process ad- 
mitnng of substitution, are summarized in table M (pro. 

1 This conservative assumption wouli 
machinery of very high quality. 

he revised in the ,ase of 

Table 3 A 

FURNITURE  PRODUCTION:     FlXBD  COSTS   IN   CU.LDERS   PER   VEA1   H)R   SIN(;I,,M R,w    |M> 

MULTI-PURPOSE MACHINERY 

MACHINE 

PROCESS I 

Single-purpose (fifteen-year life) 
Moulding machine 
Dimension saw bench 
Circular saw 
Single-ended tenoner 

TOTAL 
Multi-purpose (ten-year life) 

Universal radial cutter 
PROCESS  II 

Single-purpose (fifteen year life) 
Thickness  planer 
Surface planer   

TOTAL 
Multi-purpose (ten-year life) 

Combined planing and thick- 
nessing machine   

Source: See footnote /. 

ANNUAL 

CAPACITY 
(number 
of sets) 

2,400 
60,000 

8,000 
24,000 

1,600 

10,000 
6,670 

4,000 

PURCHASE 

PRICE 

ANNUAL 

DEPRECIATION 

ANNUAL 

INTEREST \T 

4 PER CENT 

ANNUM.   s|'\i E   COST 

3,000 
3,600 
2,500 
3,500 

12,600 

4,300 

5,000 
2,000 
7,000 

5,500 

£r f':'X«:|    square 
t'Ir  I      \   2 f    metres 

Nurn her <>/ 
e 

200 
240 
167 
233 
840 

430 

333 
133 
466 

550 

60 
72 
50 
70 

252 

86 

100 
40 

140 

110 

20 
.30 
20 
10 
80 

25 

25 
20 
45 

30 

('ml   ,ll 
''" umlilrrf 
l'ir  if ¡Inn r 

nu He 

2,400 

750 

l,«0 

900 

ANNI A|. 

TOTAL 

I l\El) 

i DSTS 

860 
1.212 

«17 
603 

3,492 

1,266 

1,183 
773 

1,956 

1,560 
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Tabic 3B 

l'i RMTl RH PRODUCTION:      ALTERNATIVE  COSTS   HtR  OITPIT OF  4,000  SETS 

KIOIIKI.I)   M'MBF.R   '>!•   MACHINES 
TOTAL  ANNUAL  FIXED  COSTS 

(guilders ) 

PR(X. Ess  I 

Single purpose—two moulding machines .mil one oí each of the others 
Multi-purpose—lime  r.uli.il  cullers 

PROCESS   II 

Single purpose—one thickness planer and one surface planer 
Multi purpose—one lomlnmd planing ami thicknessing machine 

4,352 
3,798 

1,056 
1,560 

Stilliti:   Su    I. M it nuit    / 

cesses I ;iiul II). This shows th.it the .mnu.il fixed costs 
are invariably lower whin multi pur|>osc machines are 
used. 

By dividing the working time per sel of output by the 
Urtai working time per year (2.IMH) hours) for each ma- 
chine, the capacity per machine |KT year is obtained. 
Then, by dividing the total planned output (K.OOO tables 
and 4,<XM> chairs, or 4,<MM) sits) by capacity output per ma- 
chine, the number ol machines required, and thus the total 
fixed costs lor that output, can be computed. When this is 
done, it may be seen that, while the capacity outputs of 
groups ol single-puqiosc machines are much higher than 
those ol the multi purpose machines, in this particular 
factory with an annual capacity of only 4,000 sets, fixed 
costs lor the multi purpose machines are lower than those 
for the combined single-purpose machines (table W). 
However, with respect to the planing and surfacing opera- 
tions, an output of 4,(HKt sets is near the break even point: 
beyond thai output, the two single-purpose machines 
have lower fixed costs. In the case of one multi-pur 
pose universal radial culler as compared with four single- 
puqxisc machines, the break even (Hiint corresponds to an 
output of 4,N00 sets. At 4.(KX) sets, the multi-purpose cutter 
is clearly economic—in lad. it pays to purchase three 
universal radial cutters, each with a capacity of 1,600 sets, 
before shifting to the single purpose machines whose 
individual capacities are larger, but whose total capita! 
cost is substantially higher.'* 

Generalization of the findings 

To a certain extent the degree of mechanization is related 
to the time required by the machines under consideration 
to turn out comparable outputs; normally, the length of 
time required is inversely proportional to the degree of 
mechanization. 

The degree ol mechanization is also allied to the price 
relationship Intween the factors of production—capital 
and labour, to the planned quantity of output and to the 
degree ol uniformity desired for the produci. In general. 
the higher the degree of industrial development in a 
country, the larger the demand for its industrial products; 

" ll is again assumed that prices »lo not varv with output. With 
an interest rate of 15 per cent—other fa» tors heing c»iual—the 
break even point correspomU to an output of 6,400 sets. It then 
pays to purchase four universal radial cutters In-fore shifting to 
the single purpose machines. 
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consequently, the larger the planned output of standard 
products, the more justified the increase in the degree of 
mechanization of the equipment. 

In industrial countries the use of specialized machinery 
is, as a rule, not justified when the production process is 
characterized by piece-work or small lot size; the more 
specialized the machine, the lower its production time 
pe unit of output but the higher the time and skill in- 
volved for setting it. High setting costs are justified only 
if the lot size is large. 

In under developed countries, the market for industrial 
products, particularly those of standard types, is small and 
so, consequently, is the lot size of production. Non-spe- 
cialized equipment—single-purpose or multi-purpose—is, 
as a rule, required. 

In the second part of this analysis, interest rates and 
wages have not been varied to allow for differences in 
factor supply prices between countries." With higher in- 
terest rates, such as prevail in capital-poor countries, the 
difference in the annual capital costs corresponding to the 
use of the alternative types of machines would be greater. 
At the same time, even if allowance is made for differ- 
ences in skill, the absolute difference in wages correspond- 
ing to the use of the two techniques would not be great if 
the lalK)ur time involved were equal for both types of 
machine and if wages were low. The labour time in- 
volved by the use of a multi-purpose machine may, how- 
ever, he higher. There may be a lack of workers of the 
requisite skill to operate multi-purpose machines and, in 
this case, the use of single-purpose machines would be 
preferable. Rarring the latter contingency, higher interest 
rates would reinforce the advantage of the multi-purpose 
machine at low levels of output. Thus, in under-de- 
veloped countries the use nf multi-purpose machinery in 
the lower output ranges, which prevail in small establish- 
ments, appears to present definite economic advantages. 
In the case of goods produced for a small market, the 
use of multi-purpose machinery would permit lower-cost 
output than the use of single-purpose machinery. With 
multi-purpose equipment, the size of plant can be re- 
duced.10 and production of small quantities may prove 
economic. 

9 Sir, however, footnote Ä. 
1(1 See United Nations, "Problems of Size of Plant in Industry 

in Underdeveloped Countries", Bulletin on Industrialization and 
Pioducttnty, No. 2 (sales number: 59.II.B.1), page 21 



It may also be mentioned that insurance costs of multi- 
purpose machines are usually lower than those of single- 
purpose ones. When equipment consists of the Litter, 
some machines may be seldom used, although they have 
to be available so as to maintain flexibility in the utiliza- 
tion of production capacity. When multi-purpose ma- 
chines are used, flexibility is achieved by utilizing more 
efficiently a smaller number of machines, and lower costs 
of production are obtained. Also, when more than one 
multi-purpose machine of the same type is installed, pro- 
duction will not be interrupted because of failure of one 
machine—only the capacity of production will be re- 
duced; on the other hand, when the production line 
consists of a series of single-purpose machines, each per- 
forming an individual operation, failure of one machine 
breaks the cycle of production. Multi-purpose machines 
do not necessarily require more diversified operator skills 
than single-purpose ones; workers can be specialized by 
operations, as in the latter case, provided their work-time 
spent on other tasks remains productive. 

CONCLUSION 

This study of costs of alternative processes in the wood- 
working industry under conditions of variable outputs 
and factor prices shows that at high interest rates and 
low wages, with relatively low output, a process of low 
capital intensity is likely to be economic, and that, under 
the same conditions, one multi-purpose machine is likely 

to IK- more economic than .1 combination of Mugic pul- 
pose machines. 

It these conclusions were to prove to lv true tor miltis 
tries other than wood working, thev would In- of gre.it 
significance to those underdeveloped countries winch are 
characterized not only by a relatively high level ol interest 
rates and a relatively low level of wages, but also by a 
restricted market for certain produits and. consequently. 
by limited possibilities of rapidly expanding the produc- 
tion of sui h goods. By encouraging the development of 
industries in which less capital intensive technologies niav 
be used and by giving preference in those industries to 
the technologies in which alternatives arc |>ossihlc, these 
under-developed countries mav be able to support a wider 
variety of industries than would otherwise he the case. 
As mentioned in an earlier article on this problem." it is 
desirable, in order to confirm these findings, dial econo- 
mists and engineers. Imi h in developed ,\IH\ under devel- 
oped countries, engage in further research along these 
lines to work out realistic cost functions for dilTerent in 
dustrial processes with pro|x-r assumptions and accurate 
measurements of all the variables involved. Tins will 
|K-rmit the selection of those technologies most suitable 
for countries where factor supplies, prices ami outputs 
differ markedly I rom those prevailing in the developed 
economies. 

11 Unittil Nations, "Choice of Technology in Inclusimi Plan 
ninti", hy |,m TmU'ruin, liii/ldiii on titillici nili:.,:lmn ,/;;,/ I'm 
dm tint), No. I. 

Sharpening saws in a wand working shop in Ceylon Cnoptmtvt cétptntry workshop al Kant/owtsu, indnntsiii 
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Use of Welding 

in Machine-building BY EVGENY P. UNKSOV 

ADVANCED WELDING TECHNIQUES are a major factor in the 
development of present-day machinery manufacture. 

Without the development of welding techniques, it 
would hardly have been possible to produce a whole 
range of items such as modern motor-car bodies, large 
high-pressure vessels, complex components of high-speed 
aircraft and many others. 

Welding provides the manufacturer with an effective 
means of reducing weights and labour input and speed- 
ing up production processes in the manufacture of a very 
wide range of engineering products. It enables products 
to be fashioned in the most rational shapes, while ensur- 
ing the requisite strength and hardness, with minimum 
consumption of metal and the most effective use of ma- 
terials; costly materials can be localized in welded com- 
posite units in such a way that their valuable properties 
are utilized to the full. 

Extensive use of welding is of considerable importance 
in the establishment of new machine-building plants and 
the enlargement of existing ones where technological 
and material resources are limited, as in the industrially 
under-developed countries. Under such conditions, weld- 
ing can and should be given wide application in the 
development of machine-building for transport and agri- 
culture, of tool-making for industry, and so on. 

PROFESSOR UNKSOV, Director of the Central Scientific 
Research institute of Technology and Machine-Building 
of Moscow, was a member of the Advisory Committee 
on the Work^ Programme on Industrialization which met 
at United Nations Headquarters in February 1959. 
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Emphasis should also be placed on the economic im- 
portance of adopting the modern technique of hard- 
facing as a means of rebuilding worn components (steel 
mill rolls, wheel tires, and the like) and of increasing 
the durability and efficiency of new machinery and tools, 
such as crusher jaws or steam-pipe fittings. 

Moreover, extensive use of hard-facing helps to reduce 
the consumption of costly steel alloys—for instance, in 
special cutting tools and water turbine blades—an im- 
portant economic consideration in industrially under- 
developed countries. 

Welding has a special part to play in the manufacture 
of large heavy engineering components. Much valuable 
experience has been acquired in recent years in this field 
in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. The replace- 
ment of massive castings and forgings by welded cast- 
ings, welded forgings and composite sections (combina- 
tions of simple castings, forgings and sheet components) 
makes it possible to manufacture heavy pieces of virtually 
any shape or weight, without overloading the foundry or 
press-forge shops equipped with special-purpose casting 
and forging plant. 

The successful solution of this problem was aided by 
the development and wide introduction by Soviet scien- 
tists, in collaboration with leading engineering pianti, of 
such essentially novel and highly productive techniques 
and processes as electro-slag welding, developed at the 
E. O. Paton Electro-Welding Institute, and carbon di- 
oxide shielded welding, developed at the Central Scienti- 
fic Research Institute of Technology and Machine-Build- 
ing. 



Soviet experience in welding heavy components, as de- 
scribed below, may prove useful in industrially under- 
developed countries, since this method permits the manu- 
facture of modern machinery with the minimum ex- 
penditure of time and resources and dispenses with the 
need for building large billet, foundry and forge shops. 

WELDED COMPONENTS  IN  HEAVY ENGINEERING 

The technical and economic effects of the use of massive 
welded components in power engineering have been 
manifold. The first large-scale replacement of massive 
castings by welded structures took place in boiler-making. 
Formerly, the drums of high-pressure boilers, with a capa- 
city of 170 to 230 tons of steam per hour at a pressure 
of 110 atmospheres, were made from two forged liai ves 
with a nominal wall thickness of 90 to 100 millimetres, 
joined by a single annular butt-weld. For over ten years 
these drums have been made from welded plate. In prac- 
tice, two techniques are employed, whereby the boiler 
drum is made from (a) separate rolled shell sections and 
drop-forged crowns, or (¿) from drop-forged, trough- 
shaped sections welded together and to the crowns. 

The change from forged to welded drums has taken 
some of the burden off heavy presses, reduced the weight 
of the drums by 15 to 20 per cent, since allowances could 
be drastically reduced, and lowered production costs. 

A further radical technological improvement in the 
manufacture of boiler drums was the introduction of elec- 
tro-slag welding, which considerably simplified the pre- 
paration of components tor welding—eliminating the 
need for machined edges—speeded up the welding pro- 
cess itself and reduced its cost. As a result, the manu- 
facture of a welded drum required 21 to 36 per cent less 
labour, 21 to 41 per cent less production time, 5 per cent 
of the flux, 40 per cent less power and 20 per cent less 
electrode wire, while output per unit of production area 
rose by more than 50 per cent. 

It is worth mentioning that the successful application 
of electro-slag welding in boiler-making led to its exten- 
sive use in other branches of machine-building. 

Welded castings, forgings and composite sections arc 
now widely employed in all branches of the construction 
of power engineering equipment. The construction of 
the stators of high-capacity water turbines for the largest 
Soviet hydroelectric power stations is a typical example 
of effective application of welded castings in machine- 
building. 

A welded water-turbine stator consists of an upper and 
lower ring, linked by supporting columns of varying 
cross-section (figure 1). For convenience of transporta- 
tion and installation, the stator is divided circumferenti- 
al!y into segments which are subsequently bolted together. 
A stator segment is a very heavy, complex and bulky 
component which, when cast in one piece, requires 
moulds which must be manually constructed in large 
moulding pits. A further breakdown of the segment into 
ring-sections and columns results in a few simple cast- 
ings which can be made in machine-produced moulds. 

The change-over to combined welding and casting in 
stator construction has cut the length of the production 

and   led  to a  considerable 
utilization ot the production 

process  by  more than  ha 
improvement in the rate o 

      * • "•     1'nmin.iiuii 

area in mould-casting shops. In this instance, too, despite 
the complicated curved shape of the sections to be joined 
the adoption oí electro-slag welding had a verv marked 
effect on production: labour input was reduced hv more 
than 30 per cent and production time was further cur- 
tailed by almost 40 per cent. 

Welded shafts for high-c.ip.iciiv water turbines have 
proved to possess great advantages and are now exten- 
sively used m turbine construction. Until recentlv, such 
turbine shafts were forged in one piece from ' ingots 
weighing up to 200 tons. 

Two methods of construction of welded shafts have 
been developed: in one, the stem is forged from a hollow 
casting; in the other, the stem is made from two halves 
of shaped heavy plate welded together; in both cases 
cast flanges are welded onto the stem. The longitudinal 
and circular seams of the shaft, with a wall thickness of 
150 to 200 millimetres, are welded bv the electro sia« 
method. * 

The use of welded construction in the manufacture of 
a shaft with a forged stem 1,500 millimetres in diameter 
for the Stalingrad Hydroelectric Power Station resulted 
in: 

(a) Lower consumption of liquid steel per shift (04 
tons instead of 160 tons) and a higher metal utilization 
tactor (40 per cent instead of 26 per cent); 

(A) Considerably smaller allowances tor machining 
(the gross cast weight of the shaft was reduced from % 
tons to 66 tons) with a consequent reduction in labour 
input (by more than half) ; 

(c) A substantial reduction in the cost of the shift 
(about 30 percent). 

Moreover, the forging time on the heavv forging press 
was reduced to a fraction of its former duration, while in 
the case of shafts with a welded stem the use of the press 
was dispensed with altogether. It should be mentioned 
that, in the production of shafts with a welded stem there 
is no particular difficulty in obtaining the requisite degree 
of precision, either at the blank stage or after welding 
Economically, the two methods of manufacturing welded 
shafts are virtually of equal value. 

Large welded water turbine shafts are superior to those 
forged in one piece, in so far as the mechanical properties 
of all the parts of the welded shaft meet all the tech- 
nological requirements-especiaily in the case of the use 
of low-alloy steels, in particular 20GS steel, containing 
about 0.2 per cent carbon. 0.6 to 0.8 per cent silicon and 
1.0 to 1.3 per cent manganese—whereas, even with 
modern heavy forging equipment, it is often not ¡lossible 
to apply sufficient forging power for the metal in the 
flanges of massive forgings to acquire the optimum char- 
acteristics of ductility and impact resistance. 

In the Soviet Union, as in some other countries, re- 
search has lately concentrated on the development of a 
rational method of production by welding rotors for 
radial-axial turbines. Besides simplifying the casting pro- 
cess and taking some of the load off the large steel foun- 
dry units, the change to welded rotors permits economical 
combinations of alloy and structural steels whereby costly 
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materials .ire used only where resistance to corrosion and 
erosion is really essential. The manufacture oí welded 
rotors for large steam and gas turbines is one example 
of the very advantageous application of welding in power 
engineering. 

Thus, the use of welded construction in the manufac- 
ture of rotors for the low-pressure cylinders of 150 mega- 
watt turbines (ligure 2) not only reduced the casting 
weight from 38 to 2H tons and the consumption of liquid 
steel by 40 per cent, but reduced considerably the load 
of the special-purpose forging equipment and raised the 
quality of the rotor's component elements to a level which 
is practically unattainable in a single-piece forging of 7o 
tons. My precision welding of the individual parts which 
had undergone high precision machining, rotors exceed- 
ing 1,()(KI millimetres in diameter can be produced with 
a (»lay of no more than 0.5 millimetre. 

Rotors of austenitic steels for powerful gas turbines 
with high operating temperatures are practically impos- 
sible to lorge in one piece, owing to the difficulties in- 
volved in attaining heavy high grade castings from heat- 
proof materials. 

It is essential that the welded joints of rotors should 
have high resistance under conditions of high operating 
temperatures and stresses. The problem has been solved 
in the case of some austenitic and pearlitc steels, for 
which special electrodes and appropriate welding and 
heat treatment methods have ken developed 

It is common knowledge that welding is extensively 
used in constructing presses. The adoption of electro- 
slag welding in the construction of the frame and othei 
components from heavy-rolled piales is particularly ad- 
vantageous, as results bave shown in the manufacture 
of uppci frames for 4,000-ton and MX) ton crankshaft 
forging and stamping presses. The disposition of the 
welded seams in the frame of a 4,000-ton press is shown 
in figure i. These frames were constructed from plates 
up to 150 millimetres thick and separate crosshead cast- 
ings and horizontal pipe forgings. Most of the seams 
were produced by electro-slag welding. The change-over 
to welded construction eliminated the need for massive 
castings weighing 114 and 180 tons for the 4,000-ton and 
6,300-ton presses respectively, resulted in a considerable 
saving in labour, speeded up the production process and 
reduced the cost and weight of the products (table 1). 

Welding is a very useful means of extending the size 

of rolled plate. Here UHI, the best results are obtained 
with electro-slag welding, in which distortion is minimal 
and relatively easily controlled. Examples of plate weld- 
ing are to be found in hydraulic press components and 
electric generator discs up to 4,800 millimetres in dia- 
meter. 

In many instances where the machine-building industry 
lacks a sufficiently developed industrial supply basis, the 
use of welded castings might be profitably indicated, not 
only to replace massive one-piece cast special design items, 
but also items of medium weight (10 to 50 tons). Al- 
though this may not always result in appreciable savings, 
the use of welding is justified by the fact that it opens 
new possibilities for existing installations to produce 
necessary machinr ,-y with their own resources. A cast and 
welded bed plate for a rolling-mill stand is shown in 
figure 4. 

The foregoing examples of welded castings, welded 
forgings and welded composite constructions show that 
the solution of complex and sometimes specialized pro- 
duction problems in machine-building is greatly simpli- 
fied by the use of welding. 

Hy means of the modern welding methods described 
Mow. it is possible to carry out quickly and reliably, 
with comparatively simple equipment, the most com- 
plicated operations encountered in the manufacture of 
basic machine sections. 

SOME PROBLEMS IN WELDINC LARCE 

STRUCTURAL  PARTS 

Since the present article is mainly concerned with welded 
structures in heavy machine-building, the production of 
which presents a number of special difficulties, the descrip- 
tion of welding methods will lie confined to those that 
have found wide applicati-m in the production of heavv. 
thick-walled parts. 

At the present time, the most important method used 
MI the production of thick-gauge weldments is undoubt- 
edly the electro-slag method, which in Soviet practice has 
largely displaced the less efficient method of multiple- 
pass automatic flux-shielded welding, previously used 
for that purpose. 

The various techniques of electro-slag welding devel- 
oped by the E. O. Paton Institute, assisted bv a number 
of plants, make it possible to execute not o'nlv straight 

ligure 2 Figure  3 Figure •> 



and   circular  welds   but   also   curved,   variable-section, 
double curvature, inclined and other welds. 

Three types of electro-slag welding arc now most 
widely used in industry: the wire electrode method, the 
plate electrode method and the fusible sheath method. 

In the wire electrode method (figures 5A and 5B), 
the pieces to be welded (1 and 2) are arranged vertically 
with a clearance of 20 to U millimetres. The clearance is 
bounded on either side by copper slide blocks (3 and 
4) which are kept thoroughly cooled by water running 
in through tube (5) and out through tube (6). In the 
space formed by the edges of the workpieces and the slide 
blocks an arc is first struck between the electrode (7) 
and the backing strip at the starting point of the joint. 
Granulated flux is poured into the blazing arc zone and 
as the flux melts it gradually forms a slag pool (8) over 
the pool of fused metal (9). At a given depth in the 
slag pool, the arc process changes into a slag process, in 
which the melting of the electrode wire and the fusing 
of the basic metal is processed by the heat given off by 
the electric current as it passes through the molten slag, 
which has a high resistivity. The temperature of the slag 
pool (1600e to 1800 C) is far higher than the melting 
point of the steel being welded. The weld wire is fed 
continuously into the welding zone by drive rolls (10) 
through a holder (11). 

As the electrode and basic metal melt, the level of the 
metal and slag pools rises and the welding apparatus, 
compiete with feed rolls, holder and slide blocks, is raised 
accordingly. In the lower portion of the metal pool, the 
cooling metal crystallizes and the welded joint is formed 
(12). 

When steel up to 50 to 60 millimetres thick is being 
welded, the electrode need not move sideways. For steels 
of greater thickness (up to 150 millimetres), the elec- 
trode is made to move back and forth in order to ensure 
uniform heating and penetration over the entire width of 
the joint. For even thicker pieces, the number of electrodes 
is increased. With three electrodes it is possible to weld 
metal up to 450 millimetres thick. The source of current 
in electro-slag welding is a single-phase or three-phase 
transformer, preferably with constant-voltage character- 
istics. 

When welding relatively short joints in thick metal, 
effective use can be made of plate electrodes. Plates 10 to 
12 millimetres thick are slowly lowered into the welding 

Figure  SA Figure SB 

Table 1 
COMPARATIVE   PRODI CTION   I 1GI RES   1 OR   WELDED   AND   CAST 

L't   ni:   til!  lini.   .•    *,.,.. IRVMES Ol- MECHANICAL PRESSI S 

PRODICTION  FACTOR '-//tfW ,0„ press 

I.alxnir 4(, 

Dilution dl  process 45 
Cost & 

Weight 215 

PERCENTAGE RIDll.TION OWING TO THE 

CHANGE   1 ROM  CANT TO WKLDf D 1 RAME 

(I.SIIO ton press 

40 

2o 

zone as they melt. Otherwise, the process is essentially 
the same as the wire electrode method. 

The advantages of welding with plate electrodes arc 
the very simple construction of the welding apparatus - 
it is not necessary, as just mentioned, to have sideways 
moving electrodes or complicated hoUlers-and the pos- 
sibility of replacing the water cooled slide Mocks with 
stationary side stripping. 

The length of the plates should be approximately three 
times the length of the joint being welded. 

Particularly important technological possibilities are 
offered where very thick material is to he welded and 
where curved and variable-section joints are involved by 
the use of fusible sheaths (ligure 6). Into the clearance 
between the workpieces (1 and 2), bounded bv stationary 
side strips_(3 and 4), is inserted a steel block (the fusible 
sheath) (5) shaped in conformity with the profile of the 
workpiece. 

Fused into the centre, or down the sides, of the block 
is a steel tube (Í.) through which an electn.de wire (7) 
passes into the welding zone. During the welding opera- 
tion, the sheath is stationary but its lower nul sub- 
merged in the slag pool, gradually melts awav. The 
sheath orients the electrode wire in the projx-r direction 
and thus ensures uniform penetration throughout the 
joint. When welding steel of considerable thickness, in 
some cases of up to 1,000 millimetres or more, several 
such fusible sheaths are used in parallel, each of them 
directing one or two electrode wires into the welding 
zone. 

FIG. 1.   Cast and welded segment of a water-turbine stator 

HG. 2. Welded rotor for the low-pressure cylinder of a 
ISO-megawatt steam turbine 

HG. Î. l'atterri of electro slag weld- 
ed joints in the frame of a 4,000- 
ton crankshaft forging press 

MG. 4. . / cast and welded bed plate 
for a rolling mill stand 

i IG. SA and H. Diagram of electro- 
slag welding with a wire electrode 

HG. <>. Diagram of electro slag we/d- 
ing with a fusible sheath 
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libili, 7 I-,unir S Figure ') 

EHI. 7. Macro-striu lure of 

a weld made by the 
electro dag method. 

ile H. Macro-structure of 

a weld in steel 100 milli- 

metres thick,, made with 
carbon dioxide shielding 

in.. °. Macro structure of 

a   weld   in   heat-resisting 
fcarlite steel. 

'I IK chul advantages of elect m-slag welding arc: the 
oj)|)«,niiiiiiy that it olTcrs l'or welding thick siccl in a 
single pass; ihe high eflickIKV of the process and excellent 
quality ol the joint; the simple preparation of surfaces 
without special dressing operations; and the relatively 
low expenditure of power, electrode wire and flux. 

I.lectro slag welding of common carbon steels employs 
a weld wire with a somewhat higher manganese con- 
tent-up to 1.5 per cent—and fused Huxcs used in auto- 
matic welding (lor example, FTs-7). 

Various types of stationary and mollile electro-slag 
welders have km developed. In particular, the A-ì7Ìr 
automatic welders are videly used for longitudinal and 
circular joints. They w ill work with either wire or plate 
electrodes. 

In the welding of press frame components and other 
structural parts of complex shapes, successful use is being 
made ol mobile automatic magnet-operated moving 
heads, which arc moved along the vertical joint by alter- 
native advancing magnets. 

The electro-slag method produces high quality welds. 
The typical macro structure of one such non-heat-treated 
weld is shown in figure 7. Despite its coarse grain struc- 
ture the weld metal in this condition is strong ;,nd 
ductile (table 2). 

A considerable coarsening of grain occurs in the base 
metal along the line of fusion, which sometimes causes 
a lowering of impact resistance. Consequently, welds 
made by the electro-slag process arc usually normalized 
and are as a rule as strong as the surrounding steel. Struc- 
tural steels that do not require normalizing after electro- 

slag welding have been developed and are being put into 
use. 

Studies of the endurance limit of welds executed by the 
electro-slag method in boiler steel up to ÍOO millimetres 
thick, in tests of large cross-section samples (round 
samples up to 200 millimetres in diameter and rectan- 
gular samples 200 millimetres square in cross-section), 
have shown that the fatigue strength of the as-welded 
joints, that is, joints that have not undergone heat treat- 
ment, with the weld reinforcement removed, approxi- 
mates that of the base metal. 

Aside from electro-slag welding, steel parts of con- 
siderable thickness and ordinary welded parts o£ small 
and medium-gauge metal can also be produced by auto- 
matic or semi-automatic welding with carbon dioxide 
shielding. This method is warranted in executing in- 
tricate prohle welds, horizontal wdds on vertical surfaces 
and inclined welds. In principle, the method can be used 
to weld joints in any position. 

What essentially takes place in the carbon dioxide pro- 
cess is that the air is forced out of the welding zone bv 
carbon dioxide, while the arc-fused metal is kept from 
oxidizing and the necessary weld quality is ensured by 
the use of wires with an increased deoxidizer content 
Inexpensive deoxidize« normally used in steel—silicon 
and manganese—are applied. 

Welding in a carbon dioxide atmosphere is consid- 
erably (two or three times) more efficient than manual 
welding, while at the same time it enables production 
costs to be appreciably reduced. 

Table 2 
MECHANICAL  PROPERTIES  OF  ELEOTRO-M.A« WILD    METAL    l\    BOILER    STEM." 

rsiNfi A LOW-CARBON WIRE
1
' AND FTs-7 FU x 

TENSILE 

HEAT                   STRENGTH                 VIELD POINT 
RELATIVE                      RELATIVE 

ELONGATION              CONTRACTION 

IMPACT 

RESISTANCE 
(Kilogram- 

metres 
TREATMENT     {Kilogrammes per square millimetre) (Ter centi 

per square 
centimetre) 

None                        4S.4                        27,2 
Normalized  and 

tempered                 4.1(1                           25.0 

28.7                      61.7 

32.3                      63.3 

14.1 

14.6 
•0.18   per  cent carbon:   0.29  ner  <vnr «¡li•...   ni • . .... per  cent manganese. h n no .        À«V       ' •nivali,   w.o   per   ceni  manca 

0.0<) per cent carbon; 0.04 per cent silicon; 0.90 per cent mangine* 
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It »hould be pomted out that gas-shielded welding is at 
present the only mechanized method oí executing hori- 
zontal welds on very   hick metal. 

Horizontal welds in boiler steel up to zero millimetres 
thick, executed with silicon-manganese wire l.f> to 2 milli- 
metres in diameter and with current of 3(X) to m 
amperes have full penetration (figure 8), high density 
and excellent mechanical characteristics (tabic 3). 

The high purity of the deposited metal in terms of 
non-metallic occlusions is worth mentioning. The weld 
metal contains fewer occlusions in the carbon dioxide 
process than when flux shielding and electrodes with acid 
and rutile coating are used. The fact that the metal is 
Wei deoxidized and free from non-metallic occlusions 
is demonstrated by its low limit of low-temper.iture 
brittleness. The weld metal still has a relatively high 
impact resistance at temperatures as low as -50 C, while 
fhe base metal becomes noticeably brittle even at '-''O C 
(chart 1). 

In cases where the production volume of heavy, thick- 
steel structural parts is limited, and insufficient use would 
be made of special equipment for electro-slag welding 
welding in carbon dioxide is highly advisable, since this 
method employs inexpensive and universal equipment 
which can be used to perform practically anv welding 
job, on thick or thin metal. 

One possibility deserving notice is that of making re- 
latively simple changes in automatic and semi-automatic 
Hux-shie d welding units so that they can also be used for 
carbon dioxide shielded welding. This reduces the num- 
ber of the welding machines required, a matter of par- 
ticular importance in equipping small undertakings 
which turn out a wide variety of welded objects. 

Aside from the wide use of mechanized welding 
methods in the production of thick-steel structural parts 
manual arc welding is still used in some cases, especially 
in production of precision weldments, where the concen- 
trated heat inherent in the mechanized processes is un- 
desirable, in welding certain high-alloy steels, and in 
other applications. 

The present-day technical level of manual arc welding 
and the availability of high-quality electrodes make it 
possible to weld heavy parts made of practically any grade 
of steel (figure 9). For instance, when heat-resisting 
chromium-rnolybdenum-vanadium steel 20KhMF—used 
in power installations where it is subjected to tempera- 

Chart 1 
CHANGES IN THE IMPA.T RIMSTANCE OF TIII- WHO 

Fl'SION-ZONE    METAL    AND    BASE    METAL    IN     IMF 

TEMPERATI-RE RANCH, IN  A WEI.D MADE WITH rVRl.ON 
SHIELDING 

METAL, 

:( :S0°C 
DIOXIDE 

1  Deposited metal 

2. Fusion ione metal 

3. Bate metal 

"io -» -lo     o    | 10   , M   , i¿    ,40 
TEMPERATI)«, dea/ees Centigrade 

SO 

tures up to 5-40 C-is welded with TsL-20 electrodes, the 
resultant weld has full plate strength both .it normal 
temjierature (table 4) and at the working température. 

The long-term rupture strength found in a simulated 
100,(KX)-hour lest at 540 C; is not less than 10 kilogrammes 
per square millimetre lor the 20KhMF steel and the 
metal deposited by the TsL-20 electrodes. 

Modern methods of ultrasonic detection of Haws using 
portable and relatively inexpensive equipment have made 
it possible to control the quality of welds in steel of con- 
siderable thickness with a high degree of reliability. This 
is particularly im|x>rtant inasmuch as die older' X ray 
and gamma-ray testing processes quickly lose their sen- 
sitivity as the thickness of the steel increases. The exist- 
ence of the new testing techniques has made it easier to 
generalize the use of welding in key structural parts. 

# 
* # 

Even the limited number of examples cited is sufficient 
to demonstrate the technical advantages and economic 
efficiency of different welding techniques in heavy ma- 

TaUc 3 

AVERAGE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF WELDS MADE WITH CARBON DIOXIDE SHIELDING IN STEEL 

 I"0 MILLIMETRES THICK," AFTE« TEMPERINO AT 650°C 

TENS,LI                                           RELATIVE RELATIVE 
STRENGTH           YIELD POINT         ELONGATION CONTRACTION 

»AMPLE       (Kilogramme, per ¡quart millimetre) Tper cent) 

B** metal              44.3                       22Ì                       MS T^K  
WeWmet.1              51.0                       ¿J                       ~ * 
Fusion zone 

metal                   48.6     257 22.0 57.4 

• Competition of the steel: 0.25 per cent c«rbon¡ 0.Í3 per cent silicon; 0.73 per cent manganese 

IMPACT 
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Table 4 
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32 

45 
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chine-building. The advantages (if replacing riveted with 
welded structures are also well known. The wide use of 
welding in machine-building has special significance 
under conditions prevailing in industrially under-devel 
oped countries, since it would enable them, in a com 
paratively short time and with relatively small capital 
investments, to establish new or convert existing machine 

building   installations   according   to   modem  technical 
standards. 

At the present time everything—technology, equip- 
ment, materials and testing methods—is available to 
solve virtually any production problem in welding engin- 
eering. The Soviet Union's extensive experience in that 
field could IK used for that purpose. 
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Financing of 

Small-scale Industries 

in Under-aevebped Countries 
Prepared by the Industrial Development Branch of the 
united Nations lXpartment of Economic and Social Affairs 

4 MOM, TI IK MAW problems confronting small-scale m- 
^l dustries in under-developed countries, few are as 
difficult to solve as those of financing. To the difficulties 
arising from limited capital resources and the well-known 
inadequate institutional set-up, which affect all enter 
prises in these countries, are added various obstacles due- 
lo the very smallness of their size. These are reviewed 
in the first part of this article in order to provide a back- 
ground to the discussion of the solutions attempted in 
different countries presented in the second part. 

Since, in this instance, size is the major factor, some 
definition of "small-scale industry" is called for. The 
term itself lacks precision and its definition varies from 
country to country—at times, from agency to agencv in 
the same country—according to the amount or type of 
capital or assets of the industry, the number of its em- 
ployees, the volume or value of its output, or any com- 
bination of these criteria. In practice, there is little need 
for a commonly agreed definition, as the choice or com- 
bination of criteria would vary with the end pursued; 
thus, a definition of small-scale industry for fiscal pur- 
ines—tor example, to determine tax rates, exemptions or 
abatements—need not be identical with that establishing 
eligibility for membership in an organization, such as a 
co-operative association. 

For the purposes of this article, small-scale industry- 
will not include handicraft and cottage industries, whose 
problems are unlike those of small factory enterprises, 

since their operations are not entirely motivated hv purely 
economic considerations. A small-scale manufacturing 
enterprise will IK considered as one whose operations are 
guided by cost and return calculations, having some 
mechanization and some need for manufacturing equip- 
ment. On the other hand, its managerial functions .ire 
only slightly specialized and it is integrated in large- 
degree with the local community. Such characteristics 
are typically found in enterprises with fewer than one- 
hundred workers—a defining line which mav con- 
veniently serve the purposes of this study. 

It is recognized that a number of industries are par- 
ticularly well adapted to small scale operation; in some- 
activities, both small ami large firms may be economic, 
but in certain other fields, small scale operation may be 
uneconomic and inefficient. In many countries, Govern- 
ments consider it desirable, for various reasons, to en- 
courage the establishment and growth of small-scale in- 
dustrial enterprises; these reasons may IK- economic, so 
cial or political. In the following discussion, the problem 
of financing will IK examined regardless of whether the 
type of small-scale industry to be assisted is appropriate 
or economic for the given country or not, since the ques- 
tion of appropriateness raises a different set of problems, 
which are beyond the scope of the present study. It will 
IK assumed that government policy provides for such 
assistance. 
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Sewing finished buttons to carton holders in a small button factory in Pakistan 

J-INANCINC   PKOHLKMS   Ol    SMALL   INDUSTRY 

There arc important differences in the nature of the prob- 
lem of financing small industry as between developed 
and underdeveloped countries. In countries with a well- 
established and developed industrial and financial struc- 
ture, these problems are largely marginal from the point 
ut view of (he economy as a whole. In less developed 
countries with little or no industry, the problem of creat- 
ing new industrial enterprises is fundamental. More often 
thai» not. diese industries will be of small or medium size, 
which is one ot the main reasons justifying government 
action on their behalf. 

Another difference is that the risk involved for lending 
institutions in transactions with new enterprises is much 
higher in the less developed countries. Sudi elements as 
lack of trained cntcrpreneurship, absence of an industrial 
environment and ot proper cost accounting procedures, 
inadequacy ot the economic and social overhead, greater 
reluctance on the part of consumers to try new products 
and lack ol proper marketing preparation make it dif- 
hcult to loresee the success of anv new industrial under- 
taking, particularly of a small one. In a developed coun- 
try, this problem is less serious and its solution is facili- 
tateti bv the existence of appropriate servicing institu- 
tions and the widespread use of such techniques as 
market research, credit rating and insurance. 

There also exists in the developed countries a net- 
work of financing institutions of private, quasi-public or 
public nature, equipped to provide small business with 
credit under conditions and on terms which are, on the 
whole, not much different from those extended to the 
larger enterprises. Such institutional bank credit is seldom 
available to small business in the under-developed coun- 
tries. When such credit is available, it is likely to be 
more onerous, beset with considerable difficulties and, in 
the case of government institutions, burdened with the 
cost of cumbersome and inefficient administrative ma- 
chinery. Commercial banks, in particular, are little in- 
terested in the small borrower and, when making loans 

to small business, insist upon provision of physical assets 
as collateral, in the form of plant, equipment or stocks of 
readily salable merchandise, in addition to a guarantee 
by an individual whose financial responsibility is well 
known. It often happens that the small manufacturer 
owns neither his plant nor his equipment; if he starts a 
new firm, the salability of his product is unknown and 
lie may have difficulty in finding a satisfactory guarantor. 
He may, from lack of experience or ignorance, fail to 
keep proper financial records. 

Several surveys of small-scale industry were made in 
India covering the three largest cities.1 These show that 
"own capital"—owner's equity plus funds invested by 
partners—is by far the most important source of capital, 
only a small proportion being financed by banking insti- 
tutions. The share of own capital in the total ranges 
from a low of 50 per cent—in the largest group of firms 
covered by a survey of the engineering industry in Bom- 
hay—to a maximum of 95 per cent—in a group of small- 
scale engineering enterprises in Calcutta. The average 
share of own capital is, according to these surveys, from 
75 to SO per cent. The commercial banks finance, on the 
average, about 5 per cent of total liabilities, and from 5 
to 20 per cent of funds borrowed by small enterprises. 
Comparable orders of magnitude were obtained in many 
surveys of smaller Indian cities. Even in the case of the 
larger firms within the small-scale group, the share of 
banking institutions in total borrowed funds is of far less 
importance than that of relatives or friends, middlemen, 
indigenous bankers and money-lenders. On the other 
hand, banks are usually willing to meet short-term re- 
quirements of older, well-established small firms. 

1P. N. Dhar, Small-scale Industries in Delhi (New Delhi, 
1957); Bureau of Industrial Statistics, Problems of Small Engin- 
eering Industries (Calcutta, 1953): D. T. Lakdawala and B. V. 
Menta, "Small and Medium-scale Engineering Factories in Bom- 
bay City", Journal of the University of Bombay, January 1958; 
industrial and regional surveys by the National Development 
Commissioner for Small Industries (New Delhi) (mimeo- 
graphed), from 1956 to 195K. 
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In 1958, tlic Reserve Hank of. India made a sample sur- 
vey of advances by commercial hanks to small and 
medium-sized industrial and trading enterprises, which 
showed that such enterprises received about M) per cent 
of the total credit—excluding personal credit—extended 
by scheduled banks, and 51 per cent of that extended by 
the non-scheduled banks.J While approximately 50 per 
cent of all bank credit to all borrowers, large and small, 
was extended lor industrial purposes, small and medium- 
sized industrial enterprises received IS per cent of the 
total credit from these two sources." Such enterprises re- 
ceived 5 to 6 per cent of total bank credit for all purposes 
and about 12 per cent of that extended for industrial uses. 

These lindings corroborate the figures obtained in an 
earlier survey,' for the period 1950 to 1**52, of finance, by 
sources ot credit, received by incorporated industrial 
lirms, both large and small. The rale of interest paid by 
the small lirms was significantly higher than that paid by 
the larger enterprises. The survey showed that the small 
firms obtained 6/5 per cent of their credit from "trade" 
and "miscellaneous" sources, that is, from family, friends 
and money-lenders; the corresponding figure for the 
larger concerns was 24 per cent. 

A few comparable figures may also be quoted for 
Japan. In that country a recent survey showed that the 
smallest enterprises—those with assets of less than 2 mil- 
lion yen, that is, $US 5,500—obtained a major propor- 
tion of their financing—46 per cent—in the form of book 
credit, principally from suppliers and purchasers. Larger 
enterprises—with assets of over 10 million yen—received 
only 16 per cent of their credit from this source.5 This 
situation reflects, however, to a large extent, the par- 
ticular structure of Japanese small-scale industry, the op- 
eration of which is closely integrated with that of large- 
scale industrial concerns. 

Small-scale industrial enterprise in under-developed 
countries thus has to rely heavily—as far as credit is con- 
cerned—on the extremely onerous sources of supply pro- 
vided by money-lenders and traders. The latter who, at 
the same time, supply the small industrial plants with 
raw materials or take over the finished products, may not 
necessarily charge a high rate of interest on the extended 
credit, but make their profit on their purchase and sale 
transactions with the enterprise. Because of their monopo- 
listic position, they are able to exert effective pressure 
with respect to these transactions. 

That existing sources of financing are grossly inade- 
quate is indicated by the fact that shortage of working 
and fixed capital is an important cause of failure of small 

-Scheduled banks, which number about ninety-five, are large 
banks which keep their reserves with the Reserve Bank; they 
extend more than 95 per cent of the total bank credit in India. 
The number of non scheduled banks, which are small and ex 
clusively local concerns, is over .100. 

3 "Commercial Bank Finance to Medium and Small-scale Busi 
ness Units", Bulletin oj the Reserve Bun{ of India  (Bombay, 

* "Financial Experience of Small Companies in India, 1950- 
1952", unpublished Ph.D. thesis by G. Balakrishnan, University of 
Poona, 1958. 

3 Statistics of the Ministry of Finance, quoted in Asian Affairs 
vol. II, No. 2, June 1959 (Tokyo). ' 

industrial and other undertakings in under develop«! 
countries. It is, in all cases, ,i serious obst.ulc to their de- 
velopment and growth.'1 

"l;or ,i discussion ot tills problem, see Gowrninrul „f |,„|j , 
Ministry ot Commerce and Industry, Small ImliKtn ,„ a \,„l/, 
Indian   I own, by |. T. McCrorv (New   Debli   I'lSi.) 

Small seale industries in Indonesia: 

Shoe malting 

Maying irons 

Finishing umbrellas 

» limn 
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M KAM KK.S OK ASMMANCK ADOI'TKl) IN INDKR-DI.VKI.OPKD 

COUNTRIKS 

Measures .lima! .11 mating the problems of small-scale 
business h.ivc been (ICVI-IO|K-(1 111 the advanced countries, 
among them the establishment of special agencies tor 
financing and providing guarantees and various serv- 

ices. It has ken seen that 111 the less developed coun- 
tries these problems arise in .1 somewhat different con- 

text. The techniques which have been adopted are re- 
viewed   111  the   billowing  paragraphs. 

improving the supply of funds 

Many  under -devi loped countries have set  up special li 
nancial  institutions to extend long term and short-term 
credit   to small  and medium sized enterprises;  some of 

ihcm cater specifically to the  needs of industrial enter 
prises of  this tvpe. 

In India, which has one of the most advanced pro- 
grammes ol assisi.ince. small industry can avail itself 
ol the services ol .111 arra\ ol institutions, some of which 

are part ol the central government machinery, others 
separate I mm it. The government owned State Hank, 
lite largest Indian institution with about 7(K) branches 
throughout the country, particípales in this programme. 
It lends luiuls lor working capii.il to small-scale enter- 
prises, lor which the security and collateral ree]uirements 

are considerably relaxed. The Slate Hank has recently 
launched a trial programme of partially guaranteed 
credit to encourage privately owned commercial banks 
to increase their lending to small firms. Mach of the 

branches ol the Slate Hank also provides, in its area 
ol operation, guidance to the .ipplicant in his dealings 
with the various government institutions involved. This 
makes it |x>ssible for the needs of small businessmen 
to IK- taken care ot by loc d hankers who are ace|iiainted 

with them and with comblions in the area: this is a 
much more elTective procedure than having the financing 
done by centrally located specialized financial insti- 
tutions. 

State finance corporations have been established in each 
Indian State to provide credit for the more important 
projects; these corporations elo not. however, normally 
provide loans below a stated minimum amount, which 
varies tmm one State to another. Smaller loans arc pro- 
vide«! by the state industries departments. From the 
middle of the nineteen fifties through Dccemlxr 195S. 
the total amount of loans approved by all state finance 
corporations was ITS million rupc-es, of which 16 per 
cent—that is, 27.9 million rupees—were earmarket! for 
small industries. During the same period, 127..Ì million 
rupees were disbursed, of which 14 per cent, ot 18.1 
million rupees, were received by small industrial con- 
cerns. At the same time, the total amount disbursed hv 
the industries departments of state governments was 
26.5 million rupees. 

The fact that small industry receives a modest share 
of business credit is explained by the following con- 
siderations: (a) applications for loans by small entrepre- 
neurs were often incomplete or vaguely wwded;  (b) 

the financial records or accounts submitted were con- 
sidered to be inadequate; (c) insufficient assets were 
offered by applicants for the required collateral; it ap- 
peared, in particular, that many would-be borrowers 
occupied rented premises on short-term leases, and that 
applicants were often unable to produce legal title to 
properly olTeretl as security; (//) reliable information 
could not be obtained on the business and credit stand- 
ing of the prospective Ixirrower, co-signer or guarantor, 
and (<•) the soundness of the project for which financ- 
ing was rc«|uested could n<it be assesseel. 

Special credit institutions have been established to 
toster industry in other under-developed countries, but 
small industry cannot as a rule, and for similar reasons, 
take lull atlvantagc of their services. 

Thus, in Iran, large firms accounted for most of the 
loans from the Industrial Credit Hank, smaller firms be- 
ing generally unable to meet its security ree|uirements. 
In Burma, according to retorts by United Nations tech- 
nical assistance experts, loans to small industry have 
been too small; moreover, the repayment periods im- 
posai by the lending agency were too short and the se- 
curity requirements too high; procedures were inflexible 
and cumbersome and long delays occurred in processing 
loan applications. In Indonesia, several financial agencies 
established by the (îovernmenf. to assist small industry 
are prevented by their rules from extending loans to 
concerns which they have already assisted. As a result, 
a firm which has received an agency loan for purchas- 
ing its plant and equipment is precluded from obtain- 
ing the urgently needed further credit for replenish- 
ing us working capital. A scheme for hire-purchase of 
machinery administered by the government-owned In- 
dustrial Hank has faced considerable difficulties largclv 
because one of the clauses in the hire-purchase contract 
1«e|iinei! that the Bank participate in the management 
,\n¿ share 111 the profits of the enterprise; most prospec- 
tive borrowers were unwilling to take advantage of 
the plan  under such conditions. 

Credit schemes in the form of hire-purchase plans for 
mechanization of small industry were also introduced in 
Burma and India. In Burma, application of eligibility 
criteria resulted in a high percentage of rejections of 
requests tor loans. The loans granted were to be matched 
hv an equivalent amount of capital pledged by the bor- 
rowers tor installation and operation of the machinery.7 

In India, in the period 1956 to mid-1959, the National 
Small Industries Corporation approved 1,476 applica- 
tions for hire-purchase of 5,259 pieces of machinery 
valued at 44.7 million rupees, of which 2,133 pieces 
valued at 17.7 million rupees were delivered by the 
midelle of 1959. For the special-purpose machines which 
had to be imported, the Indian Government provided 
guarantees for letters of credit amounting to 3 million 

7 The programme has been in abeyance since 1958, pending 
the establishment of a Union Investment Corporation which is 
te take over its administration. See also a study of the Burmese 
hire-purchase plan. "Hire-purchase Loans for the Mechanization 
of Small Industry", by J. E. Stepanek, which appeared in United 
Nations, Htilletm on Industrialization and Productivity No 1 
(ules number: 58.H.R.2). 



rupees. This coverai only a fraction of the applications; 
it was estimated that it all requests were satisfied, the 
annual foreign exchange requirements for such imports 
would be of the order of 10 to 15 million rupees. 

In both countries, the hire-purchase scheme is asso- 
ciated with provision of specialized technical services 
aimed at ensuring proper utilization and maintenance 
of the equipment. 

Reducing the cost of credit 

The total cost of finance may be defined as the sum 
of the "pure" rate of interest plus compensation for the 
risk element and service charges. The pure rate reflects 
the relationship of supply of and demand for capital. 
The risk element has IKTU touched ujwni in a preced- 
ing section, in which it was mentioned that the char- 
acteristics of small business, as regards both the calibre 
of entrepreneurship and the nature of small industry in 
under-developed countries, tend to make this clement 
particularly important. 

In many under-developed countries, the capital mar- 
ket may be considered as being subdivided, in fact, into 
two largely non-competing sub-markets: one an "or- 
ganized" sector—mostly urban, government influenced 
and consisting of the banking system as lender and the 
larger firms as borrowers; the other an "unorganized" 
sector—consisting of indigenous bankers, money-lenders 
and traders, on the one hand, and small business bor- 
rowers on the other; this is mainly rural and is only 
marginally influenced by the credit policy of the gov- 
ernment or the banking system. 

The first market is, as a rule, highly competitive and 
the strong borrower is generally able to shop around for 
the lowest rate; relationships between lender and bor- 
rower are, as a rule, impersonal. The second market 
has monopolistic features, the prospective borrower hav- 
ing no access to sources of finance outside his locality, 
being thus restricted to dealing with a single local 
financier. 

In the first market, interest rates may \K relatively 
low, often owing to government intervention, and, in 
some cases, even lower than the level which would 
reflect the real conditions of supply and demand of 
capital prevailing in the country. In the second, interest 
rates are much higher and reflect not only the real con- 
ditions in the supply of and demand for capital, but 
also the high risk elements and service charges involved 
and the monopolistic position of the lender.8 Interest 
rates in the various unorganized markets, even physi- 
cally contiguous ones, may bear little relationship to 
each other; in any of them, the rate is determined by 

* Thus, in India, interest rates charged by large commercial 
banks on unsecured advances—principally to large-scale industry 
—range from 4 to 8 per cent per annum. Those charged by small 
banks on similar unsecured advances—in all probability, mainly 
to small industry—range from 15 to 19 per cent. For short-term 
secured loans, the rates charged by the large commercial institu- 
tions in Bombay vary from 4.5 to 6.5 per cent. According to the 
Reserve Bank's information, rates charged by money-lenders in 
Bombay range up to 15 per cent; they are believed to reach 20 
per cent or more in other areas. 

the  urgency  of the borrower's  need and bv  what the 
traffic will bear. Nor do rales in the unorganized mar 
kets necessarily bear any definite  lelationship to those 
prevailing in the organized markets. 

Data on losses incurred in financing small funis m 
under-developed areas would provide a means of meas- 
uring risk as a cost element; these are, however, not 
available. A high potential level of loss is suggested b\ 
the following discussion of conditions in the United' 
Slates, based on limited survev samples: 

"Within deposit size groups of banks and taking 
into account bank lending other than to small busi 
ness, the banks th.it loaned heavily to small business 
experienced definitely higher loss rates than the oihei 
banks . . . Interest earning rales" on 'o.ms iiurcasc 
as the degree of lending to small borrowers increases 
[but the difference in loss experience among banks 
accounts tor only II) per < cm of the observed ililler 
enee in interest earnings . . . The appreciably larger 
difference in . . . interest earnings ... is believed 
to reflect, at leasi in part, the larger dilïerence in aver- 
age size of business loan and related dilference in costs 
per dollar of loan kiween the two groups of hanks 
which engaged extensively in financing business. In 
the United Stales and possibly oilier developed conn 
tries] the banks may feel thai businesses who cannot 
borrow under the prevailing conventional rates must 
be outside the zone of acceptable risks, or thai not 
enough Uirrowcrs would Ite available to support a 
specialized type of financing, designed with unique 
protections to cope with the extra risk |an<l other 
related costs j."1" 

In under-developed countries, the high risk element 
is one of the contributing factors in discouraging com 
mereiai banks Irom entering the area of extending fi 
nance to small industry. On the other hand, it has the 
effect of raising the interest rate charged by money 
lenders to the maximum the borrower can bear. 

As to the service cost element, administrative and other 
direct costs of lending and servicing are clearly higher 
on small loans than on large ones, because of disecono- 
mies of scale. Here again, little quantitative information 
is available for under developed countries and only frag 
mentary data exist in the developed ones. The following 
quotation refers to the United States: 

". . . the relative cost of lending lends to l>c inversely 
related to the size of loan . . . since investigation anil 
administration costs do not decline substantially as the 
size of loan declines, and the risk costs (¡xrtential 
losses) rise as loan size falls. Finally, since rejection 
rates tend to IK higher for small concerns (because on 
the average, they represent |x>orcr risks anil, also, IK- 

cause most of them are new customers and need to 
be investigated thoroughly), the average cost per loan 
made (including the share of costs for loans rejected) 
is higher than for credit extended to larger firms, 

" Rates on loans measuring annual bank interest earnings. 
'"United States Congress, Financing Small Husmess, Report to 

the Committees on ¡iantina and Currency and Select Commtttees 
on Small Husmess, by Federili Resene System (Washington, 
1). C, II April 1958), pages 48, 88, 81 and 15. 
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Indeed the cost of screening acceptable risks among 
small and, in particular, new concerns, is high, as are 
the service costs. The analysis of Small Business Ad- 
ministration costs and revenues . . . suggests that, even 
without making provision for loss, loans below $20,000 
do not yield a net return . . . The industrial loan ex- 
perience of the Federal Reserve Hank of New York 
during the 1'150's indicates that managerial assistance 
is an integral and perhaps indispensable part of a suc- 
cessful bank management of small-loan portfolios."" 

Similar  conditions   are   likely   to   prevail   in   under- 
developed countries, and to affect the cost of credit to 
an even greater extent than in the more advanced coun- 
tries. I-.stablished commercial banks are poor I v informed 
oi the borrower's credit standing and would find it diffi- 
cult, if not im|M>ssible, to secure such information; more- 
over, fewer loan applications by small businessmen are 
apt to be accepted, so that the overhead cost  per loan 
granted tends to be  larger.  Investigation of the appli- 
cant's credit is hampered by  the inadequacy of his fi- 
nancial  records mentioned earlier, while evaluation of 
new projects for which loans are solicited is more diffi- 
cult in view of the scarcity of personnel skilled in tech- 
nical and marketing appraisal and the lack of experience 
in this field. Many financial institutions deliberately set 
minimum size limits on loans which they provide, es- 
|Kcially when  the interest  rales they are permitted to 
charge are kept low by law, and are to be applied uni- 
formly to all customers. Overhead costs per loan would 
obviously he reduced with an increase in the volume of 
It-ruling. Thus,  in a  large institution specialized  in fi- 
nancing small industry, it would be possible to set up an 
adequate technical staff to evaluate applications for loans; 
iht' cent of ihe operation would be spread over a large 
volume of lending. It  would not IK- economical for an 
average hank processing only a few such loans to main- 
tain   a   siali so qualified;  llie  bank  would  be  obliged 
either lo hire mi hin consultants or to entrust this func- 
tion tu personnel engaged in other occupations, and the 
cosi   would have lo Ite absorbed  by the customers di- 
rectly concerned. 

The measures discusseti earlier, namely, the establish- 
ment of spcci.ili/.cd lin.lining institutions of public na- 
ture nul provision ol incentives and guarantees to private 
banks to furnish greater credit facilities to the smaller 
enterprises, are in ihemselves importa m steps in the di- 
rect ion o| reducing ihe cost of cretin. Such measures 
lend lo weaken the mono|iolisiic position of money 
lenders .nul thus lone tlown the rates of interest charged 
in I hem. 

As a dircii measure ol intervention in the small 
business ireilil market, which is Usually combined with 
i lu establishment of lin.ineing insiiiiiiions, rales on loans 
In small enterprises are set bv ( ¡overturn ills at levels 
n'tiip.ir.ible lo i ho* applying lo larg; firms. Where spe 
ti.il m illiniums are established to finance small industry. 
MKII rales max IK- as low as d in S pir eent \KT annum, 
.-liti, in Mime cases, í to 4 |HT ceni. In Japan, where 
«* , idcr.iMc assistaci   ,s given   to  small   industry,  in 

!!   /.. '«,   Sill.; /   /,':;..,;, p.igcs 14 .in«l 'I 

terest rates are higher. In 1957, short-term loans extended 
by lending institutions were charged at (>.6 per cent and 
long-term loans at 11.5 per cent; rates on privately- 
secured loans were of the order of 12 per cent.1- 

In view of the risks involved and the high adminis- 
trative and servicing costs of financing, measures to keep 
down interest rates for small scale enterprises taken in 
isolation may be self-defeating. In order to cover their 
costs and return a profit to their stockholders, commer- 
cial banks may tenti to curtail the number and amount 
of their loans to small enterprises, reducing by that 
much the flow of credit to small business. Thus, the 
resources of the special institutions established for that 
purpose will, in part, be used up in replacing private 
sources of finance. 

For the lower rates to be realistic, the risk element in 
lending and the administrative and servicing costs should 
be   reduced. This  holds true even  in cases  where the 
lending is done by publicly sponsored institutions subsi- 
dized by Governments. Again, the most advanced form 
of an integrated approach to the  problem is practised 
in  India. The Small Industries Service Institutes estab- 
lished and operated by the Ministry of Commerce and 
financed by the central budget provide advice and infor- 
mation—often accompanied by demonstration—to small 
industrialists throughout the country, carry out market 
research and industry surveys, undertake technological 
research on raw materials, machinery, designs and other 
relevant matters, serve as technical agents for the Na- 
tional Small Industries Corporation to implement that 
agency's hire-purchase programme  and provide finan- 
cial, commercial and other research services. The indus- 
tries departments of the state administrations also pro- 
vide managerial services and technical advice to small 
manufacturers; those whose programmes include financ- 
ing follow up the projects which they assist. In the ab- 
sence  of such  organizations,  all   services of  this  type 
would devolve upon the lending institution itself.,:l 

In spite of this progress, three major problems art- 
si ill to he faced: technical assistance is not yet adequate; 
ihe activities of the service agencies are to be more 
closely co-ordinated both among themselves and with the 
special financing institutions; the services are to be ex- 
tended to a large number of private banks which have 
noi, so far, participated in the programme. 

A solution along these lines deserves to be considered 
bv  the authorities of other under-developed countries. 

'-Japan Productivity Centre, Small Business in Japan: Back- 
bone et I the Sation (Tokyo, 1957), pages 11 to 13. 

" In Japan, the solution of the problem of servicing and assist- 
n« small scale business lias taken a particular form because of the 

prevailing system of sulKontracting arrangements between large 
ami small nulustri.il enterprises which is characteristic of that 
cuntrv. 1 he parent company bears the cost of providing technical 
•nul managerial aduce and other assistance, both to maintain 
adequate technical standards in the output of its subcontractors 
and t,. ensure efficient utilization of the equipment and funds 
» Inch it has loaned to them. The large company also provides 
guarantees tor Uns which the small companies mav request 
irom hnanaal agences (,„• Unit«! Nations, "Interrelations He- 
nut-n large ami Small Industrial enterprises in Japan", bv 
lovoruku \,:do. «„//<•/,» „„ InJntiualizjtion and hojuctmtv 
N"       (sales number: W.U.H.I >. 
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Drilling parts of plastic toys in a 
small Pakistani factory 
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Using a  hand-fly press in  a steel 
workshop in Indonesia 
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Final assembly of toy tricycles in 
an Indonesian workshop 

A technical agency could be set up to service a variety 
of public and private financial institutions by evaluating 
applications for loans and providing technical help to 
the borrowers. Such an agency would have sufficient 
demand for its services to be in a position to hire a 
competent staff, occupy it fully and enjoy the economies 
of scale of a large organization. It might establish re- 
gional offices and mobile units. It will be noted in this 
connexion that international machinery exists which 
could make an effective contribution in this field by 
assisting in financing the establishment of such an insti- 
tution, and also in recruiting and training the necessary 
personnel.14 

14 Assistance for the establishment of such an institution may 
be provided under the terms of reference of the United Nations 
Special Fund. An article on the Special Fund is published else- 
where in this issue. 

Reducing the risl(s of lending 

The application of the measures discussed above, aimed 
at protecting and improving the operation of the lending 
institutions, also has a favourable effect on the position 
of the borrowers. When a small manufacturer receives 
adequate technical, financial and managerial advice, the 
over-all efficiency of his enterprise increases and the risk 
of insolvency or bankruptcy is thereby diminished. How- 
ever, more direct measures of reducing the lending risks 
have been developed in a number of countries. In the 
United States, programmes of government guarantee of 
long-term and short-term loans to small enterprises were 
introduced during the depression of the nineteen thirties 
and expanded during the war and post-war years. Com- 
mercial banks were thereby encouraged to extend credit 
to small firms in larger volume and at longer terms than 
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formerly."5 Quite recently, a number of investment com- 
panies, which have been set up with government as- 
sistance to finance small business, have taken steps to 
provide joint underwriting of such financing, with a 
view both to increasing the size of loans and reducing 
the risks to individual lending companies.10 

In Japan, a system of short-term credit guarantees by 
the Central Government to large and small financial 
institutions or associations has been in operation since 
1(>37. In 1(>5(), a law was passed extending guarantees to 
long-term credit. 

In India, the Reserve Hank has recently outlined a 
test programme under which a stated proportion of the 
bans made by publicly-owned and private commercial 
banks to small industrial firms was guaranteed by the 
Hank.17 A favourable response to this initiative on the 
part of the banks, which have a large volume of re- 
sources and a wide network of branches throughout the 
country, would represent a major advance in the field 
of financial assistance to small industry in India. 

All the measures discussed aU>ve aim at reducing the 
risk of default on loans borne by the financial institution 
by spreading it between the institution and the govern- 
ment, or other lenders acting as a group, or both. These 
measures may be supplemented by other steps, in par- 
ticular, by improving facilities for exchange of credit 
information and of debt collection procedures, which are 
generally inadequate. The main effort, however, should 
be directed towards inducing financial institutions to 
liberalize their lending policies to small-scale firms, by 
making such credit an economic proposition through an 
integrated policy as outlined above. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

It has been seen that the solution to the financial prob- 
lems of small industry in under-developed countries lies 

1:1 For an evaluation of these programmes, see R. J. Saulnier, 
H. C Salcrow and N. H. lacoby, Federal Unding und Loan 
Insurance (Princeton University Press, I95H) and "(îovcrnmeni 
Loan Programmes for Small Business" in Financing Small liusi- 
nea, op. cit., pages 2">.i to 2M. 

1,1 The New York Times, 1  December 

essentially in expanding and improving credit facilities, 
providing technical and managerial assistance and re- 
ducing the cost of credit to borrowers. All these measures 
are interrelated. 

The widening of the sources of finance could take 
place in the form of setting up specialized government 
institutions for financing and providing incentives to 
private banking to expand its own lending operations 
to small business. In doing this, the monopolistic posi- 
tion of money-lenders and traders would be correspond- 
ingly weakened and it could be expected that the ex- 
cessive charges on credit from these sources would be 
reduced. It was also suggested that provision of tech- 
nical and managerial service to small business, by im- 
proving the efficiency of operation, would thereby re- 
duce the risk of lending; such measures would also pro- 
vide for a better evaluation and servicing of loans. Vari- 
ous other measures were considered, such as reducing 
the risk on individual loans by government guarantees 
in co-operation with banking institutions, introducing 
methods of supervised credit and the like. 

The solution of the problem involves an integrated ap- 
proach, combining the various elements mentioned 
above. In view of the magnitude of the effort required, 
it is necessary that Governments provide guidance and 
assistance, which may take the form of direct partici- 
pation in financing. International action can effectively 
supplement national efforts; this could take the form 
of assisting countries in the establishment of servicing 
institutions for small-scale industry, which would con- 
tribute to improving technical and managerial stand- 
ards.1" 

In preparing this article, it became apparent that much 
more information was required in respect of institu- 
tional structure, costs, risks and other aspects of financ- 
ing small industry. Further research in this field by way 
of surveys, comparative analysis and interchange of in- 
formation should be of considerable use to Governments 
and would contribute towards developing better methods 
of financing, appropriate to conditions prevailing in the 
less developed countries. 

IWi. •age V.. 
17 Economic Weekly, vol. IX, No. 4"5 (Bombay). 7 Novembc 

I'W, page 1,4H<>. 

l*Srr, in this connexion, the recommendations in United Na- 
tions, Management of Industrial Enterprises in Under-developed 
(.ountnes (sales number: 58.H.B.5) and also the annex on man- 
agement service institutes. 

Using modern machinery in a cigar factory at 
Jogjakarta, Indonesia 
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Use of Statistical 

Quality Control in 

the Industry of 

Under-developed Countries 
BY WILLIAM R. PABST, JR. 

STATISTICAL QUALITY CONTROL is a technique of indus- 
^ trial management which, so far, has been applied 
extensively only in developed countries. It aims at achiev- 
ing better products and lower costs. Better products re- 
sult from reduction of defective or substandard items 
and from improvement of standards, contingent upon 
considerations of consumer needs. Lower costs result 
from more effective use of raw materials and machinery 
and improved efficiency of labour, reduction of scrap 
and rework in plant processes, development of more 
elective maintenance procedures and a rational approach 
to standards and specifications in production. 

Quality control is not exclusively concerned with im- 
provement of quality or with control of manufacturing 
processes, but rather with the "economic control of qual- 
ity of manufactured product"—as the original work in 
this field is entitled (l).1 Economic control aims broadly 
at achieving on a plant-wide basis the objectives of man- 
agement in obtaining more and better products of the 
kind consumers want. Economic control is also con- 
cerned with increasing industrial productivity through 
more effective utilization of labour and materials; from 
that standpoint, quality control is of nation-wide im- 
portance. 

The techniques used in quality control are essentially 
statistical in nature. Data on the processes of produc- 

1 Figures in parentheses refer to the References at the end of 
this article. 

tion used in a plant are collected and analysed with a 
view to detecting and correcting inefficiencies and irregu- 
larities in production. Effective utilization of these- tech- 
niques makes it possible to increase output appreciably 
without introducing basic changes in plant, equipment 
or manpower. The costs of employing the techniques are 
relatively modest and their application can serve small- 
scale establishments as economically as large industrial 
undertakings equipped for mass production. 

These considerations support the contention, despite 
historical evidence to the contrary, that the effectiveness 
of quality control techniques is in inverse relationship 
to the degree of industrial development—in other words, 
that the orderly use of these techniques should be most 
helpful to newly emerging industries. The purpose of 
this article is to support this view. 

What qualify control can Jo 

Before examining the use of statistical quality control 
techniques, it may be appropriate to give a few instances 
of the types of problems which they may solve. The fol- 

D«. PABST, Chief Statistician of the Bureau of Ord- 
nance, United States Department of the Navy, has 
advised the Government of India on quality control as 
an expert of the United Nations Technical Assistance 
Administration. 
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Inspecting jrames  in a  bicycle jactory  at Ansasol, Indi, 

lowing examples, based on the author's experience  in 
India, relate to small-scale industries. 

In a small plant employing about seventy-five workers 
engaged m making water pumps oí various sizes, a rela- 
tively  simple   process of  production   was  applied;  the 
pump housings  were cast and machined, the parts as- 
sembled and ihe final product tested. A quality control 
survey of this  plant showed a relatively efficient batch 
processing of materials, a good  layout'for  an efficient 
materials flow and, on the whole, a satisfactory product- 
yet examination  of the scrap pile revealed that a sig- 
nificant number of castings were rejected. In all cases 
the reason was the same: air pockets were present in 
the castings that could not be discovered until the cist 
nigs were machined. The defect was tracal to the tem- 
perature control of the cupola used for melting the raw 
materials; the air intake in the cupola was not sufficient 
to produce the  necessary temperature consistently, and 
blowholes were  formed in the castings. Since the re- 
fected castings were scrapped and  remelted and since 
the manager had  not been aware of the relative fre- 
quency of the defects, this loss was considered to lie  i 
necessary part of the system and was neglected. The 
quality control investigation attempted to measure and 
assess the volume of this scrap. Then metallurgical analy- 
sis, prompted by this quality information, uncovered the 

fact that the cupola had lx-cn improperly designed and 
that the air intake had been allowed to clog. Correc- 
tion was mack, the capacity of the cupola was trebled 
and, in order to keep output at the higher level thus 
achieved, continuous recording of "defectives" was set 
up at each stage of processing. 

In another foundry, nine groups of workers were em- 
ployed   under  contract   in   making   standard   railroad 
sleeper castings. These groups, consisting of about twenty 
men each, supplied the manpower for moving the sand 
and forming the castings, whereas the company  sup- 
plied the moulds, the sand and even poured'the'metal 
for the castings. Examination of the payment  records 
disclosed that one contract group had 93 per cent of its 
castings accepted over a long period of time, whereas 
several of the other groups had difficulty in getting as 
much as 60 per cent of their production accepted. Quality 
control revealed that the disparities were mainlv due to 
differences in skills, and training, psychology and incen- 
tives were applied to bring the efficiency of the workers 
at the lower end of the scale up to the level  of the 
leaders; as a result, the output of the entire plant was 
increased by more than  25  per cent. Quality  control 
thus made use of previously unutilized data available 
in the plant to mobilize action for a plant-wide increase 
in productivity. 

In a bicycle factory, a quality control investigation re- 
vealed that more than IS per cent of the frames were 
rejected for roughness or blemishes and returned for 
cleaning and repainting. After investigation, rejection 
was traced to manipulating parts before sufficient dry- 
nig time had elapsed—a trouble previously hidden bv 
the methods of manufacture and handling. 

In a pottery, high rates of rejection were experienced 
after firing. Sampling methods were applied for identi- 
fying the work of individual moulders and keeping score 
of the defects. Large differences in individual outputs 
were found, one moulder having a rejection rate more 
than three times that of the others. It was found that, in 
the .merest of speed, he had been using an improper 
technique which had remained undetected owing to the 
separation of the final product from the work-place and 
to the time lag between production processes. 

In these and other cases, quality control made it pos- 
sible to trace the sources of defects or shortcomings— 
sometimes unknown to or neglected by management- 
by detecting inefficient or improper stages in processes 
ot production, and thus to take corrective action 
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USE OF STATISTICAL QUALITY CONTROL TECHNIQUES 

Tf xcELLEST DESCRIPTIONS OF quality control techniques 
*-J are contained in many articles and textbooks, some 
of which are listed at the end of this article (2) (i) (4). 
It is not proposed to give such technical information 
here, but rather to present some case studies showing 
how these techniques have been actually applied in fac- 
tories in India. The case studies will lie prefaced by brief 
references to the collection and presentation of data. 

Historical record sheets 

The first step in analysing a quality control problem is 
to prepare job history sheets summarizing the pertinent 
data over a period of time. Several examples of this form 
of presentation of the data will be found below. 

In one foundry, the problem facing management was: 
is it possible to reduce the proportion of rejected cast- 
ings tr> less than 10 per cent per day? Data collected 
from the routine production papers of the past revealed, 
"to the astonishment of everyone concerned [that] the 
average percentage rejection on number produced was 
20 to 25 per cent for the previous month and [that] 
the rejection rates on some items were as high as 60 
to 80 per cent" (5). 

The causes of rejection were classified according to 
the following categories: pattern, tackle, moulding, sand, 
core, metal and miscellaneous. A daily foundry rejec- 
tion analysis sheet was prepared to show the daily rejec- 
tions by types of castings and by causes of rejection; the 
sheets for each part were then summarized to provide 
a historical record. An abbreviated version of the job 
history sheet concerning one of the products—a fuse 
box cover-is shown in table 1. This history sheet indi- 
cates a substantial decrease in the percentage of rejec- 
tions over the period covered. In the early portion, be- 
fore 23 September, most causes of rejection related to 
moulding, tackle and pattern, the defects due to the 
other causes being negligible. Application of corrective 
measures began on 24 September. The mould boxes 
were checked for wear, the old ones thrown out, usable 
ones painted and the pins stamped for identification. De- 
fective boxes and pins that caused most of the tackle 
troubles were removed. The system of pattern issue was 

changed, patterns being inspected and checked prior to 
the production run and doubtful patterns removed lor 
iurther correction. The work of the moulders improved 
immediately and, within a period of four months, the 
over-all rejection rate was reduced to between 11 and 
12 per cent. The decline in the rate of rejection for 
other foundry products made in this plant, to which 
similar quality control techniques were applied, is shown 
in table 2. 

In an automatic glass plant, bottles were produced 
on two sections of a machine. Inspection of the product 
led to rejection of defectives, but the causes of rejection 
and of the relative frequency of rejections as between 
the two sections of the machine were unknown until 
quality control was introduced. A sampling system, con 
sisting of selecting bottles at fifteen minute intervals over 
a series of davs, yielded the information shown in table 
S (6). 

Table ? shows that section I was responsible for alxnit 
twice the total numkr of defects as section II, the larg- 
est number consisting of neck cracks. Routine mainte- 
nance checks had not revealed that the neck-ring device 
on the machine was faulty. Corrective action resulted 
in a reduction in the number of defectives due to that 
cause on section I to the level obtaining on section II, 
and lowered the over-all rate of rejection from about 
14 per cent to 9 per cent. The tabic also shows that the 
frequency of black spots in section II was twice that 
in section I; this difference verges on statistical signifi- 
cance, although the number of defects from this cause 
was so small in comparison to that from other causes as 

Table 1 
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to put in question the need for an investigation. How- 
ever, examination of the reasons for this and other de- 
fects showed the possibility of reducing total defects to 
the one per cent level. 

In these examples, quality control data have been used 
for diagnosis and correction. After correction, syste- 
matic statistical analysis by means of 'attribute" control 
charts—those based on percentage or number defective— 
is necessary to control further developments. Control 
charts for this purpose  will be described  below. 

Frequency distributions 

Frequency distributions or histograms describe variations 
in characteristics or events observed. Erratic scatters show 
the need for further investigation. 

To give an example, frequency distributions were used 
in jute or cotton spinning factories to analyse the opera- 
tion of the spinning frames. A spinning frame has one 
hundred spindles, each of which is engaged in spinning 
a sliver into yarn or thread. Perfect operation of the 
frame would be achieved if no thread breaks occurred 
between "doffs", th.it is, the time when spools of thread 
are nearly full and arc replaced with empty spools. A 
measure of efficiency of operation of a frame is the num- 
ber of thread breaks—usually called "ends down" or 
"end breaks". When a break occurs, the spinner must 
tie or twist the ends together and start the spool wind- 
ing; frequent end breaks cause a loss in output from 
the frame. When one frame has an output lower than 

Chart 1 
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the others (there are usually lifty or more frames in 
a mill), it is not known whether the spinner works 
slowly or improperly, whether the frame or spindles are 
in need of repair or whether some other cause is in- 
volved. One method of determining this is to count 
the number of end breaks. The easiest way to do this 
is to place chalk tick-marks on the frame body itself, as 
each break occurs; at the end ot a given period of time, 
usually a shift, the numbers of such marks are added and 
recorded. On one frame oí one hundred spindles where 
such a count of ends down was made, the results were 
found to be as follows: 

Spindle number 

1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   910 11 12 l.i 14 15 ló 17, etc. 
6   7   4 12   y 2.Î   2   8   fi   7   S 10   9   5 12 47   7, etc. 

End breaks during shift 

These data show a great variation in the number of 
ends down from one spindle to another in the course of 
a shift. The frequency distribution is shown in chart 1. 

With the exception of the extremes, the pattern of 
distribution is very regular, varying from two to fifteen 
breaks per spindle per shift. Such a range of variation 
is normally expected in probability theory and, in fact, 
can be deduced from the average number of breaks per 
spindle per shift. Variation within this pattern is com- 
monly said to be "by chance". In the case considered, 
more than fifteen breaks per spindle per shift is sig- 
nificantly différent from the average—which is eight— 
and an investigation of the difference is called for. Each 
of the high-break spindles was therefore examined in de- 
tail. On most of them the fault was found to lie in worn 
rubber rollers, due to an erroneous maintenance practice 
of replacing the rollers at six-month intervals. Correc- 
tion of the four defective spindles—8 per cent of the 
total—led to a 20 per cent increase in efficiency of the 
frame as a whole. In this example, the trouble within 
the frame was responsible for the low rate of produc- 
tion. Had the material been poor or had the entire 
frame been in need of repair, the distribution of breaks 
would have been regular, but with a higher average 
breakage than normal. 

Frequency distributions are useful in other cases to 
indicate conformance to, or departure from, an expected 
pattern of distribution. Chart 2 shows a frequency dis- 
tribution of the results of a lot-by-lot inspection of glass 
bottles. A sample of 150 items was examined from each 
lot; a lot was considered acceptable if not more than 
five defects were found. The lots are tallied in chart 2 
on the basis of the number of defectives found (7). 

The truncated or cut-off character of the distribution 
shows clearly that the inspectors almost never reject a 
lot at just the rejection number, in order, apparently, 
to avoid the trouble of re-inspecting the rejected lots. 
They reject only if the lot is evidently bad enough, and 
thus accept a quality of material lower than what is in 
fact desired. Under the circumstances, the inspectors 
were warned that proper procedures were to be fol- 
lowed and some of them had to be trained to improve 
their work. 
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Quality control charts 

The quality control chart is • either development of 
the job history shevt and u( .he frequency distribution 
chart. It is used to determine whether a process is stable 
or is changing over time. The control chart establishes 
statistical limits within which periodic changes in the 
level of the process or in the process itself can be as- 
sessed. In this way the control chart not only records in- 
formation historically but goes beyond simple historical 
and frequency distribution charts by providing an ana- 
lytic tool with which to gauge the variability of the 
process. 

It will simplify the presentation to revert to the fre- 
quency distribution of end breaks on a spinning frame 
during a shift. In that example the average number of 
breaks per shift was about eight; given this average, 
limits can be calculated beyond which the number of 
breaks would be excessively large or small. If all the 
spindles on the frame were about the same, the chances 
would be less than one per cent that a spindle would 
be observed with fewer than two breaks, and the chances 
would also be less than one per cent that individual 
spindles would have more than fifteen breaks during the 
shift. The fact that one spindle had forty-seven breaks 
was indicative of an "assignable" cause which required 
remedial attention. In addition to these limits, the con- 
trol chart introduces the notion of time and thus has 
a predictive value. Were spindles chosen at random and 
observed for breaks during each successive shift, the 
number of breaks would be expected to fall within the 
predetermined limits unless some change occurred in 
the spindle in the course of time. If all subsequent breaks 
were within these limits and if the number of breaks 
were distributed regularly without tending to increase, 
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it could lie concluded that the sample spindles were 
truly representative of all spindles in the process, and 
that the process was under contri)l. 

Graphically this is shown in chart 3. 
The control chart thus provides both a summary of 

experience over time and a norm for assessing the ne 
cessity of corrective action and selecting its type. Similar 
charts are used to determine the percentage "defective", 
percentage "returned" or other such "attribute" data. 
The following example shows the [x-rcentagc return of 
fans from final inspection to the assembly line; the pro 
duction is of about 200 fans a day. 

In the preliminary period covered by chart 4, the per 
centage of fans returned each day was very erratic, and 
reached a figure as high as 14 |XT cent. The causes of 
this high rate of rejection at final inspection were in- 
vestigated and corrective action was taken, the effects 

Chart 3 
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becoming apparent on the eighth clay. Thereafter, only 
slight variations in the percentage of returns were found. 
The average percentage rejection (p curve) was de- 
termined on the basis of the results for the next ten 
days; the upper control limit (UCL curve) was com- 
puted and plotted on the chart. The chart showed that 
the returns for the sixteenth and eighteenth days were 
above the control limits; investigation was again under- 
taken, and an average daily rejection of less than one 
per cent, which was economical and satisfactory, was 
finally obtained. This sequence is typical of many situa- 
tions in which almost immediate results have been ob- 
tained from the posting of a p chart; without this inter- 
vention, the lack of knowledge of the amount and of 
the erratic nature of returns would have allowed care- 
less practice to continue undetected. 

Certain types of control charts are commonly made 
when "variable" data (those arising from measurement 
of weights, dimensions, strengths and the like) are 
available. The procedure consists usually of selecting over 
a period of lime samples of four or five units from a 
process. The average of the sample indicates the cenital 
tendency, and the range of the sample (largest minus 
smallest value in the sample) measures the variability 
of the process. This information can then be used to 
determine whether the process is stable and controlled. 
As regards the variability of the process, mathematical 
theory indicates, given an average of the ranges of twenty 
or more successive samples, how much variation among 
the individual ranges might lie expected to occur by 
chance, just as in the case of the "ends down" in the 
frequency distribution discussed earlier. From the aver- 
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Table 4 

Wl.EKLY AVERAGE PERCENTAGE Oh REJECTION (PER INSPECTOR) 

OF SEWING MACHINES BEFORE AND AFTER INTRODUCTION 

OF  QfALITY CONTROL METHODS 

BEFORE AFTER 
R E J E ( TION 1 April ) {September) 

Maximum P.A N.f) 
Minimum 4.0 1.5 
Average 15.0 5.0 

age range, it is possible to determine the upper range 
limit for each sample size; the lower limit is seldom 
higher than zero, except for large sample sizes. 

The upper range limit is then drawn on the chart 
and a range of successive samples is plotted. If any of 
the individual sample ranges exceed this limit, there is 
good reason to believe that the process does not have 
a stable pattern of variability over the period considered, 
and that an "assignable" cause can be found. 

Similarly, limits for the variability of the sample aver- 
ages can be predicted from a stable pattern of process 
variation. The limits of variability for the averages are 
called the upper and lower control limits; they may be 
calculated from the general average—average of the 
averages—plus or minus an appropriate factor, times the 
average range. The important feature is that the limits 
for the sample averages are calculated from the ranges 
of the samples, and thus from the variation expected 
Irom within the samples. The control limits thus pro- 
vide a test of whether the sample averages fluctuate 
more than would be expected on the basis of the "within 
process" variability alone. If the process average is shift- 
ing up or down or is otherwise changing, there will 
k- more variation between the samples than within a 
sample, and some sampl*- averages are likely to fall out- 
side the control limits. If sample averages do fall out- 
side the computed control limits, this suggests that as- 
signable causes are affecting the process averages and 
that these causes can be found. A "controlled" state 
exists when the upper limit of the sample ranges falls 
below the upper range limit and the sample averages 
fall l>etween the upper and the lower control limits. 

An example of the use of control charts is given in 
chart 5 which shows the weight of "laps" from one of 
the four scutchers in a blowroom of a cotton mill. The 
lap is the 100-yard roll of raw cotton which has been 
carded and scutched and which is to he further pro- 
cessed as yarn. Undue variability in the thickness of the 
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cotton, and thus in the weight ot the lap, causes un- 
desirahle variations in the thickness of the subsequent 
yarn. The desired weight of lap is 32 pounds 8 ounces 
and the desired tolerance allowance on the weight of 
lap is plus or minus 4 ounces. 

The control chart shown is derived from twenty-five 
samples of four laps each in three successive months. 
May, June and July (S). When the chart was begun in 
May, the variation in weights as shown in chart 515 was 
greater than that desired. The range points above the 
control limits indicated lack of control. Investigation 
of these revealed that unnecessary adjustments had IKVII 

made. In addition, there were points outside the con- 
trol limits, as may be seen in chart 5A, indicating that 
more than necessary variation was being introduced into 
the process. Investigation and attention helped to im- 
prove the process in June and July, although there was 
still one range point out of limits in each month and 
one average point out of control in July. The over-all 
variability of the process as measured by the average 
range did decrease during these months, but did not 
narrow down to the desired extent. Continued action was 

necessary to achieve satislactory control. The chart, based 
on a very small proportion ot total production, furnished 
management with knowledge of the process variabilis 
which contributed to the adoption ot corrective measure1. 

Acceptance sampling—standardization of inspection 

Acceptance sampling is a technique fur evaluating the 
quality characteristics ot  purchased material; sampling 
is used in contrast to a complete inspection of the ina 
terial. Standard sampling test procedures, which relate 
the size of the sample to the size of the lot and to the 
quality desired in the incoming material, are well de 
termined. (¡iven the size of lot and the level of mspec 
tion desired, the inspector can lind I rom standard tables 
(4) the size of sample and the acceptance and rejection 
numbers. The theory  of  the acceptance and  rejection 
numbers is similar to that which determines the control 
limits on a control chart.  If the  numlxT ot detectives 
observed   in   a   sample   is  equal   to  or   Mow   the  .w 
ceptance number, the lot ot material is accepted; if not. 
the material is rejected  lor further screening or sonic 
other disposition. 

Chart 5 
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Although the theory of .Mcptanu sampling is st.itis 
tini, its clTcctivcncss in pr.it.HL~c* depends lu .1 large ex 
tent on the engineering preparation. Proper inspection 
standards m st \K pre engineered su ih.il ihcv not only 
r~.-Ht-i.~t .i«k-i|u.itflv lin i|ii.ilii\ e h.ir.ictfrisiiL's desired but 
also reduce to a minimum .iny varuitum in judgemeni 
or 111 gauging — Ix-lwccit uni ms|x~cior .nul .mother. Ont 
ot tht- biggest -¿.uns 1h.1t m.i\ Ix derived Imm accept 
.nue sampling • * die eliminati, n ni v.in.iti<m ,1111011g the 
standards applied liv msjKiKirs work ni); un thf sa nu* 
material. Once the standards of acicpi.iiiic have Ixcn 
.111.1lvM.-1l .nul l.iul down, ihcv .11 mm provuli- a target 
towards which   prinluctuni activities i.m U  aimed. 

I lu following i\.impie ul the use ol acceptance s.mip 
ling rei.îles tu the lin.il ins|xction ni completed sew inj; 111.1 
einlies at the point ul leaving the pi.nil, or to ins|Kctioii 
on  .irriv.il   at    the  consuming   clothing   taclorv   or   ills 
Inbiilor's premises. 

'I wo principal tk \ in s were used tu achieve iiiiilormm 
in ins|H.Ylmn. ( )ne ul these was .1 st.ind.ird uis|xvtin" 
procedure to IK lollowed In the entire group ot in 
s|Hitors sonn- tweiiiv in .ill, main ot whom had lieen 
working ti »get lur lor .1 du .ule. This procedure included 
.1 clieekolT list, on which the inspector could svste 
1n.1li1.1lh indu ate his lindings .mil .it the s.inu* time 
m.ike sure thai he h.id covered everv requirement. The 
other device was the selection ol st.inil.ird machines with 
winch ni.iihiiifs having detects lending themselves to 
dilicrcnecs m judgement could lie compared. The stand 
aril machines were selected 111 pairs, one ot them just 
meeting the levels ul .iiccpt.ince, the other just failing 
them. '1 he standard machines were n placed In the in 
s|Kitors at weekly intervals, to guani against modifica 
lion ot their characteristics due to use. The results are 
partly illustrated m tahle 4. 

Standardization ol inspection directly helped to 11 ir 
row down the spread Ixiwccn minimum and ni.iMiiium 
|xrcentages ot rejections as IK t ween individual inspec 
tors. The insix'clion data wire reliahle enough to lx- 
led hack mio the process to secure dimensional control 
ol the key compi meni s in the machine shop and in the 
assemble process. The dilTerence IKIWCCII the April and 
Septenilxr averages reflects the improvement in lxiih 
proicssing ami  inspection procedures. 

Design of experiments 

So lar, i|ii.ilnv control data have Ix-en derived clirecllv 
troni given priKesscs and have not allowed for ix-ssihlc 
inferences  Ixvoiul the levels of  |irocess variahles  used. 

Table 5. / 
I'ASTINUS:     I'APIIIIMKST TO DITIKMIM PROIMR  \NN»'. VI.lNi: 

CONDITIONS 
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1 he "design ot c\|*cnnunts'* is a tcchiiu'Uc which |xr 
nuts such investigation and which leads to selection of 
optimum process levels. 

The following example descrilu-s M\ experiment to 
determine the annealing conditions rei|inred tor oh- 
t.lining certain phvsic.il prnjx-rties in castings. Three 
process (actors were considered relevant, namelv, soak- 
ing temperature, anncling tune and l\|X- ot packing 
sand. Two levels were considered lor each factor—a 
high and low soaking ieni|x*rature designateli respec 
tivelv "'!'" and "t", a high anil low annealing time 
designated respectively "A" and "a", and two types of 
sanil, retractoiA and hematite, designated respectively 
"S" and "s". An experimental procedure was established 
in which sixteen test pieces, eight Iron each of two 
experimental casis, were arrangili so that each combina- 
tion of the iaitors above would IK- tested. The arrange- 
ment, which was duplicated tor the two experimental 
casts, is show 11 111 table SA (10). 

After ire timetit the pieces were subjected to .1 bend 
test: the "average" values ol Ixnd corresponding to each 
main elïc ' were obtained under the conditions shown 
in table 5H. 

The figure S4.4 represents the average Ixnd of the 
eight pieces treated at low temperature, whereas ')i.l 
is that ot the eight treated at high lciii|xraiure; similarly, 
the other two pairs of numlxrs are averages of eight 
test results relating to two sets of conditions—annealing 
time and i\|x- of sand, res|x-c(ivelv. The figures in table 
^li represent a three way sulxlivision ol the sixteen test 
results obtained 111 the two sets of expriment* using the 
two experimental casis. 

The figure 7S.N in table S(" represents die average liend 
ul tour pieces treated at a low level of tem~x~r.iture and a 
low level ot annealing tune; similarly, (he other ligures 
represent the average ot four tests. Sand is not taken into 
consideration, as observation shows (see table 5D) that 
the dilTerence Ix-twcen the two types does not affect 
significantly the lx-nd characteristics. In table 5D, the 
interaction between sand and each of the other variabies, 
as well as the triple interaction of temperature, time 
and sand are grouped together in the residual item. 

A statistical analysis of variance based on the experi- 
mental data—the averages of these are shown in tables 
5B and 5C—is given in table 5D. 

The analysis of variance shown in table 5D is a sta- 
tistical method of apportioning the total variation ob- 
served in the sixteen tests among its causal factors. 

The sixteen tests provide for fifteen degrees of free- 
dom. Of these, three corres[x>nd to the differences be- 
tween the low and  high  levels of each factor; three 
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others correspond to the two factor interact unis—three 
of which are possible—and one to three factor mterac- 
tH>n. In table >l), onlv the temperature time interaction 
H citait with separately; the other three- lx».ause of the 
very small values of the deviations involved—are grouped 
together under "residual". The remaining eight de- 
grees of freedom are related to the duplication ol each 
of the eight treatment tests using steels of two dilïcrent 
experimental casts. They, in turn, are put together as 
chance variations or experimental "error". The second 
column of the table gives the sum of squares of the 
deviations of individual observations from average bend 
values, ami the third column gives the mean square, that 
is. the sum of squares divided by the degrees of free- 
oom, which measures the relevant variances. The square 
root of variance corresponding to "error" provides a 
measurement of the standard deviation ot individu.il 
test results which—as is well known -indicates the test 
to test deviations from the mean that might IK due to 
chance in the absence ol causal tactors. 

The analysis of variance presemeli in table *»I) indi- 
cates that the statistical variance related to the levels 
of temperature, as well as to the interaction between 
temperature and time, is significantly higher than (he 
"error" or chance variance which is the yardstick against 
which individual variance is measured for statistical sig- 
nificance. It can lx- seen from the table that most .if the 
variations in the test results are attributable lo these two 
factors; hence, these are the strategically important fac- 
tors that must lx- properly controlled in the production 
process. 

The analysis indicates that better bend is obtained with 
the higher soaking temperature and the higher annealing 
time. There is, however, Mí "interaction" effect show- 
ing that time gives a desirable result at the lower tem- 
perature, but an adverse one at the higher temperature. 
The best combination tested appears to be, as shown in 
table 5C, high soaking temperature with low annealing 
time. Further experiments with respect to these proper- 
ties could lx- undertaken to spell out more precisely the 
optimum conditions. 

The results obtained mule it possible to improve the 
quality of the foundry's product which had been low 
because the pr«ess used allowed for low soaking tem- 
perature and low annealing time. As regards sand, the 
difference between the two types did not affect signifi- 
cantly the physical properties of the castings, and selec- 
tion could be made simply on the basis of relative cost. 

Direct experimental methods of this kind can be ap- 
plied to many princesses with a view both to locating 
trouble spots and determining optimum operating con- 
ditions. 

The examples given above have explained and illus- 
trated the usual quality control procedures—organiza- 
tion of quality data, use of frequency distribution tcch- 
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niques, contro! charts lor attributes and variables, A\U\ 

design of cxixriments. 

These examples, whuh illustrate means employed, 
complement those given in the Ixginnmg ol this art ule 
relating to results obtained. In nearly every plant in whuh 
quality controls are introduced, it would IK- |*issiblc to 
descrilx gains in productivity due to the employment 
of one or more ot these techniques. In main casis, gains 
in productivity have Ixcn estimateli to lx as high as 
40 per cent. One or moie ot the following results i.in 
usually be obtained: 

(</)  DilTerent  rates ol  output  of dilTerent  units m a 
plant and uneven rates of acceptance of their produits 
cm lx equalized on the level reached by the most etil 

cient unit; 

(h) Waste, scrap and rework can lx reduced and 
quality of product can lx improved without nun ase 
in cost or changes in production processes; 

(e) Judgement of quality can lx standardized; 

(</) Maintenance procedures can lx made more ef- 

fective; 
(f) Raw materials, fuel and other supplies can lx 

utilized more economically; 

(/) Weights can lx unit rolled and weight units 

standardized. 

Table W 

AN.M.VSIS OF VARIAM r. IN HIND 

SIM Ol 

llhl.RFKs SOI  VRF.S MIVN 

OF oi s'.'1 v*r 

SOIRGE OF   VARIATION       FRKMHiM IIF.VIVMONS ii.irun.rl 

Betwe«. i temperatures                  I W>.25 **• -,# 

Between annealing times             I V>.25 56.25 

Between packing sands                1 24.00 24.00 
Interaction  temperature time       I 225.00 225.00* 

Residual                                        < 12.W 4A7 \  \(m 
Error  (chance variation)             S 100.00 12.*) 

TOTAL     15 725.00 

' Kffects significant at ihr ont  per cent level. 
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INTRODUCING QUALITY CONTROL IN A PLAN! 

AMI MWvOMfcvr is tonvinnd <>t i ht  value ot i|ii.ihi\ 
^-^   control, the question arises ot how in nirriKlnct.- it. 
How should a quality tont rol sett ion Ix organi/cil .nul 
staffed:  Should stimi  simple  problems It tackled  tìrst 
so ih.it the sutiiss achieved would stimili.ni' mon   dit 
tu nit endeavours: Should quality i ont rol charts Ix ni.idi 
lor iviry  machine .nul prouss;   To .ill these questions, 
tht   answer  is  th.it  .im   ot  these   approaches might   Ix 
appropriate under given mannst.mets. Ixaring in mind 
th.it dure is no easy wav to bring into am plant, wh.it 
ever its si/.e, wh.it  is essentially   .1  ri volution.m   |>ron 
dure. I'svthologu.il obstacles ,ind technical limit.liions 
liar of innovations, difficulties ot  communicating  wuh 
ihose who m.iv Ix affected In tin changes and ot having 
to train or retrain |X'o|>le    arc to Ix   reikoned with.  A 
radier   extended   period  ot   time   is   normally   required 
Ixtore a new system is estahlisl.ed and accepted. Quality 
lotitrol cannot lie siinplv added to an enterprise; it it is 
to  Ix  effective,  changes   must   Ix   introduced   in   basic 
organization concepts   \\H\ methods. 

The problem ol how to introduce a quality control 
system was prolxd hy the author in a review of alxuit 
one hundreil plants in some thirty different industries m 
India. In nearly all cases the objective was to present to 
management a practical course of action divided into 
convenient steps, each of which lould be implemented m 
ime or two months. In all the industries considered, with 
the exception of jute and cotton manufacturing, the 
following live steps, which provide, in a sense, a check 
olí list of those areas in which the greatest gams can be 
achieved, were proposed as a normal order of procedure. 

(1) Measure outgoing quality; 

(2) Determine scrap anil rework rates; 

(ì)  Assess utilization of machinery and equipment; 

(4)  Kvaltialc incoming materials; 

0)  F.stablish a quality control framework. 

In the case of cotton and iute, step Í—study of utilisa- 
tion ot machincrv— -appears to Ix' the most elTective first 
step Incinse immediate gains in spinning and weaving 
efficiency can Ix- quite easily won therein. 

sin» i. Measure outgoing quality 

In nearly all the companies surveyed, the first step in 
initiating quality control was the development of a means 
ot measuring product quality in relation to the desired 
specitic.ition anil to consumer needs and wishes. The 
reason tor this is twofold. First, this provides manage- 
ment with information useful in comparing present 
quality lx>th with that achieved in the past and that ob- 
tained in similar facilities; second, the final product re- 
flects the influence of all the process factors in the plant 
In making chairs, sewing machines, fans, soaps, jute and 
cotton textiles, shoes, and in nearly every other instance 
the first question is whether the final prtxluct meets lx>th 

Fort man ehet fyng comben in cotton-spinning mill in Israel 

St, 

the customer's anil the firms standards ot quality anil 
nisi. Quality control investigation will show to what e\ 
tent this is the case and vili indicate which process t.ic 
tors must Ix   dealt with to improve tht  product and n 
duie ils costs. 

Measuring outgoing quality is m >t a simple thing. First, 
standards ot product must Ix de\ilo|xd or made expiait 
and methods tor determining product qualn\ must he 
evolviti. A usual procedure is to make a classification of 
dik its. grading the tv|*s ol depart i ire troni s|xi itti allons, 
or obicttivi s. according to their im|<ortanie. This must 
Ix pro|xrh engineered in order to reflect a correct évalua 
tH>ii ol lilt material. The |xiint at which linai product 
qualitv tin Ix- determined must also Ix considered. For 
nisi.nue, in tn.inv industries, as in the manutacture ol 
th.itrs .\m\ office equipment, the final to.it ot paint mas 
hide objectionable details, so that, to express a final 
quality judgement, i xaminalioii should Ix made Ixtore 
and after painting. "Acceptance sampling" methods are 
particularly appropriate tor evaluating the outgoing pro 
duct since accurate examination of a few items is mori 
important than casual inspection ot large numlxrs; roti 
tine ins|xction is normally inadequate for the accurate 
measurement ot outgoing quality. 

While it is im|xirtant to measure outgoing quality, it is 
equally im|xirt.mt to determine how gixxl the measure 
is. What is needed is a measure of quality that is in 
variant as between inspectors and invariable over time, 
so as to minimize errors. Very often the error among the 
itis|xctors is greater than the variation of the material 
on which they are working. lake any gauging or measur- 
ing process, ,\n inspection evaluation is not proper or 
useful until the error of measurement is small relative to 
the variability of the objects Ixing measured. It is not 
unusual to finii screening inspection less than SO per cent 
efficient, as shown alxive in the cases of the gl.:ss and 
jute industries. Manv techniques are available to resolve 
these differences, the direct experiment being forer e most. 



STU" 2. Ih: termi ne scrap and rework rates 

Whether or imi produit quality is salisi.utorv. the exist 
iikt ut se rap .1 net nveork insultes I ht iiitroiluctinn ut 
qualiiv ninnili. Iti, rate il scrap should he »Measured 
.IIMI ilassilicd liv HUH, .is in th< tasi ut detective products 
.11 ih«- si i^f ni hn.il product (|u.ilnv fv.ilu.ition. Scrap 
is usti.illv encountered ,it inu mi» dilli stages of the pro 
uss, ,is .i risiili ut improbi i.istnii;. improper machine 
silling .nul m.un ut her causes. It :s usu.illy possible to 
ili Urtili IH I rom t i'i h nu. il jiurus llu i ause s ut .ili ¡x ISSI ble 
tvjxs ut sii.ip. Cr.ielmg i.in Itv. il U introduced tu de- 
termine illusi phases m ttu pronss ubere stronger con- 
trols are IH nini. I tu si ph.isi s ni.iv sometimes IH ri -veiled 
In use ol i unti ol k li, iris, I rei) IH ni v distributions .nut other 
di vices. When causi s i.iiiiiot IK I asilv determined, it ni.iv 
IH.' Heuss.ir\ In resort to direi' e spi a inicnts .is ,i prchmin 
ary step. 

Sjme ser.ip is un.ivoid,ilile. .mil its minimum .imouiu 
m.iv U determined bv engineering met In KIS or l>v com- 
parison with simil.ir ojHr.iiions either within the phint 
or in simihir industries. I lie wav sir.ip is dis|>osed ot 
sometimes hides its nature .mil its magnitude. In the case 
ot "stuck" plates in a [xitterv plani, nothing can he done 
except to dispose ol the material liv dumping or destroy- 
ing it, while moulds rejected betöre baking anil glazing 
can be re used as raw material. In soap plants, rough 
cakes rejected at the cutting stage go back into the vats 
as raw material. The volume of "return" or "rework" is 
seldom considered as important as that of material actu- 
ally discarded, although it elms involve costly labour, 
machine anil plant time. A consielcrable volume of re- 
work must be scrutini reel with the same care as actual 
scrap in order to achieve the most efficient  processing. 

STKP v Assess utilization of machinery and equipment 

Relatively simple quality control mcthoels are available 
for measuring the rate of machine utilization. The 
method commonly used is known as the "ratio delay 
methoer of sampling or "snap-check reading", and con 

sists ot Holing or iioirdiiig lb. nnniUi ol ¡naihuus >>i 
ollur equipment which ari not in ope i ilion al the time 
the iilweuif passes In. A given niiinUr ol olisi r\ at ions 
may U made per ilav at random nine inieivals, nid a 
summary ol these viinplc observations, is pmuded in a 
i ont rol ili.irt. givis quite n.uhlv a tneasiue ol tin per 
iintagc  ot   machines in o|xiatioii 

1 his method eau IK usui, loi instance, i nu isme tin 
rati ot utili/atioii ol niailiiin tools in a 1IL.HI niaeliiuerv 
mannt.icluring plani or ot tvixvvnius ni m oline. It is 
used extensively in lotion A\H\ |iitc mills to piovute a 
rapili measure ot the i ihm m v ol the spinning or v\ i iving 
department by muii'ing tlie- numlxr ot "nuls down", 
or the numi* r ot individual spindles mi which lIn tbie.ul 
is broken, or the IIUIIIIK r ot looms stnp|xd. 

Sin ll tuiasurenii ills ot maihmerv nuli/ itimi should U 
supplì meni ed bv mini mat ion as to the i.iuses ol «.tot »page. 
These  um Ix  i.italogued anil the stopped  machines i.in 
thin lx' denoted bv i.iuse bv  a system ol nuli   numbers. 
In some ti siile nulls snapiheik studus have U en  used 
to  compare  the  i.iuses  ol   stoppage   Ixtwiin   a   n riant 
number ol the most productive looms and a correspond 
ing   numlxr  ol   the  least   produttive um s.   I )ilíerenti.il 
studies ot ibis kind provide the basis lot  remedial action 
to raise the level ol output ol  tin   moie niellii lent   ma 
chincrv, whether bv training machine operalors, improv- 
ing maintenance or repair procedun s. providing  Utter 
facilities tor handling material, installing Utter lighting 
or adopting any of the numerous other measures which 
influence productivity. 

STKP 4. Evaluate incoming materials 

Quality control methods are useful lur controlling the 
quality ot incoming raw materials and purchase«! parts. 
Raw materials control m.iv lx- relatively complex 111 Mitin- 
eases, such as thai ol jute manufacturing, where the level 
of spinning and weaving clficirniy determines HI large 
part the necessary raw materials mix. Consistent with 
colour and grade conditions, cheaper raw materials may 
lx- used provided that these can be spun vviiliout undue 
loss m processing elticiencv. < Control iharts relating; raw 
material costs to spinning or weaving etliui-n« v may eon 
tribute towards achieving a contmlhd situation 111 which 
raw matinal and processing msis would be Usi com- 
bined by introducing c«nam 1 bangi s in the raw mat« rials 
used. It is sometimes possible to have a pilot line in whi« h 
raw material mixes can be tried 111 nlu.il practice, bill, 
even if this is used, lor mal quality 1 onirol methods would 
still provide a Utter basis lor d< vision making. Control 
charts employing correi.ilion theory are ini|x>rtant in 
such instances. 

sTF.i» 5. Establish a quality control framework 

The last and probably the musi ini)»ort.mt objective of a 
quality control survey in a plani is the setting up of in 
organization for solving quality control problems. Such 

Checking the processing of polyvinyl sheets in a plastics 

factory at Split, Yugoslavia 
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i-1 IT. Finn/ inspection of television 

sets in a  Japanese factory 

TOP KK;IIT.  Testing electric bulbs in 

a Pakistani factory 

BOTTOM   RIGHT.   Inspecting  roll   of 

cloth in Israeli cotton mill 

.in organization may vary from ;i sizable group in a large 
plant to a lew jK'ople working |*«sibly part-time in a 
small establishment; regardless of its size, it must enjoy 
«lirect management sup|x>rt and interest. In a small coii- 
eern, the liest way of introducing quality control is to 
train its management. In the author's experience, nearly 
all managers who attended training courses were able 
to initiate effective programmes in their own enterprises. 
The manager's subordinates collected the necessary in- 
lormation and the manager himself scrutinized and in- 
terpreted it. Success achieved in solving one problem led 
to the tackling of another and, little by little, relatively 
effective quality control measures were introduced 
throughout the plant. A manager of a shoe factorv who 
was satislied with the quality of his production under 
took alter the completion ol his training, a final product 
evaluation which revealed, to his astonishment, that, in 
spite ol thorough inspection of partly finished and final 
products, more than 10 per cent of the latter failed to 
meet specifications. This leti him to take the necessary 

steps in the tanning process and in the cutting procedures 
to attain a controlled process within specifications. Where 
quality control functions are entrusted to a team not 
immediately connected with management, it should en- 
joy an independent status and should not be urder the 
direct supervision of those whose efforts it is trying to 
evaluate. When quality control is entrusted to an operat- 
ing division of a company, it is usually not able to deal 
effectively with major quality problems and is reduced 
to a routine application of techniques. The same situation 
sometimes occurs when, for instance, quality control is 
introduced by the owners of a plant without first winning 
the confidence and support of the managerial personnel. 
To lx- successful, a programme of quality control should 
win a minimum degree ol co-operation from both super- 
visory stalT and labour. It is their operations that are to 
IH- examined and improved. This may have major effects 
upon their jobs and earnings and, to avoid suspicion and 
opposition, what is being done should be explained by 
management and accepted by those concerned. 

NATIONAL PROMOTION OF QUALITY CONTROL 

/\1'\I.ITV loNTRoi. 11 \s grown and developed in dilfer- 
\" eut patterns in the many countries where it is now 
utilized. In the United States, it grew from the war-time 
interest in increasing national production. Wartime 
courses of the ten-day variety were given under the 
auspices of the War Production Hoard and were en- 
thusiastically received, (¡roups of students formed local 
quality control organizations; in Buffalo, such a group 
began publishing a journal. These groups were banded 
together in PMd into a national organization, the Amer- 
ican Society for Quality Control, which has grown in 

SS 

this twelve-year period to well over 10,000 members and 
is now one of the largest professional societies in the 
United States. 

The society has over a hundred local chapters, each of 
which holds a monthly meeting. The society also holds 
a general annual meeting and annual national meetings 
tor each of its six divisions, as well as regional meetings. 
It publishes a technical journal entitled industrial Quality 
Control. 

Knowledge of qualitv control expands continuously 
and new developments ;ire disseminated throughout the 



industrial held by publications of the society. College 
.nul university courses in quality control ani! research 
in universities and private laboratories have hail A\î im- 
portant influence. Recently, United States government 
specifications required contractors to develop satisfactory 
quality control systems with a view to decreasing gov- 
ernment inspection. Consumers' organizations h..ve 
addeil pressure for improvement ot consumer product 
qualm. 

In Japan, the Japanese Union of Scientists and engin- 
eers, founded in l'H'i, has been largely res|>onsible ior 
the growth and development of quality control work. 
For a time its approach to quality control was limited 
to technical ami mathematical research. With the help 
of W. Kdwards Deming, the quality control movement, 
since ll>50, has received an impetus which has had a pro- 
found effect on the development of the Japanese post-war 
economy. The emphasis that Japan has placed on the 
quality of goods for export and on export quality évalua 
tion procedures has strengthened the role of quality con- 
trol in Japanese industry. 

The union is supported by private membership with 
little or no subsidy from the Japanese Government. It 
holds many lectures and training programmes, works 
closely with universities in establishing courses and re 
search work in the field of quality control and statistics 
and publishes several journals, including Statistical 
Quality Control, Operations Research as a Management 
Science and Reports of Statistical Application Research. 

In India, work in quality control has been recognized 
for some time. The Indian Society for Quality Control 
was established in 1°48, following a visit by Dr. Walter 
Shewhart, but has not grown in membership much 
beyond its original size and its influence appears to IK 

limited to Calcutta. This society publishes a bulletin. 
Another small society, the Quality Control Association, 
has been established in Bangalore. A United Nations 
team of experts headed by Professor Ellis Ott visited 
India in 1452 under the auspices of the Indian Statistical 
Institute and gave training courses in the four principal 
cities. As a result, full-time statistical quality control units 
were established by the Indian Statistical Institute. These 
units, now six in number, are financed by government 
subsidy and by membership fees of member companies, 
in return for which consulting services are provided on a 
regular basis. These units have recently grown in size 
and stature and contribute significantly to the industrial 
development of the country. In addition, a National Pro- 
ductivity Council has been established as a government- 
sponsored organization engaged in promoting the de- 
velopment and use of productivity techniques, including 
quality control. Although much has been done to foster 
quality control in India, there is great opportunity for 
further increasing the use of these techniques. 

This review suggests several generalizations concerning 
the development of quality control in under-developed 
countries. First, there is need for assistance from a cen- 
tral body to st;.rt the movement, as was the case of the 
War Production Board in the United States and the 
Indian Statistical Institute in India. Second, the role of 

training courses,  particularly  of on the job ir.immu   ot 
plant personnel, is of great importarne; however, while 
training courses are necessary, the\  .ire imi  sutíkicnt  to 
spread   the   movement.   Third,  tc.hnical   assistance   In 
foreign experts is in many cases indispensable. fourth, tlu 
development  of a   national  society  of  people  working 
together in the held of quality control is highb dcsir.ibW 
and should receive encouragement. Filth, promotion oí 
quality  control  should   U   integrated  with  bio.uk i   na 
tion.il policies aimed at fostering high« r quality m domes 
tic production, such as the politics ot government  pur 
chase s|K\itications in the  United  States, of control of 
ex|H>rt  qualitv  in  Japan, and the  productivity  iluvc   in 
India. 

As has already ken slated, quality control developed 
most rapidly when associated with steps to utili/c a 
country's resources with maximum cltkicncv, in periods 
of scarcity or nation,il eniergencv. l'or underdeveloped 
countries, which bv definition are short ot equipment, 
raw materials and skills, the >\vii.\ to use résonnes more 
efficiently is a matter of great urgency, as acute, in tact, 
as that prevailing during the wartime ant' |*>st war 
years in the United States or in Japan; .is in these coun- 
tries, quality control can make a sigmlicant contribution 
to this elToit. 
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A New Impetus to Industrial Development: 

The United Nations Special Fund 
IN OCTOBER 1958 a new form of inter national assistance came into being with the 
establishment of the United Nations Special Fund. The function of this new body, 
as stated in General Assembly resolution 1240 (XIII), was to facilitate "capital in- 
vestment . . . by creating conditions which would ma^e such investments either 
feasible or more effective". 

By this decision to create a new piece of international machinery designed to 
promote economic development, the United Nations was seeding primarily to en- 
large the scope of the extstmg programmes of technical assistance and of the existing 
international lending agencie, <o as to include, for the first time, the financing of 
projects of a pre investment nature. Such projects, which would extend over a wide 
field of activities basic to economic development, would cover all stages of wor^ 
preceding the actual investment of capital in productive facilities. The purpose of 
this article is to show some of the ways in which the Special Fund may exercise 
its mandate to foster investment in one of the major fields of development, that 
of industry. Discussion of thi> subject will be prefaced by a brief outline of the 
fund's purposes and functions. 

bO 
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PI RPOMS AND H NCTIllNS 

rpnt   SPEC IM.   Ki M*  is   not   .1   Unding   institution.   Its 
*•   assistance is mirm.ilK given on ,i j;rant basis. It may 

Ix- described as a "'new look" in technical assisiance. 

The "new" quality ot the Special Kund is, briefly, 
the flexibility with which it can utih/.e its revalues. In 
like tht L'niteil Nations l.xpanded Programme ot lech 
meal Assistance whuh, in order to take account ot the 
wide variety ot needs tor (ethnical assistance, has had 
to spread its resources over a large number ot projects 
and allocate its funds on a star to -year basis, the Special 
Kund is specifically designed to give concentrated an<l 
sustained assistance to a limited number ot selected 
projects involving relatively heavy budgetary commit- 
ments and extending usually over a period ot several 
years. It is thus abli to provili'- tn.hnic.il issisi,mei "in 
depth". 

Further, vyhile the F.xpanded Programme distributes 
its resources geographically under the procedure ot coun- 
try programming, the Special Fund develops Us pro- 
grammes on a project basis. The Fund does not make 
any a priori allocation of funds as lietwccn countries 
or between basic helds of assistance, although it will, over 
a period of years, give consideration to achieving a bal- 
anced geographical distribution of its aid among the 
beneficiary countries. Projects are usually national in 
scope; however, projects requested by a group of coun- 
tries or even by an entire region are eligible for assistance. 

Projects appropriate for Special Fund financing should 
have prospects of early and tangible results in advancing 
the economic and social development of the country or 
countries concerned; those which would facilitate new 
capital investments would be particularly suitable. For 
that reason, the Fund would assist research already at an 
advanced stage and near the point of commercial use, but 
not basic research—for instance, in physics, chemistry 
or economics. Requests for surveys of resources should be 
specific and based on reliable preliminary information; 
prompt action should follow the conclusion of the study. 
Appropriate and effective machinery should he available 
in the requesting country to give effect to the recommen- 
dations; in some cases, the setting up of a special organ- 
ization to take the necessary action should be contem- 
plated by Governments at the earliest stages of the pro- 
ject. Governments should also be prepared, at the time of 
submitting their requests, to take the legislative measures 
which might be required to give effect to the recommen- 
dations, subject, of course, when necessary, to parliament- 
ary approval. 

Participation in the Special Fund is open to Members 
of the United Nations, its specialized agencies and the 
Internationa] Atomic Energy Agency. The participating 
Governments make voluntary contributions to the Fund, 
normally on an annual basis, but are expected, whenever 
possible, to give pledges for a number of years ahead. 

The administration of the Special Fund is under the 
general authority of the Economic and Social Council 
and the General Assembly of the United Nations. Gen- 
eral policy guidance of the Fund's operations is provided 
by a Governing Council of eighteen members, nine rep- 

risennng   ctonomk.illv    ady.umd   i.-iinlno.    mu   niiu. 
!i ss developed counlrus. Tin I oumil UMI.IIIV meets IUKI 

.1   year  and  has  linai  authority   regarding   iln   ponnis 

.mil programmes rccommciulid by  the  Intuís  M.mi„ 
nig Director. 

I he Special Fund does not itsell ixnuie ilu pioints 
that it hnances. This is entrusted to the organization ot 
the United Nations l.imilv v\itiim whose coui|<eteiKe ilu 
projet t tails. This organization i nu rs into a tor ma I agin 
ment with ihe Special Fund to .ut as cxiiiiting ageiuy 
forthe project. When no appropriate iniernaiioual ageiuv 
exists tor the particular pro|cit. the Managing |)iiiitoi 
is authorized to contract tin vivius ol some outside 
organization In eat h cast arrangi me ut s lor the e\uu 
turn of (he pro|cct are suhjcil to prior approval ol ilu 
requesting ( rovcrnment. 

The scope of the Special Fund's assistante muís, 
broadly, the tolloyving basic tields: resources, including 
manpower; industry, including handieratts nul cottage 
industries; agriculture; Iransjiort and lommiinu.itioiis: 
building and housing; health: education; statist,» s, am! 
public administration. 

Projctls qiiahlymg lor assist.inn i.in lake y.iniiiis 
forms or combinations ol torms. such as surveys, uscitili 
and training, demonstrations -unhiding pilol projuis 
.\m\ establishment ot centres ,\ììì\ institutes. Implementa- 
tion may involve provision ot regular sialT and ./</ hm 
experts, equipment, supplies and services, demonstra 
Hon facilities and other appropriate means. The gruii 
may also cover fellowships in so far as they are .\i\ in- 
tegral part of a project fin.meed In the l'unii. 

Normally, the Special Kund will not finance profits 
requiring less than $250,0*10. There is no statutory up|>cr 
limit to the size of projects, but the Kund has, evidently, 
to be guided by the total amount ol resources available 
to it. The Fund will not finance the local currency costs 
of a projett, nor will it contribute towards the tost of 
building or construction. The requesting Government 
would be expected to provide all locally available services, 
such as those of technicians, and supplies, office equip 
ment, and the like. 

ASSISTANCE IN THE HUH OK  INDISTKY 

The Special Fund uses its resources to facilitate capital 
investment through six principal types of action: resource 
surv: s. pre-investment studies, research institutes, small 
Kale   industry   advisory   services,   training   institutions 
and pilot plants and demonstration units. 

Surveys of resources 

The Fund contributes towards the cost of surveying all 
types of resources—mineral, water, land, forest, other 
industrial raw materials and manpower—needed for 
economic development, subject, however, to three limita- 
tions: (a) as mentioned above, the Social Fund con 
tributes only to surveys likely to be followed by im- 
mediate action; (b) its minimum contribution beine; 
$250,000 and internments being expected to pay at least 
one-third and preferably one half of the cost ot a survey. 

f,\ 



the Fund would generally consider only projects whose 
total cost is expected to I* in excess of $?75,(XX); (c) 
smaller projects should lie referred hy (iovernments to 
the hxpanded Programme of Technical Assistance. 

Surveys of resources would usually be preceded bv 
some kind oí review of the woik already done. Such a 
"survey of surveys" would bear on material prepared 
under instructions of government authorities, interna- 
tional agencies or private interests. Information would be 
summarized and assessed and areas for further investiga 
timi mapped out. An important task also would be to 
ascertain the outcome of recommendations made in 
earlier rc|H>rts. If recommendations have failed to lead 
to further action, an investigation would obviously be 
called for. Clearly, before embarking on the effort and 
expense of another survey, both the requesting country 
ami the Special Fund will want to be satisfied that such 
action is justified. 

The existing information being assessed, the next step 
is to formulate the scope of the survey work to be dom- 
ami define the terms of reference of the survey mission. 
This work might be done bv one or several experts to 
lie recruited by the responsible agency of the United 
Nations family or. in some cases, an outside consulting 
firm might be contracted to do it. 

Vrc-mvcstment surveys, or 'feasibility" reports 

Resource surveys may lead to recommendations for the 
establishment of industrial undertakings but, as a rule, 
such recommendations will not explore in detail the 
commercial feasibility of the proposed projects. Special 
investigations are required for that purpose. In such 
cases, the intervention of the Special Fund is subject to 
the same financial limitations as in the case of surveys. 
In particular, lor most factories of the size generally 
established in under-developed countries, the cost of a 
feasibility report would be well under the figure cited 
earlier, and requests for less expensive feasibility studies 
would be liest referred to the Kxpa tided Programme of 
Technical Assistance. This means that onlv in the case 
ot projects involving very large investments—amounting 
to several million dollars—could the financing of the 
feasibility study be considered by the Special Fund. 

A feasibility report would consist of a technical, eco- 
nomic and marketing evaluation of any or all of the 
following aspects: a detailed technical and economic 
analysis of the project, including an evaluation of the 
marketing aspects; recommendations on a site with 
particular reference to water supply, power, transport 
ami other utilities; approximate cost of the project at a 
selected site (it no site has been selected, a theoretical 
layout coniti be suggested); estimate of optimum pro 
duction capacity; analysis ot the raw materials available 
(lor example, in (he case of .1 cement plant, an analysis 
ol the quality of the «.lay and limestone); guidance on 
the amount of financing required, in both local currency 
imi torcigli exchange, tor plant, ciuiipment and working 
capital. 

The linai stage    seeking funds for the emerging pro 
jeu   troni  national   or  international,   public  or  private 

sources—is outside the scope of activities ot the Special 
Fund. However, to be fully effective, the feasibility report 
might properly contain a draft "prospectus", as it were, 
of the project. The preparation of such a prospectus— 
in effect, a suitably presented summary -if the informa 
tion included in the report—might also lx- financed by the 
Special  Fund. 

A feasibility report involving ex|xrt collection of in- 
tormarion A\\A evaluation of che various asjiects ot a 
project is a costly operation. It would lx- undertaken 
only when the findings of the resource survey are suf- 
ficiently encouraging as far is the possible commercial 
exploitation of the resource is concerned. In certain cases, 
the Special Fund might finance a joint report covering 
lx>th resource survey and feasibility study. 

Research institutes 

The Special Fund will contribute towards the cost of 
technological institutes or laboratories for industrial re- 
search. The tasks of such institutes are to analyse and 
test industrial raw materials, processes and products, and 
provide engineering, economic and managerial assistance 
to increase production, improve quality and operating 
efficiency, reduce costs, and so on. Institutes might also 
undertake market research, study problems of manpower 
and industrial organization and provide training. 

Technological institutes may sometimes he organized 
on a regional basis to take advantage of economies of 
scale; in this way costly equipment and staff may be 
Ix-tter utilized. This is particularly the case when the 
scientific and engineering problems to be studied are 
common to ^everal neighbouring countries. However, a 
regional organization mav create certain complex or- 
ganizational problems and, unless the element of eco- 
nomies of scale is a primary consideration, a national 
organization is to lx? preferred.' In any event, the Fund 
would not contribute towards setting up new institutes 
if the work they are to do can lx- done more cheaply 
and effectively in existing institutes in neighbouring 
countries. 

lhe contribution of the Special Fund to the establish 
meni or expansion of institutes will normally be limited 
to a periwl of five years, and will lie expected to taper 
off in the latter part of this period, so that the (Jovern- 
ment will gradually take over the financial responsibility 
for operating the institute. In its request, the (iovern- 
ment concerned should, therefore, make provision for 
assuming increasing financial responsibility. Should fo- 
reign experts still be required upon termination of the 
Special Fund grant, payment of their salaries would be 
taken over by the Government. The Special Fund is 
willing to assist nationals of a country to take over the 
responsibilities of the foreign experts by providing a 
number of fellowships for study abroad. The number 
of fellowships and the subjects of study should be strictly 
related to the work of the institute. 

1 Sir Unitt-d Nations, "hstablislimcnt of Technological le- 
sear, li Institutes in Under developed Countries". Huiletin on In 
Jitstru'Hiition and fiod m ti itti. Nu. .' (sales numlier: W.U.R.I). 



S mail-si aie industry advisor) services 

In   m.iny   countries,   indigenous   h.intlitr.itts   or   sm.ill 
scale  industries need assistance to  improve  techniques. 
select equipment, study raw materials or survey markets. 
Advice   in   such   matters   mav   be   provided   In   S|KCI.II 

agencies with mobile units ami held pervHtncl. 

The success ot such agencies is generally contingent 
upon the availabihtv oí tumis to lenti io small entre 
preneurs for purchasing new equipment or executing 
projects as the result ot advice tendered to them. The 
Special Fund will consider making a grant to cover .ill 
or part ot the foreign exchange costs ot establishing such 
agencies only it" it rests assured that investment funds 
are available for translating into practice the agency's 
recommendations. 

"Training institutions 

In the tkkl of education, the Special Fumi operates at 
two levels—vocational training ami higher technological 
training at the university level. It does not contribute 
towards establishing or operating technical institutes to 
impart basic artisan skills, nor does it contribute directly 
to training artisans. It confines its assistance to higher 
vocational training, especially that of Instructors for 
technical schools, fortmen and other supervisory per 
sonnel. Assistance is also given for training in certain 
advanced si  lis, such as aircraft maintenance. 

At the university level, the Special Fund contributes 
to the co« of faculties of engineering and architecture. 
It also gives assistance to post graduate training in ail 
ministration and managerial techniques, and to courses 
in development planning. 

Pilot plants and demonstration units 

The Special Fund is not a source of investment capital 
and does ntit normally supply finances tor manufacturing 
concerns. Its participation in pilot [liants is justified only 
where the plant is needed as a stage between laboratory 
research and full-scale commercial production; such a 
plant is usually of less than con mereiai si/c. 

The Funtl will consider assistance to pilot factories 
whose object is to test itew uses for local materials, de 
velop new production processes not previously tested 
commercially in any country, or manufacture new pro 
ducts not previously made elsewhere. It will no» give 
financial assistance to a pilot plant unless one of these 
three elements is involved. In particular, it will not parti- 
cipate in a new pik* factory whose object is merely to 
manufacture i product not previously made in the coun 
try concerned, or to test a process not previously used 
there, provide training to staff unfamiliar with the pro 
cess, test the reaction of the public to the product or 
encourage the public to use the product. 

Before supporting a ptkrt factory, the Fumi will require 
evidence that there has been adequate investigation of 
raw materials, technical skills, factory design, production 
flows and other elements requisite to successful industrial 
production. The Fund will also need assurance that the 
management will he competent and experienced. 

CONTlim  IKHS   Ot-   TH»   Oft .ANI/A I lONs  oh    IHt    I   Ml Hi 

N\TK>NS   f\MILY   TO   THF   Ot>» RATIONS  OK    IMI    SPMIAI 

H M> 

1 hi Special fund vccirks in Jose m i>|<i Talion ss il h lite 
secretaríais ut the limai N.it'ons. lin •sjnuali/c d ,iu;in 
lies ami the Internali!mai Agency lor \ioinu I nerg\ 
W hen serving as executing agi in u \ lor the S|x\ i il F und. 
these organs tollow up the p i|oh itsigned in ihcin 
from inception to lompltüon. Tin Ikpirtmmi ot 1 m 
norme ami Smal Affairs ol the I mini Viimns Sci 
retaría! will getterai!v serve as executing agtins Inr niosi 
projects in the  held ot  industry. 

In some cases, national authorities may IH assisted l>v 
United Na.ions personnel in lorntulating requests 1er 
Special Fund assistance; tins is ntosi likilv t > happen 
when .in ex(nrt assigned to a country under the regular 
or expanded technical assistance programme linds him 
self confronted with a profilent ot sikh i tv(>c MU\ SIO|K 

as to )ustify lequest for S|xual Fund m operatimi. The 
exjiert's participation in th • drilling ol the request might, 
in sikh a case, be of great value. Il i. usi, however, lie 
clearly understood that ihe Special Fund is iti into 
nomous agency within the United Nations. ( mnniii 
mints cannot lie maik" on its behalt by the s(xc iali/cd 
agencies, or by any of the depart ment s ol the I'nited 
Nations. Corresponde ni e on S|H'i lai fund matters should 
lie aiMrcsscd directlv to the Spcual Fumi, or lo its agents 
in the titlii -the resilient representatives of the I ci linn al 
Assistance Hoard, who have also been appomied as rep 
resentatives of the Managing Direi tot ol the Speual 
Fumi. Government rei | ue it s lor assisiance should lie pre 
sent ed to the   Kesident   ft pri si inalivi   tonni ned 

evaluation of project reauc<t< 

Appraisal ot requests involves rese.in h into tin back 
ground of the proposed pn»|ect. In the i ase ol iiiiliisln.il 
projects for whu h the iXparimeut ol l.ionoiiin ami 
Social Affairs is executing agency, the F muí avails ilscll 
of the experience of the various divisions or Urani lies 
ot the Department «kaling with eionomic ik ve -lopin: nl. 
un luding industrial development, water résonnes and 
energy, transport, anil housing and planning. I lu m 
operation of the appropri.ile division ol the Department 
may be secured for checking and assessing the material 
maife available by the ' survey <>} surveys", and lor tor 
mulating 'he terms of reference of thi mission to IK 

financed by the Special Fund. Proposals tor tin istaNish 
ment of technological institutes, the cm Hon ot pikrt 
plants and other relevant projects would al, > l>c sub 
milted to the Department for its views. 

When necessary, the S|HH.I1 Fumi may arrange for one 
or several consultants ¡o visit the country tor a short 
time to scrutinize tin' application or i.irrv out preparatory 
work, in cons illation with the (fovernment The recom 
mem'atioiis of these consultants, however, are no« btnd 
ing on the Speci.il Fund. Whin the preparatory work 
canno! he contftleted within six months, dovi rumi nts 
are referred to the United Nlai ions Fxpamled Programme 
of Technii.il Assistance, under which longer term eqiert 
help can be provided. 
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Burmese trainees thriving calibration of g frnel fttmf in 
the Rangoon Diesel Training Centre 

Execution of profects 

The duties of Un:;«l Nations organiz.itions serving a« 
executing agencies consist of preparing ,1 plan of criera 
lions for the project, which includes scheduling the 
work, making financial and administrative arrangements 
for it, and ensuring that it proceed» smoothly. The 
Executing Agency makes arrangements for engaging and 
briefing experts, purchasing equipment, supervising pro- 
gress by reviewing report* and, if necessary, by visiting 
the mission, and maintaining financial accounting. It 
keep the Managing Director of the Special Fund per 

H>dtcally informed of the progress of the project; upon 
com|>letion of the proftet. it assesses the results. 

Ihr Special r'und can spur the economic development 
of under-devel«»|>ed countries ami, in particular, their 
industrialization. The valut of its contribution will lar- 
gely tlrpend upon the amount of resources at its dtspos.il 
ami the quality of the projects ¡t will be called upon to 
assist. The l.rtter condition is. undoubtedly, fundamental. 
(Xitlavs which are relatively modest in comparison with 
certain government expenditures can. when applied to 
well chosen "catalytic" protects, set 111 motH>n a process 
ot d< vclopmcnt. The t isk of sustaining and expanding 
this process is the responsibility of the (ìovernments 
concerned. 

Grtmf  né fët*mn*  ex fern   fartttifrntrmg  tn   tke   Umtti 
Sttffm s \4el(nng deielnfmtnt H kerne 

The cover tUmlrulton it hy ,omrtesy of the H«rmnkfeger C orpommn. »etéing tnmpmtnt IMnsmn. 
Uénanhet. Wucouttu the phatugenfh on page A, hy comte ty of Uttetrmtt dt frame, far's; tèe 
pantographs M pages 7, Il iff t. 17 »né ht) »re hy fumtttty «r Standaré ÍW tompuny 1 Srw fertey) 
the photografh on page 10 i top) u hy courtesy «/ tke Swréuh State fumer Board. Stotkhtém itui on 
fuge 1(1 (buttern), »y courtesy of Imatrnm fumer !*/.. Helnuht ihm mt fuge II ihoiHmt. hy comte* 
of Electricité et trenti I hy H. Êuemuger, funsi; ihm on page 12, hy courtesy of (hierren tun he In-»» 
kraftwtrkt, Mi., Magenfmi tkm on punt 14, hv cmrtesy »f the Kmhut'v of ihr l mon of Sottet 
Swmkst HtpmhUcs, Washington, Of..; that un p»ët If I left 1. hy courtesy of the Ministry nj thntng 
»né fornir, Warsaw; the future of the eux aim sum, hrft mend rem from hottom of pun? ih. M hy 
courtesy of tke M. *.'. forter Company, Mr., Ottstom ¡Aristo» Phitantlpkta. frnnsylt/auM. the remmutng 
pktttogrephs un paut 2h »ni ihuêt on page 21 art hy courtesy »f the Selherlanéi t.cmom,, Institute 
Kutterdem. ikete on panel II Irtght). 41, 41 Itap rtgkt tué huttom) une 4t,. hy conrtety ol tee 
inéuneium htfmrmaHon (tfne. hem Vari tke photograph on page Q is hy tottrlesv of the .internan 
Wetétng Society. New Yorh,; fi/taret I through V on pages 14, M end » art hy muriesy of the Central 
Sttenttfu Ketauvrh Institute »f Technology »né Machtnt nuuVing Moscow, the thoiograpat »n puget 
iM ané M I left I are hy conrleiv of the ( 'oamtatt tonerai ef fafan. New Yorh those on pants ft. 4$, 
41 imp leftI ané »# t.op rtgkti. hy rotatety of tke toniuhte i*uer*l of fuhishm, St» Vw* th, 
fkotognph on pune 47 is hv court*s\ of the tnforntatntn Sennet of litem 
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